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INTRODUCTION 

- . - 
The Musuem of Northern Arizona has spent a number of years 

Sponsoring archeological investigations which have led to defining 

the Sinagua culture in the neighborhood of the San Francisco 

Mountain area of northern Arisona. @ila Pueble devoted considerable 

of its research to the definition of the chskam in southern Arizona. 

Dr. Colten, in his various publications on the Sinagua, also 

demonstrated that the Hohokam wp to about 1125 A.D. and the Sinagua 

from 1125 to 1400 A.D. inhabited the middle Verde Valiey, an area 

Situated between the Gila Basin ef southern Arizona and San Francisco 

Mountains of northern Arizona, Excavations by the Museum also 

demonstrated that e colony of Hohokam had settled in the San 

Francisco Mountain area around 1070 A.D., apparently having moved 

north from the Verde Valley. 

In 19h7, the writer aé@vanced the hypothesis that some ef the 

Sinagea, in the course of their expansion south into the Verde Valley, 

continued southward and settled with the Hohokam of the @ile’ Basin 

: about 1150 A.D. This paper is an attempt to crystallise available 

data pertaining to these two groups. Am attempt will be made to 

uncover the besic factors which allowed these two groups to live, 

apparently in eclese harmony, under varying situations and at different 

times in widely separeted areas, and, if possible, to determine 

their eventual fate, 

The Hohokam of the Roosevelt and Gila Basins and Verde Valley, 

Prior to 1125 or 1150 A.D., lived in single unit jacals along streams, 
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irrigated their fermlands, manufactured red-on-buff decorated 

pottery, built ball courts, made use of roasting pits, dumped 

their refuse on trashnounds and cremated their dead. In contrast, 

the Sinagne of the Flagstaff area, after 1120 or 1130 A.D., erected 

small pueblos on elevated terrain, were dry farmers, manufactured a 

redware, rerely decorated pottery, first began using ball courts 

after 1070 A.D. (introduced to them ty the Hohokem), lacked reast- 
ing pits, disposed of their refuse in sheet form or on a talus 

Slope, and buried their dead in an extended position. 

While stationed at Nontegama Castle National Nomument in the 
Verde Valley, the writer took occasion on off-duty days to inspect 

prehistoric sites in the vicinity in an effort to interpret better 

the preehistory of the momment area. Arrangenents were made with 

the Museum of Northern Arizona to sponsor this survey, and site 

numbers in their series were assigned to new sites encountered. The 

surface mterial recovered was deposited in their collections. This 

survey was carried on sporedically from November 19k6 through 

Jamary 1950. 

Ferty-one sites not recorded previously ty the MNuseun were 

visited, as well as many others which had been recorded by various 

members of the Museum steff, The reconnsissance was restricted 

generelly to the drainege of Beaver Creek on the east side of the 

middle Verde Valley. The survey material amplifies that portion 

of the data pertaining to the valley proper which Colton outlined 

in his report om the Sinagua (Colton, 1946). The tentative story 
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of the valley outlined herein, for which purpose the project was 

undertaken, has been compiled from all available sources touching 

om the prehistory of the middle Verde Valley. Data from the files 

at Tusigoot and Montesuma Castle National Monuments have been 

incorporated with the permission of the National Park Service. 

It was not until the survey material wes completely 

studied and written in draft form that the potential of the data 

was realized. As a result, this report hes been expanded beyond : 

the original intended limits to encompass the entire region of 

: the Arizona desert below the Mogollem Rim west to tho Colerede 

River and from the San Francisco Mountains south to the Gile Basin. 

The data presented appear to indicate that the cultures of the above 

outlined area evolved out of a basic pattern which was affected at 

@ifferent times and to warying degrees by various intrusive patterns - 

the Hohokam and Sinagua, 

In the first portion of the report dealing with the Verde 

Valley and up through the section om "Correlations and Discussions", 

I empley taxonomic terms in general use among Southwestern archeolo- 

gists. Following this, however, new terms and definitions are 

introduced, 

Im May 1955, I eutmitted this report to the Museum of 

Northern Arizona. By August 1956 most of the investigators interested 

in the archeology of western Arizona were acquainted with the fact 

that I had described a new pattern. During the Peces Conference, 

held in the shove mentioned month, it wes suggested that « root 
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name different from that of Yuman be assigned to the pattern. 

Hakataya was selected, No decision was reached at this meeting 

concerning the stems of the Hakataya Root (Schroeder, 195M pp. 176- 

178). Those described herein are the views of the author. 

° 

2. 
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the middie Verde Valley is siteated between the high platens — 

lend of the north with its comparatively low temperatures and high 

precipitation and the low desert of southern Arizona with its high : 

temperatures and low precipitation. The southern portion of the 

‘plateau supplies the fast-flowing streams with water and material 

with which deep canyons have been cut through the sedimentary 

deposits bordering the Verde Valley. As the streams appreach the : 

Center of the valley their grades diminish and cutting power de- 

creases, resulting in tread shallow canyons where, in dry seasons, 

mach of the wter is absorbed ty the soil or the heated air. 

During times of precipitation a large volume of water enters the 

Verde River which alternately washes out former fleod plains and 

builds up new mes along its banks. Excess mterial is carried 

through the winding canyons and cuts through sedimentary and 

veleanic fermtions in the lower Verde, finally emptying into the 

Salt River. 

Ancient faults on the west side of the Verde Valley have 

helped to form the Black Hills, which contain important mineral 

depesits in the Jerome area. In more recent times the valley proper 

was covered with water, forming a playa which was responsible fer 

the formation of the salt deposits now evident near Camp Verde. 

After the playa drained, the streams that begen to flow through 

the area cut shallew canyens into the limsy sediments of the old 
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playa, and continued their flow to the south. 

The lower Verde River, as it exists today, has a fall of 

1500 feet from Comp Verde to McDowell, a distance of about 65 miles, 

It is hemmed in by high mounteins and is broken by rapids slong its 

course. The few flood pleins along its course, which could be 

utilised for irrigation agriculture, are small areas, tims placing a 

netarel restriction on the potential mumber of settlements on the 

stream proper. Noreever, sudden fleods in these narrow canyons would 

ecmuse considerable damage to tillable lands. The middle Verde area, 

with-its wide valley and low terraces, is mere conducive to settle- 

ment and agricultaral pursuits, This is the region which was most 
heavily occupied by the aboriginal population and which has been 

settled by modern groups. 

The velley is a large basin surrounded by the Black Hills 

on the south and west and by the Coconino Plateau on the north and 

east. The Verde River bends from northwest to south, flowing through 

the western pertion of the valley, and is joined by several streams 

which come in from the eastern highlands. All of the streams are ‘ 

spring fed and are sugnented by snow thaws and reins in the higher 

elevations. If irrigatiemwere not precticed along these streans 

teday, the larger courses would probably flew at a fair rete and 

contimously throughout the year. Today, Beaver Creek, which beads 

om the platesu, is partially dry along its lower reaches in the valley 

: proper during the late summer months each year. In addition to the 

streams there are several large springs which offer a bountiful 
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supply of water, namely Montezuma Well, Page Springs, Spring Creek 

ami Fossil Springs. It is evident from the above that there is, 

and probably was, an abundant supply of water in the valley. 

The bottom] ands and stream banks are lined with willov, 

hackberry, cottomsoed and sycamore trees which rise over a heavy 

undergrowth of small plants. In the desert flats away from the 

streans other plants are common - scattered growths of mesquite, 

ecneie, ereccete ont false pale verde along with ether typical 

desert plents. At the fect of the mountains the vegetation consists 

of stends of jumiper, oek, pinyom end pine with gresses in the open 

areas. Thus the local flora is sufficient to furnish timber for 

. tilding er for feshioning wooden implements end, in addi tion, : 

food, the latter including berries, mts, beans, seeds, roots and 

greens. These plants also are a source of food fer the wildlife, 

whieh included bear, turkey, deer, antelope and rabbit, the lest 

three still surviving in the area, 

The climate of the valley is typical of the mrginal desert 

with high sumer temperatures in thegpper 90's and lew 100's during 

the day and in the 60's during the night. In winter, the average 

temperature ranges from the 60's during the day to the 20's at night. 

: Precipitation, though not common, occurs from January through March 

and July to September. Snow fall is light usually melting the day 

it falls. About 88 percent of the year the sky is clear or partly 

cloudy. The middle ef April marks the beginning of the minimum 

@rowing season which is about 6 months leng. The climate is one 

which an agriculture] people would desire, particularly the 

: . .



ecoarrence of late winter and late summer rains (Mahard, 19h9; 

Allen, 19373 Spangle end Sutton, 19k93 Sutton, 19525 Rinton, 1876; 

NeKee, 1985). 

In review, we find the valley contained everything neces- 

: sary to support an aboriginal economy. Water wes present for 

irrigatiog and domestic use; wild plants and mimals were sufficient 

to supplement farm products; building material wes plentiful; salt 

was present; and in addition, clays for pottery making and eres fer d 

paint pignents eccurred lecally. ’ 

- “ & 
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MISTORY OF THE MIDDLE VERDE VALLEY 

: / 

Early Spanish contacts indicate the Yavapais were in sole 

possession of the Middle Verde Valley from 1583 to 1605. From 1662 

te 1775, though no one entered the area from Spanish settlenents 

sitested in southern Arisona or New Mexico, various sourees 

continued to refer to the Yavapais as the occupants of the region. 

Wot wntil the 1650's end 1860's do we have any definite reference 

to the Apeches in any portion of the Verde Valley (Schreeder, 19520; 

1952; end 1959). 

Modern Yavapsis claim their ancestors formerly eccupied land j 

ea the east side of the Verde and up Beaver Creek as well as & consider- 

able ares west of the Verde River. They state that the river became 

the boundary between them and the Apaches after the latter came into 

the valley. This situation appears to have existed when Anglo-American 

settlement began in the late 1860's. 

The Yavepais and Hopis relate various origin stories and legenis 

pertaining to the val ley which indicate former eccupation in the area 

by some of the ancestral elements of both. The Yavapais say tht 

the people ef the firet generation cam from under the ground, 

having originally lived at the bottom of a creat hele in the Redrock 

oe country (perhaps Montesuma Well according to one narretor). The 

Southeastern Yavapais claim origin im the Sa= Franciseo Mountains near 

Flageteff. They relate that a split, which eccurred later in the 

Verde Valley, separated them from the Northeastern Yavapais. 

Gifford stated that his evidence indicated thet the Yavapais were 

9



not im the Veide Valley much ever h00 years (Gifford, 1932, pp. 243, 

2673 19335 Pre 39, WO3-bOhs 193, po 251)0 ; 

In the early 1600'S, Zarate Salmerén wrote thet beyond the 

Hopi country Onate found ruins, ditches and ore dumps. “And when 

they asked the Indiens what ruins were those, they replied that it 

was a tradition of the elders...that it was many ages before thats 
great number of people had passed there...to settle in new worlds, 

traveling to the south, And that they had gone so far that it was 

never know of then whether they were alive or dead."(Zarate Salmeron, 

1626, pe 181). Sizee the Indians were referring to the puebles and 

irrigation ditehes in the valley, which we now know date between 1150 

and 1400 A.D., it is quite possible that they may have been referring 

to the southern move of the Sinagua pattern (as a people rather than 

stimlus diffusion) te the Gile Basin. 

The Hopis state that one of their group came out of the earth, 

threagh hollow tule reeds, in the vicinity of Casa Grande. It was 

arranged thet each clan would go nerth from that area by a different | 

route. The Rabbit and Water clans stopped for a while in the Verde 

Valley where they dwelt in puebles before proceeding to the Hopi 

country. One such group was thought to have lived at Nentezuma Well 

until they gave e snake dence. This broke an important tabeo since 

such dances must never be held near water. The pueble ef Montezums 

Well was subseqimtly abandoned. Another informant stated a chief 

evicted the people because of the licentiousness of the wousn there. 

The Hopis have another etory about Mentesume Well. It seems 

@ snake came out of the ground where the Well is located. He held 

his head up and, while locking around, lime water came up to engulf hin. 

1



The water then drew back into the hole. Later, Indiens came along 

and built hanes in the ledges on the side of the hele and one day 

the water rose sgain end buried the lewer houses, The surviving 

People in the uppep houses then left the Well (Tusigoot and Montesuma 

' Castle National Monuments files). 

Interestingly enough, Corbusier reperted that the Hopis 

claim some of their people left the Verde Valley five "old men age” 

due to a drought and fatal epidemic. Am old man they figure as 70 

years (Corbusier, 1686, pp. 276-277). Thus 350 years plus the age 
of Corbusier's informant, sdout 50 years, would total 00 years before 

Corbusier's day (1672) or about 1472 AwD. This is very close the 

: estimated end date of 1450 A.D. for the pueblo-like occupation in 

the middle Verde Valley. 

The Hopis elso state that two cl-ns of the Water People, the 

Sun end Sun-Forehead clams, were among the last groups to join then, 

that they came from the south, and hed mo priests or ceremonies (See 

Mindeleff, 1696, pp. 168-169; Fewkes, 1098, p. 5313; end Nequatewa, 

1936, ppe 85-102 for other legends). Perhaps this implies that these 

clans had no kivas and associated ceremonies as found among th< Hopis, 

® combination lacking among the prehistoric Sinagua. Thus orel 

tradition indicates that elements ef Hepis and Yavapais played sone 

part in the prehistoric occupation of the middle Verde Valley. 

Shortly after the Anglo-American settlers came into the 

valley from Prescott in the early 1060s, the army follewed, By 1073, 

the Yavapais and Apaches im the area were brought under control and 

the settlers expanded their farming in the bottomlands, unmolested ;
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by the Indiens. The copper mines at Jerome ond the salt deposit at 

Campe Verde served to cugpert camereiel enterprises for mmy yoore. 

3 However, ranching and agriculture were the netastags. In recent 

years many of the ranches have been developed into winter resorts. 

Aside from moderate-sized towns, no lerge concentrations of popu- 

lation have developed. 

The first referenc® to the archeological remains in the middle 

: Verde V;lley wes mde by Espejo in 1583, when he referred to the 

ruined pueblos (Hammond and Rey, 1929, ps 106; Reed in Bartlett, 19h2, 

Pe 30), In the middle 1600's stories of ruins were brought out of 

* valley, end the first such statement in print is contained in 

Whipple's report of 185. He steted that according to treppers 

2 ancient ruins were seid to be scattered over the entire length of the 

Rio Verde. Similar informetion wes reported by General Palmer in 1867 

for both the upper and lower Verde (Whipple, 1854, p. 933 Whipple, 1856, 

Pt. 3, PPo llelSs; Bell, 1869, Vol. Il, p. 187). The first descriptions 

of any of the ruins and their contents were made by Hinton and Mearns 

(Hinton, 1678; Mearns, 1890). In the 1890's, Minmieleff conducted a 

survey of the lower and middle Verde Valley (Mindeleff, 1696). About 

the seme time Fewkes reported on his visit to the region (1695), and 

in the early 1900's he completed e survey of the upper Verde Valley 

(Fewkes, 1896, 1898 end 19120). : 

Marris published on his finds et the salt mine near Comp Verde 

in 1926 (Morris, 1928). A few years later, Cile Pueblo, in an effort 

to determine the northern boundery of the Hohokam culture of southern 

Arizome, made a recomnsissance of the valley (Gledwin, W.and H. S., 19302). 

4 
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In 1933, Jackson wrote a master's thesis referring to several 

ruins in the area. (Jackson, 1933)pand later he and Van Valkenburgh 

reported on the excavetions of the lower ruins at Montesuma Castle 

National Monument (Jackson and Van Valkenburgh, 195li). In 1935, 

- ; Caywood and Spicer published on their excavations at Rages and 

also on their findings in two ruins in west-central Arizom, one 

of which was situated on the western fringe of the Verde Valley : 

(Caywood and Spicer, 1935; Spicer and Caywood, 1936). Colton 

devoted one chapter of his report on the Simagua te those who moved 

imto the Verde Velley (Colton, 19h6). The writer briefly compared 

the exltare of the area with the Classic Period pattern on the lower 

Salt River near Phoenix, suggesting the two were closely related. 

Addi tional papers concerned with verious aspects of Verde Valley 

archeology have since been published (Schroeder, 1917, 198, 19l@a, 

1951b, 1953¢). Two reports summarizing site excavations carried 

on by Shutler end one study on material from a cave in Sycamore 

Canyon have recently become available (Shutler, 1951, 1952; Dixon, : 

1956) 

Archeologically, the Verde Valley offers numerous sites for 

study, but unfortunately many of them have suffered conziderably fron 

vandaligm. In the early days of settlement after the subjugation 

: of the Yevapeis and the Apaches, the letter group soon learned of 

the desire ‘their conquerors had for prehistoric pottery. Not being 

able to gain much subsistence from their reservetion lends, they 

supplemented their income by digging in the ruins end bringing in 

pottery vessels in éxchange for groceries. They apparently 
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exhibited no perticuler fear of the dead in this practice, though 

todey few Apeches would venture to dig a grave of any sort. Most . 

ef the materiel so removed left the valley, going to fairs where 

the speciments were leter sold or passed into private hands. Con- 

siderable digging hes been underteken in recent yeers by locel 

amateurs who have built up large collections. Fortunately some ef 

the material is fairly well decumented and may be « potential source 

of study. 
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THE SURVEY OF 19h6-1950 

Coranics 4 
The epramic manifestations of this survey are considered 

first, since the chronologice] aspects of the prehistory of the 

valley are based solely on the associations tabulated in Figure 1. 

The sites are arranged on the figure in relative chronological 

order (from left to right) on the basis of the pottery associated. 

zi The pottery types are listed along the left side fram early to late 

(top te bottom). The large mumbers in the next column indicate the 

ceramic patterns of the middle Verde Valley and should not be 

confused with the patterns set up for the Flagstaff ares by Colton. 

: All pottery types listed on the chart have been described 

except for the few in Appendix II (Colton end Hargrave, 1937; Colten, 

1ghl; Gladwin end Gledwin, 193k; Gledwin, et al, 19375 Schroeder, 19Skas 

Colten, 1958). The great majerity of types represented are intrusives 

: end fall into the general time periods eas indicated om Figure 1. 

Indigenous pottery is represented by five types - Verde Brown, Verde 

Red, Tuzigoot Plain, Tusigoot Red and Rimrock Plein, the letter 

representing an Apache type. Decoreted indigenous types ere rare 

(Coltom, 1946, pp. 30h, 308). Gila White-on-red may represent a local 

types 

The analysis revealed temper variations among some of the 

types end, for purposes of study, these are listed separately under 

one type heading (see those listed under Tusigoot Plain and Tusgigoot 

Red). These veristions, os well as other types included for 
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comparative purposes, are listed in Figure 2. 

The lecel red cinder-tenpered variety of Sunset Red, which 

in the Flagstaff area is always tempered with black cinders, appears 

to be a southern variant of the described type and is herein called , 

Beaver Creek Red. ‘The color difference in temper is due to the use 

of cinders from deposits in the Verde Valley that have been exposed 

: for 8 period considerably longer than those of Sunset Creter. These 

older cinders have been oxidised to a red coler. This is the only 

: difference, aside from distribution, between Sunset Red ami Beaver 

Verde Brown is the major plaimvere at Hehokem sites in the 

Verde Velley, all of which date before 1125 A.D. This type usually 

exhibits feir amounts of mica, and resembles Gila Plain of southern 

Arizona, Im Sinagua sites cemtdiming post-1125 A.D. intrusives, : 

Verde Brow else eccurs, but usually exhibits no mica. In most 

cases, this variant is the dominant utility pottery between 1125 

and 1250 A.D. in the middle Verde Valley. The sand temper of Verde 

Brown contrests with the fregment temper of Tusigoot Plain as indicated 

in Figure 2, It appears thet Verde Brown represents a development 

eut of Gile Plein of the Gile Basin, Verde Red is mainly associated 

with pest-1300 A.D. intruai ves, but does seem to eccur occasionally 

prior to 1300 A.D. 

: No apparent explanation is evident for the temper variations 

im Tusigoot Plain and Red. It is noted, however, that the quarts- 

temper varieties of these two types are less common than the fragaamt- 
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tempered types. Beth Tusigoot Red and Plein occur in almost all 

post-1125 A.D. sites along with Verde Brown. Verde Brown appears 

te be the dominant plainwere up to about 1250 A.D. and Tusigoot 

Plain usually thereafter, However, they both are present between 

1150 and 1400 A.D. 

Thos we have an interesting pattern - a single utility type 

in pre-1125 A.D. sites (Verde Brown) and two utility types at sites 

dating between 1125 and 1100 A.D. (Verde Brown and Tusigoet Plain). 

Two redwares (Verde Red and Tuzigoot Red) occur after 1300 A.D. and 

perheps for « short period prior to 1300 (see WA 611 and h6h0 for 

Tusigoot Red snd Verde Red). Tusigoot Red, occurs without Verde 

Red in sites dating between 1150 end 1250 A.D. Im addition, Beaver ‘ 

Creek Red is present up te 1300 A.D. . 

_ Om the basis of the ceramic data recovered,and assuming 

continuity of types within e ware, a new coremic series is herein 
Proposed for the Verde Valley as indicated im Figure 2. It is 

: suggested that Verde Brow be removed from the already established 

Verde Series of Alemeda Brow Were and be replaced by the new type 

Tusigoet Plein. It is alse prepesed that Verde Brown and Verde Red 

be assigned to a new series in Hohokem Plain Ware for which the name 

Besver Creek Series is suggested. This series represents the indigenous 

Plaimware in the Verde Valley, which appeared prior te 1150 A.D. 

Toate Red (not slipped, but made of a reddish brow clay), which 

would be better named Tonte Brown, differs in heving a rougher finish 

and coarser temper consisting of feldspar, quarts and mica, and a » 

slightly browner color. It is felt that this type also should be 
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_ Amended im Hoboken Plaia Ware rather then Aleseda Brom Ware. 

A feature of perticuler interest in Verde Valley ceramics 

is the occurrence end sssccistion ef trede pieces of Tussyan and : 
_ Little Coleredo White Wares, The former seem to be more common in 

pre-1200 A.D. sites. Whether this indicates the Anssasi populstion 
to the north, from where these wares were obtained, wes undergoing a 

population shift, or trade channels from the Verde Valley simply 

moved from the north to the northeast after 1200 A.D. is an unsettled 

question, At any rate, the AnsseSi ceramic imtrusives from the 

Little Colerede River, near Winslow and Holtrosk, gradually became 

dominant over these of the more western Tusayan White Ware center : 

located in northeastern Arison, 

Events in the Flagstaff area may well have been the chief 

fector influencing this shift in ceremic trade. After the eruption : 
of Sunset Creter im 106h A.D., many Anssesi as well as others were 

drewn to or near the area by the moisture-retaining cinder deposits 

which msde forming in this once arid region quite attractive. These 
Perticular Anasesi manufectured Tusayan White Were. In the early 

1200's, however, the region of the cinder fall apparently began to : 

: undergo depopuletion (Celten, 196, p. 266; 1919, p. 2h), probably 

due to the drought conditions which began about 1215 A.D. and cule 

minated in the prolenged drought of 1276-1299 A.D. (Schulman, 1956, 

Pp. 58). 

The Anasagi, who left in the early 1200's apperently moved 

north into the Teegi Canyon country near Kayenta, in which region 
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Colton has indicated there was a sudden increase in population 

between 1225 and 1250 A.D. (Colton, 1939, p. 59). It appears that 

the Anesesi withdrewsl north slong with the contimed depopulation 

of the Flagstaff area by the Sinagua, whe were moving east inte the 

Chaves Pass area and south into the Verde Valley, removed both the 

; souree of Tusayan White Ware and the middlemen who traded it inte ~ 

the Verde Valley. Tt seems quite likely that the Sinagua who went 

east toward Ghavez Pass may hsve been the group that was instrumental 

in treding Little Colorado White Ware from the Little Colerade River 

a 

: It was among material from sites previously recorded by the 

Museum, where additions] collections were mde on this survey, that 

the esrliest decorated pottery im the valley wes observed, types of 

the Pioneer Period from the Giles Besin.* The Hehokam, however, do 

not appear te have settled in the Verde Valley in any large mmbers. 

Mone of the Hehokem sites is known to hove survived in the Hohokén 

tradition after about 1150 A.D. 

The first evidence of Sinagua pottery in the Verde Valley 

: is the association of occasions] sherds of Tusigoot Plain and Tusigoot 
Red om Hohokem sites which exhibit no evidence of occupation after 

about 1150. A.D. This correlates fairly closely with Colten'’s approxi- 

mate date of 1125 A.D. set for the initial entry of the Sinagua in 

_—_—— 

* Rolend Richert and Milton Wetherill of the Museum of Northern 

Arizona recently recorded additional Pioneer Period material 

marth of Clerkdsle, Arizona, i" 
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the middle Verde Velley (Colton, 19b6, p. 30h). 

The eccurrence of Verde Brown 18 the only plaimere in 

Hohokem-like sites prier to 1150 A.D, and its similerity te Gila 

; Plein, would seem to imply thet it wes e development related te 

@Qile Plein. Since pure Verde Brown sites occur prior te 1150 A.D. 

and sites of mixed Verde Brown and Tusigoot Plein occer after 1150 

; A.De, it appears thet some of the earlier inhabitants remained in 

the valley after the Sinegua entry of 1125 A.D., bat no longer 

eaipteined villoge cites of theis oun pattern seperate fren the 

Sinagua after 1150 A.D. Moreover, since Verde Brown predomins tes 

until 1250 A.Do, it appears that the original indigenous people 

were the dominant population element during this period of mixture. 

Im some cases pueblos exhibit Verde Brown almost te the 

exclusion of Tesigoot Plain and vice versa, up te the end. The 

dominance of Verde Brow at WA b62h, and its essociation with 

Verde Red and compound arciiitecture, gives the site « definite Gila 

Basin Clessic Peried cast. Further, the associations here with 

pest-1300 A.D. intrusives indicate thet Verde Brown survived as 

late as did Tusigest Brown. The ouute Gituetion, as well as other 

evidence discussed further on, suggests thet the Sinsgua pattern 

became dominant in the 1200's, but that two groups lived in the valley 

between 1150 amd 1400 A.D.. Some of the puebles were dominantly Sinagua 

(Tasigoot Plain) and others dominantly the descendants of tha lecel 

Hobekem-like people (Verde Brown), jadging ty the two utility types 

involved. 
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Since the completion of this repert, Peck undertook a survey 

of the East Fork of the Verde (Peck, 1956). le reported Verde Brown : 

along this stream associated with intrusive decoreted types dating a 

before and after 1150 A.D. Tusigeset Plain only occurred near the 

mouth of the streen where it jeins the Verde River. This suggests 

that some of the original eccupants ef the Verde Valley, the 

makers of Verde Brown, remsined on the Bast Verde River when the 

Sinagua came south from the Plagstaff area. 

Finally, a historic pettern is represented in the niddle 

Verde Velley by Rimrock Plein (an Apeche Ware deting post-1750 A.D.?), 

occasions] intrusive Hopi sherds (19th Century), ami one Rie Grande 

(Sie Pueble) sherd (1700-1750 A.D.)# plus the known presence of 

Yavapeis. 

Architecture snd Other Features 

It is to be noted that the various types of sites recorded 

on this survey, when arranged chronelogically according te their 

coremic manifestations as in Figure 1, reves] en architecture] 

Sequence. Seme of the cave sites and sherd aress may represent 

preell50 sites, but since associated datable intrusives are lacking, 

they have all been placed tegether im the 1130-1150 group. 

# Identified and dated by Stamey Stabbs, Laboratory of Anthropology, 

Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
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f The pre-1125 A.D. sites contain many features typical ef the : 

Hohokam - ball courts, trashmounds and sherd areas, the latter , 

Probably representing house ereas. However, the association of the 

above with Verde Brown instead of Gila Plain, the presence of a 

intrusive Hohekam red<on-buff pottery, and the eccurrence of two and 

four-pest houses as opposed to the two-pest houses of the Hohokam ef 

the Phoenix area, suggest that the local imhebitants either sdopted 
gone Hohoken treite or » group @f Wohoken joined them, but not at 
every Site. The presence of a few Sinagua sherds at these sites 

indicates that they survived until and slightly after the Sinagua 

influx of about 1125 A.D. For the sake of convenience in this report, 

the above sites will be designated by the term Hohokan. 

At about 1150 A.D., Hohokam sites were replaced by boulder 

Sites and mall puebles located on hilltops or in caves, each con- 

taining & few rooms (Figures 3, b, and Sa). Between 1200 and 1250 A.D. 

these same types of sites were cecupied and it appears that the enall : 

pueblos gradually increased in sise, for after 1300 A.D. only large 5 

pueblos, with nearby boulder and cave shelter sites, and a single 

compound are architecturally represented (Figure 5b). The architecture 

accompanying the historic pattern, aside from Yavapai mts, is not 

knam, Rimrock Plain has been found mainly im cave sites which 

; contained Simagua puebles, and Hopi sherds have been recovered only 

in or along weshes (none designated as sites). 

Irrigetion ditches ere evident at pre-1150 AD. sites such 

as WA 3527, also at Montesuma Well (Figure 6) and st MA h631. Some



of the sites situated near the head of the ditch at Montezuma Well 

; exhibit evidence of pre-1150 A.D. eccupation (NA 616 snd 4622), a 

Situetion not encountered in the sites further up ditch (included 

under WA 609), This would seem to indicate that the ditches were 

introduced by the Hohokam, sew continued use and extension after the 

Sinague arrived on the scene, and are perhaps evidence of continued 

eceupation by the Hohokem emong the Sinagua. The latter, prior to 

1125 A. De, were not irrigetion farmers. WA 631 exhibits rectangu- 

lar “garden plot" outlines in the bottomlands associated with the 

; ditches. These are formed by single rows of boulders which enclose 

areas from 5 by 8 feet to 1h by 2h feet in sise (Plate 1). Similar 

outlines are evident at NA 3527, but apparently have been considera- 

bly disturbed by cattle pesturing in the area. WA 3527, apparently 

.  @ pure Hohokam site, would indicate a pre-1125 A.D. beginning date 

for reck-outlined "garden plots". 

Two previously unrecorded Casa Grande type ball eourts vere ‘ 

; found at NA h626 end b643, and those at NA 3527 and 3526 were revisited.# 

All but the court at NA 4626 exhibit a small aperture at either end of 

the oval embankment, which leads to an apron on the exterior. The 

small court at WA b6L3 reveals an exposed line of rocks at intervals 

Slongthe edge of the flocr area at the foot of the embankment. 

* Schroeder, 1949a; 1951b; 1949>. Richert and Wetherill have since 

recorded a Snaketown type ball court north of Clarkdale, 
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The courts at NA k6k3, 3527 (which appears to have a platform on 

ons side), and 3528 have pre-1100 A.D. pottery associated, That 

at NA 4626 has sherds dating ebout 1100 A.D. plus, this being the 

only one that may have been associated with a Simagua site in the 

mthig. The other courts occur at Hohokam sites. 

"Large treshncunds ecour ot lcheksn sites only - MA 3527, 

8616, 4633 and h643. Hone yields decorated ceramics with beginning 

dates later than about 1150 A.D. 

Boulder rooms are associated with amall and large pueblos 

(Plate 2 and Figure 6), and in all eases are situated above or 

within probable er definable farmlands. Normelly, these structures 

are rectangular one- or two-rom affairs, the walls ecnsisting of 

unshaped rocks. No morter was employed in their construction as far 

as can be escerteined, and a dcorway er opening is always evident, 

Occasionally one wall projects beyond the limits of the structure 

as though intended for a windbreak, being similar in this respect 

to some Cohonina structures (Hargrave, 1938, Figures 9-11; McGregor, 

1951, Figures 18-19; Smith, 1952, Figures 13 and 19). Perhaps a 

perishable superstructure vas employed and these dwellings were : 

; seasonally eccupied in connection with farming activities. Pettery 

is searce around om features and dates from 1150 or perhaps slightly 

earlier to post=1300 AD. 

: Wa L629 (Figure 7) exhitits architecture slightly different 

from the absve structures, One feature is reminiscent of sites around 

Mayer, Arizona (Schroeder, 19Sha). It is amie 28 rectangular stone 

outline with rounded corners formed by widely seperated rocks. The 
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structure with which it is associated is somewhat like the above 

: Gescrided boulder sites, but larger. The sites around Mayer exhibit 

outlines similer to the smaller structure, but the rocks forming - 

: the perimeter are usuelly nore Glesely spaced and often form more 

of an oval. 

Reasting pits, 1 to 6 feet in diameter, sre found in the 

flats belew several Sinague sites, usually in a lecality where 

agave is present today (Plate 3). Omly one such pit was recorded 

at an unquestionable Hohokem site. These features were noted at 

WA 1268, 2606, b605, b616B, h626E, 4636, b639, and b6LSC. None is 

large like the mescal pits at MA 4615 and Palatki, which are ascribed 

to the Apeches or Yavapais. These smaller pits are not known in the 

Sinagua area around Flagstaff. Their eccurrence near Sinagua sites 

Gating after 1150 A.D. in the Verde Valley, coupled with the ceramic 

Situation (two plainmwares), might indicate a link with the pre-1150 

A.D. imhabitants, or may be coincidence, 

The post-1150 A.D. architectural (pueblo) traits, listed 

in Figure 8, may represent a false impression due to the restricted 

mature of the survey. However, the chronological associetions of ‘ 

the traits listed compare well with previously recerded data fron 

other known sites of the valley. The small pueblos of pre-1250 A.D. 

are scattered throughout the valley im all types ef lecations, but 

always on an elevation above the neighboring terrain. The large : 

dwellings, which developed after 1250 A.D., also are restricted to 

elevated spots, tut only along the streans, 
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The ceramics of the large sites in almost all instances 

indicate that these pucbles were established prior to 1300 A.D. amd 

were sbendoned by sbout 1450 A.D. It is also observed that the 

Sites which did survive after 1300 A.D. are restricted in almost 

every case to a high point near a stream with an unobstructed view 

in all directions, The exceptions in every instance are s0 

Situated that eccess from the side where a view is lacking is almost 

always impossible, or at least difficult. ; 

Only the large pueble sites exhibit so-called defensive 

features (such es parapets, approach walls, low doorways, floor 

windows and lack of exteriér entries) and reveal pre- and post-1300 

A.D. ceramics. One exception, however, is Palatki (MA 3209), a small 

pueblo with an end date of about 1250 A.D., as indicated ty its pottery. 

It exhibits sealed doorways ami omall windows near the floor, both 

possibly indicative of defensive architectural preetices (Plate i). 

Either this site eway from a stream managed to survive for a short 

period after 1250 or defensive architecture, if such it was, was first 

empleyed between 1250 and 1300 A,D. 

Several of the large puebles exhibit one large, usually detached, 

room with fairly good masonry (above average for the Verde Valley) near 

the main dwelling (Plate 5). The use or function of these features 

is not kmown, They might have been roefed, since large cottommod 

trees were available in the nearbvy bottomlands. 

The pueblos rarely exhibit good coursed msonry. funtetene 

and limestone slabs were used when available, but even walls of 
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such material seldom reves] a given area that might be considered 

| 9 well esnseed, Irveguler boulders and river rocks are common 

in many walls, end large vertical standing slabs or up-ended boulders 

often were employed to form the base of the walls. Excessive ancunts — 

of mortar are evident in walle thet have been protected from the 
Clements and in some instances it appears that the rock is merely e ; 

: athe te + an ome. Wherever unexposed portions of these pueble 

G@wellings are examined in cave sites, plaster is evident on both sur- 

feces of the walls. 

Many of the sites im the valley, particularly those that 

| were occupied after 1300 A.D., cover an extensive area. Often the 

farmlands, boulder rooms, and irrigation ditches extend as far as 

"ome oF more miles from the pueblo. 

Among other features recorded were three mescal pits (earth 

evens), 211 located on the borders of the valley, Two in the north 

(ome below WA 5111 and another nesr Palatki) are at the foot of the 

red sandstone cliffs, near Sinegua sites. The other is situated 

high on the esstern slope of the vselley, along a natural pass, 

relatively close to a Sinague sherd area. These associations may be 

genuine or merely coincidental, No sherds were recovered fram the 

area of the pits themselves, 

A series of pictographs im the vicinity of Palatki was visited. 

The great majority of elements consists of geometric designs. There are 

® few human figures. These pictures are painted in red or white or 

: ® combination of both (Plates 6 and 7). The black figures at this 

Site are thought to be historic, since the horse appears to be 
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represented in several cases. 

Petroglyphs were recorded at WA 4627, b626 and 638 : 

(Figure 9). Those of MA b627 are om two large rocks slong « treil 

on the west side of Beaver Creek, sbout a mile north of the Beaver 

Creek Ranger Station. These all depict enimals, insects and man. 

WA 4626 is almost a mile south of the same Ranger Station on the 

east side of the creek. The Indians took advantage of a small 

: sandstone cliff at this point ani literally covered it with a variety 

of geometric, animal, human and other figures (Plates 6 and 9). Som 

are similar to those of MA 4627. A smell group of petroglyphs wes 

recorded in a small cave on Red Tank Wash (WA 4638), about 2.5 miles 

soutiwest of Beaver Creek Ranger Station. These are similar to 

some of those at HA 8628. At none of these sites was pottery directly 

associated. Nearby ruins suggest probable 1125 to 1400 A.D. dates. 

Other petroglyph sites are reported to exist up toward the head of 

. Beaver Creek. 

It is interesting to note that all pictographs (painted) 

reported in the valley to date are lecated along the base of the red 

rocks on the north end west margins of the valley. 

Artifacts 

The tools and other materials recovered came from Sinagua 

or mixed sites, and as no diagnostic artifacts were found at the 

pre-1150 A.D. Verde Brown sites, definite trait comparisons between 

the two cultural greups cannot be made on the basis of this survey. 

Sinee previous surveys and excavations have mot been concerned with 

distinguishing between the artifacts of the Hohokam and Sinagua, the 
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need for a detailed comparative study is urgent, particularly se 

in view of the prehistoric developments that occurred in centrel 

Arizona. An attempt to fill this need is undertaken in another 

section of this report. 

Figure 10 lists the provenience of artifacts and miscel- 

laneous material recorded on the survey. All finds are similar 

to or duplicate those described in previous reports concerned with 

the region (Caywood and Spicer, 1935; Jackson and Van Valkenburgh, 

195k; Colten, 196), with the possible exception of the stone anvil 

from WA b6k1, a site kmown to have been occupied by the Apaches at 

the turn of this centery, However, the presence of a few sherds of 

Verde Brown and Tusigoot Plain indicates prior use of the area, 

thas raising some question as to the exact sssociation of the anvil. 

In addition to the artifacts listed, the following milling 

stones were noted: two bedrock mortars adjacent to the bed of Red 

Tank Wash just south of the Beaver Creek Ranger Station read, and a 

tgough metate in a large boulder near the corral of Soda Springs 

Ranch immediately east of WA h6h1, These bedrock milling stones 

apparently are rere lecally, no others heving been reported in the 

past. Similar bedrock metates have been observed in the Prescott 

ares (Gifford, 19360, p. 280; Schroeder, 195ha). 
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THE GULTURAL PATTERN OF 1125 TO 1h00 A.D. 

IN THE MIDDLE VERDE VALLEY 

Present evidence indicates that scattered Hohokam-like 

settlements existed only along the river terraces of the middle 

Verde Valley up to around 1150 A.D. About 1125 A.D. the Sinagua 

began to move into the valley proper, coming in from the edge of the 

valley or the plateau above. Ceramic associations indicate that 

after 1150 A.D. sites were located on elevated benches or ridges, 

im open canyons or foothills, in ledges or on slepes of the 

escarpment which surround the north and east portion of the valley, 

on top of the open plateau above, and mesa tops. 

The geography of the region reveals two topographic sones. 

In the valley the level desert flats are broken with limestone 

Q meses ani tuttes, erosional remants of the former playa bed. It 

is on top of these elevations, where the caprock is bresking down, 

that one finds building meterial for masonry structures, not in the 

flats. It was setuslly the most convenient spot to build, Along 

the edge of the valley, on the north end east, one encounters 

rolling foothills and ope canyons against the sandstone and volcanic 

capped cliffs, It is on elevated spets at the bese of these cliffs 

and in the eroded foothills that one »gain finds tuilding materials 

and sites. The Sinagua selected different but always elevated house 

sites in these two sones, apparently due to the lecation of building 

materials. 4 

In the valley proper there may have been additional factors 
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affecting site location. The teapersture on top of the buttes is 

eight degrees warmer et night in the winter than in the neighboring 

bottomlanmis. The first light of day as well es the lest is seen 

on the buttes, ani this my have meanta saving im firewood, both 

for heat and light. The insects of the creek bottoms seldom reach 

the elevated spots, which my have been another attraction. Also 

a view of the farmland was always assured. The problem of drainage 

was simplified on the elevated sites, as was the disposal of trash 

down the slopes, There were many definite advantages to living on 

| the higher spots. 

The smell pueblos, regardless of locale, reveal many features 

in common. Ceywood and Spicer have pointed out thet between 1050 and i 

1300 A.D. (their dates) 211 ef the pueblo ruins in the valley and 
its borders were small, They listed 52 sites of this period come 

teaiming a total of 256 rooms, an average of 5 rooms to a site. 

Woods Cenyon Ruin, with 30 rooms, probably was one of the largest 

constructed at this time (C-ywood ami Spicer, 1935, pp. 10, 13). 

Wo matter where these sites were located, with rare exceptions, one 

can always view the probable feralenis from the dwellings. To date, 

mo evidence of defense is noted in these small pueblos (such as 

combinations of outer protective walls, peep holes, small doorways, 

parapets, lack of outside doorways, stc.). Im fact, open settlements 

are the rule, 

Unless one considers location on a hill s defense mechanism 

in itself, there is no evidence of hostility between 1125 and about 

1250 A.D. im the middle Verde Valley. Further, there is nothing in 
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surrounding areas which indicates pressure on the inhabitants of 

the valley. From the north and northeast quantities of pottery 

were traded (Schroeder, 19h7, pp. 235-236). Shell came up from 

the south. From the west a fine red shale used in making ornaments 

was brought in from the De] Rio area, north of Prescott. The region 

to the northeast of the valley proper was occupied by the Sinagua 

up to and on top of the escarpment (Colton, 1946, ~. 304; Bartlett, 

1939). Trade lanes evidently were open in all directions. If these 

sites in the valley originally were @ected on hilltops for defense, 

the evidence is yet to be forthcoming. 

These people simply built smell puebles on elevated sites, 

probebly to overlook their farmlands (Plate 10) and perhaps the : 

Surrounding area. Prior to sbout 12750 A.D., according to present 

evidence, no effort was made architecturally to defend the pueblo 

or the site of the pueblo. The Hohokam before them, lived on the 

terraces along the streams where they could irrigate their farms. 

The Sinagua pattern exhibits a definite tendency to settle on elevations 

im the desert and in the foothills, where they could have practiced 

dry farming only, or along streams. in those cases where sites near 

streams were selected, the small Sinagua pueblos were lecated on hills 

away from Hohokam-like settlements already situated on the adjoining 

terraces (Schroeder, 1951b, pp. 61-63 for such an example). 

: One might argue that the Sinagua were forced to utilise mesas 

and buttes along the streams, since at the time of their entry the 

Hohokan evidently eccupied the relatively few terraces available. 

This does not seem to heve been the factor involved. Several 

elevated pueblo sites edjacent to streams are far removed from any 
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known Hohoken sites, and Sinagua sites sway from streens ere similarly 

Situated. It appeers that the prectice of selecting sites above the 

: general terrain was a part of the cultural expression - either a 

desire to overlock the farmlands, to eliminste problems of drainage, 

or to teke edventage c= caprock for building anete. The site 

Rednhe of the Changes peters canteests wit thet of the Ieteken, 

who depended on wood, thetch, and md from the river bottom land for 

their dwellings on the edjoining terraces, 

The lack of ceramic pattern] (composed of 1250-1300 A.D. 

pottery types in the Verde Valiey) in the above-discussed small 

Verde Valley pueblos indicates that they were abandoned by 1250 A.D., 

if the sherd collections can be considered as representstive. The 

: one post-1250 A.D, Jeddito Black-on-yellow sherd that occurs at one 

small pueblo site, could heve been deposited after the site had been 

abendoned. Two other smell] pueblo sites each exhibit one sherd of 

Verde Red, @ type, though not common, that is found most often in 

large sites. - a 

Sometime prior to the importation of Jeddite Black-cn-yellow > i 

pottery (1325-1600 A.D.) into the Verde Velley, many small pueblos : 

were ebandoned, ail of which ere away from the streams. The pueblos 

in the centrel portion of the velley slong Streens, however, continued é 

to be occupied end increased in size. In regerd te sites along strecas 

after 1300, Caywood and Spicer found that 15 pueblos, 3 cliff dwellings 

and a cavate totaled 708 rooms, an average of ki? rooms per site as 

compared to 5 before 1300 A.D. (Caywood and Spicer, 1935, p. 13). One 

N cannot consider this increase in the size of the pueblos along the 

streams solely the result of s few people occupying a site over many 

years, Tusigoot offers evidence to the contrary. After remsining a 
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small pueblo (less than 20 rooms) for some time, 97 rooms were added 

in the lest phases of tilding (Ibid., pp. 36-0), The reduction 
' in the mumber of sites in the entire valley arca between 1250 and 

1300 A.De, a8 well as im the size of the aree occupied, and the 

greater size of the surviving puebles along streems are definite 

indicetions of coneentrrtion or regrouping. ; 

The locales ebendoned et this time, srees without flowing 

Streems, leck water todey, aside from a few scattered smell springs 

and intermittent weshes.* Irrigation would heve been impossible 

5 at these sites end there is no indication thet springs were 

utilized for ferming st any site ewey from the streams. Dry farming 

- @mly could have been precticed. 

The time of the abandonment of the smell puebles away from 

the streams coincides with the increasing dessicetion of the 1200's 

(Sehmiman, 1956, p. 58). Colton has pointed out that the Flagstaff 

area, also occupied ty the Sinagua, was umiergoing depopulation at 

the same time, and has suggested that many of the people emigrated 

into the Verde Valley at this time (Colton, 1919, pp. 2-25). Thus, 

the date recovered on this survey suggests that a mumber of the ‘ 

Plagsteff Sinegua may have moved south in the 1200's, as Colton has 

postulated. : : 

The area fevored efter 1300 A.D., as indicated by sites 

exhibiting Jeddite Bleck-on-yellew pottery(Figure 11), contained 

several epring-fed strecas (which today ere prrtially dry in their 

enero 

# Fewkes, 1696, p. 56h remerked on his troubles hauling water to 

Palatki, one of the pueblos away from the streams. See also 

Fewkes, 1698, pp. Sh9, 558. 
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lower reaches in late summer months, due to lerge modern irrigation 

projects upstream). Many evidences of pre- and post-1300 A.D. 

; irrigation exist along these streams, Montesuma Well being the 

most obvious. A limestone sink here furnished the occupants with 

&@ permanent supply of water at the probsble rate of 1,500,000 

gallons « day, which is the present figure. Surfece indications 

of prehistoric irrigation were visible at Tusigoot in the 1880's." 

Another site (NA 631), about one mile upstream from 

the Well, still exhibits rectangular boulder-lined fields and 

ditches covering several acres. A similer situstion occurs near 

the mouth of Clear Creek and at other sites below Comp Verde 

(Mindeleff, 1896, pp. 238-2h3). Fewkes recorded others (Fewkes, 

1698, pp. S&9-550). Sherd collections from the pueblo sites border- 

ing these irrigeted farmlends have dates ranging from 1150 te 1400 

A.D. Thus the spring-fed streams of the valley proper provided the 

means by which the inhabitents could survive during the droughts of 

the 1200's. 

e The sites conteining ceramic evidence of occupation after d 

: 1300 A.D. have one feature in common. Various aspects of archi- 

tecturel defense are exhibited. At Montesuma Well the scattered 

* 1 am grateful to Dr. Gordon Exhoim for allowing me te have 

access to this information which is contained in Dr. Edger 

, Mearns’ field notes on file at the American Museum of Natural 

History, New York. 
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. settlement of pre-1300 A.D. evidently concentrated into one large 

pueble (NA 1273) and a few nearby caves, The north end of the pueblo 

had mo doorway in the wall. The east side wes situated on the edge 

of an 60 fect bluff and the west side on the edge of the Well. 

: Only the south end wee exposed. Other sites that were located : 

along streams between 1150 and 1300 A.D., and which were occupied 

€Ntil 1400 A.D., were converted into “ferte", apperently around 

1300 A.D. or slightly before. Tusigoot, Montesuma Castle and others 

exhibit verious festures such es loop holes end smell doorways. 

Parepet or protective wells were erected ond some serlier entries 

~ were sesled (Caywood end Spicer, 1935, p. 33 Metions] Park Service A 

files, Montesums Castle). Tusigeot, efter its lest stage of re- : 

wuilding, revealed only five doorways, the remaining rooms apperently 

having been entered through reef hatches. The post-1300 A.D. : 

compound (NA b62h) om Clear Creek, already referred to, is further 

indication of stress. There is no ruin in the Verde Valley bering 

_ evidence ef eccupation between 1300 and 1400 A.D. which dees not 

exhibit defense features in its construction or take adventage of ; 

@ natural site which efforded protection. Something definitely ws 

anisso 

4 The naturel question arises. Since the people of the valley 

concentrated along the streams between 1250 and 1300 A.D., against y 

whom were they defending themselves? Available statistics already 

nentioned suggest the most probeble answer. An increase from 5 rooms 

per site prior to the sdvent of defense foatures in architecture to 
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A? afterwards is evidence of overcrowding. The abandonment of éry 

farming arees in fevor of already oceupied irrigated areas probably 

Pleced a great strain on the smal) and reletively few available 

bottomlands slong the streems. Under such conditions, both housing 

and fermlends would heve been abnormally taxed and considereble 

competition would surely heve arisen between factions or villages 

for the use of arable lends. On this basis, the reason for defense 

appears to heve been internal - too manf\people and not sufficient 

farmlend for the ares involved. Perhaps the two fections in the 

: valley, the descendants of the pre-1150 inhabitants whe remined 

in the valley efter 1150 A.D., and the Simagua (including the late 

arrivals) drew apart and come to blows. This period of stress a 

evidently lested until about 1400 A.D., at whieh time the Sinagua 

ealture pattern collspsed in the middle Verde Valley. 

Perhaps ofe of the most interesting culture] developments 

exhibited im the valley between 1300 and 1100 A.D. is the village 

pattern. Most of the sites that survived beyond 1300 A.D. covered 

an extensive eres (see Figure 12). ‘The pueble on an elevated site 

formed the nucleus of the ferming villege. Boulder rooms, along 

ditches or on terreces or slopes sbovs fermlenis, or in the farm- 

lends proper, were scattered between the village center and the 

forms. Caves or high points bordering ths bottomlends were used 

for shelter or points of vantage over the fields. Sometimes as much : 

88 two miles sepercted the pueble from the farmland. 

From the mouth of Beaver Creek one cam proceed upstream 

: : e 
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from one village to the mxt, 211 with the seme psttern and all 

F practically joining ome another's bounds, the seperetion of sites : 

being primerily due to topography. This wes not realised at the 

time of the survey when the various features were essigned different 

Site numbers. The extent of these sites is roughly outlined ty 

wroken lines on the eccompenying map (Figure 12). It is more than 

interesting to note thet modern ranches in the eres coincide rether 

closely with the prehistoric villege sites, perticevlerly in regerd 

to the division of the areble land along the creek, an allotment 

probebly influenced by the natural topography. 

One other point bears comment. The ceremic situation 

already discussed reveels the existence of a plein pottery type, 

dating between 1125 and 1400 A.D., which aside from the lack of 

mica, is the seme es the pottery of pre-1125 A.D. -- Verde Brown. 

There also are non-ceremic traits of the pre-1125 A.D. peried which 

persist after thet date, 211 of which were foreign to the Sinagua 

culture: of the Flegsteff sree, namely irrigetion ditches, bed-rock 

mortars ond possibly ressting pits. In addition, other traits are 
noted which either were intreduced to the Sinrgua of the Flagstaff 

ares by the Hohekam after the eruption of Sunset Creter, when a coleny 

of Hohokem settled st Winona eround 1070 A.D., or appeer to be foreign 

; to the Sinagua. These treite include eccasions] dolicocephalie skulls 

at Tusigoot, shouldered pettery vessels, carved stone and ornate shell 

@ work. 

The elements listed above seam to indicete that a mumber of 
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the Hohokem traits survived in the Verde Valley. There is no doubt, 

Rowever, that these traits were subordinant to those of the Sinagua 

by about 1150 A.D, 
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: A COMPARISON OF HOHOKAM AND SINAGUA TRAITS 

IN THE MIDDLE VERDE VALLEY 

The pertiel survey of the middle Verde Valley discussed - 

herein, along with other deta published in previous reperts deal- 

ing with this ares, suggests that the prehistory of the middle 

: Verde Valley region involves the same culture] elements and patterns 

that are found in the Sen Francisce Mountains in the north (Sinagus) — 

end the Salt-Gila River areas in the south (Hehokem). The valley 

exhibits small quantities of material culture of the Pioneer and 

Colomial Perieds, and a greater quantity of the Sedentary Period 

of the Hohekam. After 1125 A.D. the Sinagus pattern rapidly 

replaced that of the Hohoken. 

; This valley, however, was not the most northern point of : 

Hohokam expansion. MeGregor demonstreted that a colony of Hohokem 

reeched Winona, east of Flagstaff, after the eruption of Sunset 

Crater (about 1064 A.D.). By 1120 A.D. the identity of this colony 

is lest as none of the distinctive Hohokem treits introduced survived 

(MeGreger, 1941). The Winona site, so fer as knom, merks the northern 

limit of Hohokem expansion. The final disappesrance of this colony 

and its treits coincides with the beginning of the sovthern expansion 

of the Sinague inte the Verde Valley, around 1125 A.D. 

In a few brief papers (Schreeder, 1940, 1987, 1952e, 19530, 

: 1953e) I have partially reviewed the date, contained im one unpublished 

report (1940), on the Hehokem Classic Period in the Qile Basin. These 

articles suggest that the Sinagua pattern, in its southward expansion 
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via the Verde Valley, slso entered both the Salt River and Gile River 

areas south of the mouth of the Verde River. I attempted to show 

that the Sinsgue merged with the Hohokam, begimning about 1150 A.D. 

in the Phoenix region. Wherever these two groups or patterns met, 

the Sinsgua alweys dominated - completely at Winona where the 

Hohekem colony lest its identity or moved out, almost completely 

im the Verde Valley where scme Hehekam traits survived, and 

blending in the Gila-Salt ares where a greater, but not dominant, 

Proportion of Hohokam traits survived. In short, the degree of Sinague 

dominance seems tc have decreased in proportion to the distance 

removed from the San Prancisco Mountains. This is what one would 

legieslly expect to heppen et various points between any two culture 

centers. The significant fecter in this cese, however, is that the 

Sinagua pattern, a relatively simple pattern of mterial traits 

compered to thet cf the ornate Hohokem culture, appears to have 

domins ted, meterielly speeking, that of the Hohokem in their “hom 

eres® in the Gile Basin. This is a feat the Hohokem at an earlier 

date could not secomplish in the Sinsgua homeland (8% Winona). 

The Museum of Northern Arisona has demonstrated that the 

people of the Sam Francisco Mountein area, after the eruption of 

Sunset Crater, were exposed not only te the culture of the small 

Hohokam colony at Winona, wut also to Megollon and Anasasi groups. : 

| Between 1070 and 1120 A.D. these three groups retained sufficient 

of their culture so as to be identified ty three separate foci by 

MeGregor (Colton, 19h6, p. 2595 Colton and Hargreve, 1937, Ps bby 

WG-52; Colton, 19h1, pp. 28-293 Smith, 1952, pp. 177-178; NeGregor, 

19k). By 1120 or shortly thereafter, the Sinagua psttern 
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incorporated the treits derived from these three foci. The most 

obvious imtroduced traits vere redware from the Mogollon and pueblo 

architecture from the Anasasi (McGregor, 19h1). 

The accompenying treit list, Figure 14, has been drawn up 

' im order to distinguish, and at the same time graphically present, 

the distribution of Hohokam and Sinague treite in time and space. 
Perieds within the two cultures were selected for comperison rether i 

than phases, ae the changes between the letter are not as breed and 

significant. 

Certain mechenical difficulties in arranging the traits ia 

the chart are obvious and theve mest be considered in analysing and 

determining their values. Since the beginning and end dates of 

these pericds of Sinegus and Hohokem developments do not coincide, 

time overlaps do occur, tut in most instences ere minor. Moreover, 

the beginning and end dates of some of these periods are not well 

established, 

The Sedentary Period (900 te 1150 A.D.) Gile Basin treite 

ef the Hohokem are compared to those of the Sinsgua between 1070 

and 1120 A.D. The latter range represents the first time developed 

Hoheken treits appear in quantity within the Sinegua region. As 

far as present evidence is concerned, it should be recognized that 

& concentration of Hohokem traits appeers only in the Winona area 

@uring this period, end thet only @ scattering of these traits are 

reported in other Sinegue sites of the seme horizon in outlying : 

areas. The seme may be said of the Mogollon end Anssesi traits, 

though some of their traits were more widely accepted by the 

Sinagua. 
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The post-1120 A.D. traits of the Sinegue are in turn : 

compared with the post-1125 A.D. Verde Velley culturel development, 

_ and the latter in turn with the treits ef the post-1150 A.D. Gila- 

Salt River areas, ‘ 

The first comparison on the chart, the pre-700 A.D. Pioneer 

Period of the Gile-Selt area and the pre-1070 A.D. Sinogua, my 

appear to be out of line in view of the divergence of dates and 

| @ther fectors. The Fesson for the selection of these two tine 

periods for comperison is given below. 

At Sneketown, the type site of the Hohckam, three intrusive 

pottery types were recovered in associetion with Gila Butte phase 

material - Lino Bleck-on-grey, San Francisce Red and Forestdale : 

Suntgei, These heve been assigned end dates of pre-750 A.D., 

pre-]@90 and at least pre-800 4.D. respectively. On the basis of 

these associations, Gila Pueblo originally dated the Gile Butte 

phase between 500 and 700 A.D., proceeding on the premise that 

«< phases lasted 200 years (Gladwin, et al, 1937, Figure 105). Thus 

the Pioneer Period end date was placed at 500 A.D. 

The stratigraphic tests in trashmounds in the vicinity of 

Phoenix, revealed seven intrusive pottery types associated with the : 

Gile Butte phase (Schroeder, 1940, Figure 11). It will be noted 

(see Figure 13) thet most of these same types also occur in the 

Santa Crus and Sacaton phases that followed. In all instances, 

except for White Mound Bleck-on-white and Medicine Black-on-red, these 

types are more common in the later two phases. Since the intrusives 
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at Snaketow and in the Salt River Valley were removed, in most cases, : 

from trashmounds by means of artificiel blocks, associations of several 

phsses can be explained ss having occurred along planes of contact 

between phases within the artificial blocks. 

On the basis of these ennestettem, im 1940 I raised the 

beginning date of the Gila Butte phase to 600 A.D. rether than : 

raising the end date. In this, perhaps, I was prejudiced by the 

then accepted dating at Snaketown. I now feel, that the Gila Butte 

phase should be revised upward mainly becsuse there is nothing in the 

intrusives to indicate a pre-700 A.D. date for several of the earliest 

black-on-white intrusi ves. 

_ The revised dates selected for the Gila Butte phese must of 

necessity overlap the beginning dates of the later intrusives and 

the end dates of the eerlier types mentioned above, except for two 

instences. These exceptions, Black Mesa Black-on-white and Tusayan 

Black-on-red, appesr to be strays from later material. These two types 

are god "Pueblo II® status (900-1100 A.D.) types in the Flagstaff — 

region as well as in the Verde Valley, as indicated by Colton's 

ceramic patterns in the San Francisco Mounteins and the results of 

the partial survey in the middle Verde Valley reported herein. Moreover, 

as further indication of their later associetion, these we types occur 

more commonly with Sacaton phase material (900-1150 A.D.) im the Salt 

River Valley (Figure 13). Thus, when the dominant asseciations of 

the remaining five intrusive types and their know associations in 

other areas are considered, we must revise the deting of the Gila 

Butte phase to between 700 and 600 A.D. The three intrusive types 
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at Snaketown also fit within this range. This in turn raises the 

end date for the Piomer Period toward 700 A.D. : 
Simee Gladwin postulated that the Pioneer Period was a 

| Mogollom development contesporancous with the post-700 A.D» Hohoken 
Colonial Peried, rather than ® period preceding the Colonial Period 

: (Gladwin, 1948, p. 236 and Figure 58a), perhaps some may doubt the 

advisability of selecting a 700 A.D. end date for the Pioneer Period. 

The stratigraphic tests in the Salt River Valley in 1938 and 1939 

brought out two peints in this regard. Pioneer Period ceramics always 

eccurred under Gila Butte Red-on-buff and rarely occurred with later 

pottery in the sites tested or surveyed. The only cases of association 

were instances where Gile Butte phase material lay in contact with 

Pioneer Period debris. I have already demonstrated (Schroeder, 195la, 

pe 265) that there was no Ploneer Period material associated with 

Santa Cruz phase material, which opposes Gladwin's postulation that 

such was the case. In the next section of this report evidence is 

‘ cited to show that there was no such association with the Gila Butte 

phase a8 well. 

The pre-700 A.D. Sinagua material of the Cinder Park Focus 

is not compered with the pre-700 A.D. Nohokam culture of the Pieneer 

Period im Figure 1h, This was not done for two reasons. Only one 

site of the Cinder Park Focus has been excavated. The culture 

represented at this site eppears to be a mixture exhibiting Anasazi 

traits amd some Anasazi pottery, with Sinagua peddle-and-anvil pottery 

: being dominant. In the brief preminary report on this site is a 

concluding statement thet the inhabitants shared many cultural traits 
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their om (de Laguna, 1942, p. 56). The house type was oval to 

rectangular in plen with a long ramp entry. The exterior of the 

pit wes lined with poles like contemporaneous Hohokem and later Sina- 

gua houses, not sleb-lined and circular like typical Amasasi sites. 

Floor cists and a wattle and daub defleetor near the mtry were 

uncovered in two houses and an irregular alcove off te one side 

of another house, these being apparently good Anasasi treits 

(Colton, 19h6, pps 2h3=2h6). 
a The above situation is somouhat comparable te that of the 

Flattop site, excavated by Wendorf in the Petrified Forest National 

Moment. He describes this site, which he dates pre-600 A.D. as 

ome of Amasasi occupation. However, only pottery thinned by the 

paddle-and-anvil technique was associated, which he indicates may 

’ have been intrusive, The analysis of the materials of the Flattop 

site suggests a close correlation with the Anasasi Basket Maker II 

including projectile points, metates and slab-lined cists (Wendorf, 

19535 Pe 75)0 

These situations on the northern periphery ef the area 

2 : of paddle-and-anvil thinning indicate mixture occurred between the 

"——paddlesand=amvil pottery groups and their serepe-thinning northers 

Anasasi neighbors prior to 700 A.D. Sinagua developments in the 

San Francisco Mountain area, between 700 and 1070 A.D., exhibit 

less Anasazi influence, in fact practically neme, as compared to 

use of Gn Mate tie he, 

Present date on the Sinagua between 700 and 1070 A.D. reveals 
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little or no change in the roster of culture items, and nothing 

during this sam peried indicates other than casual, rare trade 

relations with the Colonial Period (700-900 A.D.) Mehokam of the 

Gila Begin. The Sinague traits of this period were first compared 

with the Colonial Pericd and then with the Pioneer Peried of the 

Hohokem. The results were rather surprising. There was 8 high 

merrelation between the pre-1070 A.D. Sinegua and the pre-700 A.D. 

Hoboken treite, but little with these of the Hohokem Coleaie) 
Peried ef 700 to 900 A.D, Mainly because of this startling agreement, 

the Pionser Period rather than the Colonial Period traits of the 

Hohokam were used for purposes of comparison. The probable explana- 

‘tion for this situation will be discussed after dealing with the 

trait list (Figure 1h). 

One other important point should be noted. Since the 

Snaketovn phase of the Hohokam exhibits pairs of traits, such as two 

house types, two ceramic patterns ete., on estan Quamen eo 

: made in the placemmt of these traits on the charts. All elenmts 

of the Snaketown phase, which occur in previous Pioneer Period 

phases, are classed as Pioneer Period traits, ‘the remainder or 

new traits, which appeer for the first time in the Snaketown phase, 

and im the Gila Butte phase that follewed, are assigned to the 

Coloniel Period. 3 
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comeerning the various time divisions within the trait list. 

A © PIONEER HONMEZAM AND PRE-1070 A.D. SINAGUA 

Shared treite 
Arehitectare - a square, timbered jacal or house in a 

shallow pit with an inclined reap and four pest 

supports fer a flat roof. 

Disposal of the dead - cremation and ashes scattered. (I 

am assuming cremation for both and particularly the 

Simegue of this peried as only one possible burial has ; 

been reported thet may date prior to 1070 A.D.). 

Shell - plain Glycymeris bracelets, whole shell objects. 

Stone - pottery anvil, 3/hegroeve axe (7), hannerstene, 

hoe (7), umifecial one-hand mano, full trough mtate, 

. | portable merter, pestle, chipped kmife, point lacking 
er rare. : 

Clay - shallow and hemispherical bewls, globular wide-mouthed 

jere with lew or no neckg omall ball; coiled, paddle-and- 

anvil thinned pottery with a light polish, firing was 

‘ aneantrolled. 

Traite omly smong Sinagua 
Centrel firepit : 

Traits only enong Hotoken 
Firepit near entry; shell pendents end rings; carved shell; 

Stone effigy vessel; stone bowl; heevy-welled pottery vessel (7); 

vases; red-on-browm painted, incised cr applique decoration on 

pottery. 
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Remarks 

Practically all pre-1070 A.D. Sinagua traits are found in 

the Pioneer Peried. The latter contains a greater variety ef 

@hell work (due to its proximity to the scarce of material?), 

a wider representation of stone and pottery containers, and 

the practice of decorating pettery, probably due te influences _ 

eat of Mexice, 

: B - NEW TRAITS AMONG HOHOKAN BETWEEN THE END OF THE PIONEER PERIOD 

AND 1070 A.D., NOT SHOWN SEPARATELY OM THE TRAIT LIST. (This 

. category covers the Colonie] Peried and a good portion ef the 

‘Bedentary Period. Only rarely do any of these traits appear in 3 

es the pre-1070 A.D. Gimagua area, Asterisks apply to Section C 

which fellows.) : 
‘ Arehitectare = rectangular jece) with wall pests and a 

— gabled roof supported ty 2 posts”, and ball courts”. - 

Disposal of the deed - pit and urn cremation in trash”. 

Shell - carved bracelets, variety of bead types”, trumpet, 

technique of etching, incising”, painting” and overlaying” 

: shell, 

Stone - anvil, double-bitted axe, plain” or carved” basalt 

cylinder, disc, mimiatare axe, mosaic mirrer, paint morter, 

whetstone, barbed point, carved stone”, two-legged stone 

with knob”, pallette”. 

Agriculture - irrigation eanals 

Clay - Figurine, shouldered jar", tripod vessel, shouldered, 

rectenguler and recurved’ bewls, red-on-tuff pottery. . 
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Metal - copper bell” 

_ Other - trestmound”, weft-warp open weave” : 

Remarks } 
Little of the Colonie] Period culture as yet as been found 

im the Verde Valley. (See Breternits, 1958) 7 

Many of the above Hohokam treits appear to have been derived 

from Mexico, These ere the traits marked "south" in the 900- 

1150 A.D. column of Figure 1h, Most of these traits, however, 

were introduced to the Hohokam between 700 and 990 A.D. 

€ © HOHOKAM TRAITS INTRODUCED TO POST=1070 A.D. SINAGUA IN THE 

FLAGSTAFF AREA, 

Im addition to the traits of section B above, marked with an 
asterisk, the following Pioneer Peried traits (so far not recorded 

among the Simagua prior to 1070 A.D.) were introduced te the 

Sinagua around 1070 A.D.: i 

Firepit ear entry, shell dise beads, plain and effigy shell 
pendants, shell ring, carved shell, stone bowl, stone effigy 

vessel, heavyowslled pottery vessel and applique decoration. 

Remarks 

é New Hohokem treits appeared for the first time im the Sinagua 

Cie: diy eth wenn 6 tee tastes can tema. By 1120 A.D. 

the Hohokam treite im the Sinagua ares were practically sutmerged 

by the culture blend that developed im the area. 

D - POST-1070 A.D. SINAGUA TRAITS NOT FOUND AMONG THE PRE<1250 A.D. 
HOHOKAM 

Architecture - masonry lined pit house 
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Disposal of the dead - extended burial”, pole-covered” or 
recessed” grave. f ; : 

Stone = smooth cylinder cae 

Deformation - occipital” (perhaps, since this deformation differs 

from the Amesasi lambdoid type, its angie aig ete prier 

: to 1070 A.D., for. which period skeletal material is lacking 

in the Sinagua region. ) : 

Remarks 

Again only a few treits among the Sinagua are not found among the 

Hohekam, and these may have resulted from Mogollon and Anasasi 

' contects after 1070 A.D. 
E - ANASAZI AND/OR MOGOLLON TRAITS INTRODUCED TO POST=1070 A.D. 

STWAGUA BY 1120 A.D., AND MGT FOUND AMONG PRE=1150 A.D. HOHOKAM. 

: (Asterisks apply to section F which follows.) 

Architecture - pitheuwse with aleeve, hatch entry, deflector 

_and ventilator; small surfsce masonry pueblo with con- 

tigueus rooms”, side entry", T-doors”, lack of roef 

supports in the fleor’, pests embedded im mesomry walls”, | 

and use of cevates”, : 

Disposal of the dead - flexed burials (intrusive) and sub-fleor 

wrial” in paeble. : 

‘Wood = eradle board (perhaps pre-1070 A.D.) 

Shell < tinkler”, <mley (7)* 

Stone - full groove axe, polishing pebble”, lignite, arrow 

— smoother”, basslt cylinder”. 

. Clay - polished” and slipped” pottery, redware”, smudging 
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Renerke 
These new traits adopted from the Anasazi and Mogollea 

altered the lecal culture te the extent that the Sinagus 

pattern (im the San Francisco Mountain region mainly) was 

easily distinguished around 1120 A.D. and later by the 

combination of polished and swudged paddle-and-snvil 1edware, 

z extended buriel, lack of indigenous decorated pottery (rare 

exeeptions), and use of pueble architecture. 

PF + POST-1120 A.D. SINAGUA TRAITS INTRODUCED INTO THE VERDE VALLEY 

(1125 A.D.) AND THE GILA BASIN (1150 A.D.). 

All traits marked with en asterisk under D and E above, 

Renarks 
The Sinagua introduced their newly adopted traits to the 

Verde Valley and Gile Basin, beginning eround 1175 A.D. and 

1150 A.D. .respectively. 

SUMMARY 

The pre=1070 A.D. Simegea, on the besis of the above compari- 

sons of treits, appear to have little or no cultural affiliatien 

with the Mogollen which is contrary to MeGreger's postulation 

(McGregor, 1951, p. 23). To all appearances the Sinagua were a 

northern brench of the Pioweer Period culture that wes far removed 

from influences emanating from Mexico. As a group on the northern 

periphery of the Hohokem srea, they did not receive the assortment 

of southern traits adopted by the Gile Basin Hohokem until a coleny 

from the Verde Valley migreted north te join them at Wimona around 

1070 A.D. 
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- By about 1120 A.D., the Hohokam traits at Winona were 

submerged almost completely by the lecal Sinagua culture which, 

between 1070 end 1120 A.D., = altered considerably by additional 

traits brought into the srea by Anasesi and Mogollen groups. They, 

like the Hohokem, had been attracted to the newly created faralands 

resultisg: from the 1064 A.D. eruption of Sunset Crater. 

The concentration of different groups im the small ash-covered 

: area, between 1070 and 1120 A.D., probebly brought about ag unbalance 

which eaused some of the Sinagua to withdrew to the south into the 

: Verde Valley, begiming spent 1125 A.D., where they introduced their 

altered culture, This altered culture also, after 1120 A.D., spread 

to other portions of the Sinagua region, but not to all outlying 

pertions, The withdrewal to the south apparently was gradual, since 

these same treits continued to exist in the Sem Francisce Mountain 

region itself well into the 1200's. (Colton, 196, p. 266). The 

traits the Sinagua intreduced to the Verde Valley around 1125 A.D. 

replaced those of the Hohokam. This same pattern reached the Gila 

Basin about 1150 A.D., where a blending of Hohokem end Sinagua traits 

occurred. This blending continued until about 1300 A.D. after which 

date and up to 100 A.D. or so the Sinsgua elements, as at Winona 

and in the Verde Valley, dominated (Schroeder, 1940, p. 15hs 1952e, 

Pe 321). 

In brief the Pioneer Period pattern of traits extended fron 

the Gila Basin inte the Sen Franciseo Mountain area. Around 700 A.D. 

the former er southern region was affected by an influx of new traits 

from Mexico, which formed a new pettern that was basic to the Colonial 3 

and Sedentary perieds. Wone of these new traits were introduced te 
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the northern groups near Flegsteff at this time. A later intrusion, 

this time in the north, eccurred shortly after the eruption of Sunset 

Crater. Hohoka, Anasazi and Mogollen peoples introduced their Z 

patterns to the Flagstaff area at this time. The blend that resulted 

here (between 1070 and 1120 A.D.) was carried south by groups emigrating 

from the Sen Francisco Mountein region, finally reaching the Gila Basin 

area by 1150 A.D. 

Before proceding with additional correlations, two ether 

aspects related to the Hohokam move northward and the later Sinagua 

spread south should be considered. Could the latter move south 

represent a large scale migration of Hohokam people who had adopted 

the Sinagua culture of post-1070-A.D.? What are the physical types of 

the groups involved? : 

So far we do not have evidence of other sites in the Flagstaff 

ares, similar te Winone with its Hohokem pattern, whieh might have : 

contained a large percentage of tiohokam people. For the sake ef 

discussion, however, one might postulate that there were two or 

three more sites like it. Regardless, by 1220 A.D. the Hohokem mterial 

culture in the region of the San Francisco Mountains was no longer 

recognisable as a pattern, though certain traits contimed. The 

descendants of the Hohokam colony could conceivably have formec a 

part of the group that went south about 1125. However, when one : 

refers to Colten's population estimates of the Flagstaff area, it 

appears extremely doubtful that the Hohokam descendants formed all 

or even the majority of the migrants, 

Populetion estimates of prehistoric areas are admittedly 

difficult and often are open to question, However, such data, even 

though perhaps faulty, may provide some indication of relative 
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population density. Colton has estimated o maximum populetion of ' | 

8,h16 lived im the San Frenciso Mountain region between 1120 and 1200 : 

AD. By 1300, only 612 Sinagua remained (Colton, 1919), these having : 

apperently concentrated in the Chaves Pass region to the east. Thus, 

there are some 7,800 people te account for, that left this ares. 

dudging by the appearance, between 1125 and 1150 A.D., of « pattern 

Similar to that of the Sinagua in the Verde Valley and Gila Basin, 

these 8,000 (roughly) people eould only have gone south. 

We have no population estimates om the Gila Basin with which 

comparative corrélations might be mde, aside from those compiled 

over 5O years agac. These figures applied only to the lewer Salt 

River Valley and were based on the amount of agricultural lands 

thought to have been under irrigation during the Clessic Feried. 

The resulting population figures ran from $ to 1 person per irrigated 

acre. Totel Population ranged fram 50,000 te 300,000 (Patrick, 1903, 

PPe 6=83 Hodge, 1893, pp. 32h-3303 Turney, 1929, pp. k8,. 72-733 

Robinson, 1919, p. 183 Matthews, 1693, p. 1475 Carlick in Turney, 1929, 

"pe 95 Cushing in Turney, 1929, p. 11). These estimates, I believe, 

are far above the probseble figure, and the following coments are 

offered on the Salt River Valley specifically. 

Around 700 A.D., with the introduction of irrigation, the 

Hohoken gathered into rencherias., The stability of the culture of 

this period, the presence of a ball court at certain larger villages 

with postulated socio-ceremonial controls associated, and the evidence 

of trade contacts suggest a “rural” type of existence with a fow min 

supply and/or ceremonial] centers as opposed to the scettered oni 

of the previous Pioneer Period. 
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During the Sedentary Period that followed, ditches were 

lengthened and the mamber of sites increased (e¢cording to survey 

F evidence). These changes along with the appearence of a new type of 

bell court, present now in about trice as many villages as compared 

to the preceding period, would seem te indicate that some of the : 

natives in the “rurel® areas were attracted to these centers by the 

nore stable food supply and other factors favoring “urbenisation". — 

They perhaps added to the population sufficiently to permit the 

development of an additional number of villages or "city states", 

each with its own ball court or ceremonies] center. The ornateness 

of the culture of this period, the territorial expansion of the 

Hohokem up the Verde River and into the Flagstaff ares and the 

widespread trede suggest m expending culture, no longer “rural" in 

type, which geared itself to include extra-local needs. This, to 

me, represents the true classic period of the Hohokem. Meany of the 

traits were Mexicen derived. 

* The Classic Period is marked by the influx of the Sinagua, 

as already indicated. By ebout 1250 or 1275 A.D., prier to the almost 

complete sutmergence of Hohokam traits, the Salt River Valley probably 

contained the maximum population ever to have lived in the region in 

prehistoric times. During the 1200's the villages took on the aspects 

of large centers, each with a centre] edifice (house mound), By 

1300 A.D., docedense set in. Iuxury items were dropped in faver of 

more practical elements. Hunting -nd gathering itens wre more 

common. In short, the Sinsgua pattern dominated. Trade contacts 

appesr to heve fallen off considersbly end compound wells were 

erected around their towns es though for protection, perhaps due 
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to imterevillage strife brought about ty the stress which also led te : 

the less of lwmry items im their culture. Evidence points to a 

population decline setting in during the 1300's (Schroeder, 19534). 

As fer es actual populetion figures are coneerned, one mst 

of necessity begin with known date, and work back in time. In 1909, 

im the Salt River Valley, prier to the construction of reservoirs 
upstrean, there were 151,083 scres of Clase A sgriculturel land 

available. It would have taken over 0,000 miners inches of water, 

: figuring 8 miners inches per qmeter section of land, te irrigate ; 

151,063 acres. Without reservoirs, the meximum normal flow of the 

| Salt River everaged 58,000 miners inches (Decision and Decree). 

For the sake of this discussion, I am overlooking the fact that 

the ering flow is most important for irrigated crops, and am 

ascwming that it wes sufficient for the acreage involved, and 
: continued to be so throughout the growing season. 

Know prehis¢eric canals in the valley could have serviced 

just sbout six tomships of lemd. This meons 216 sections of 138,20 

acres, if all eanels were used during the Classic Poricd. Thus, if 

211 evaileble lend had been farmed, let us say 140,000 acres, each of 

the 27 knom “cities” would have farmed an average of 5185 acres each. 

If we figure 13 acres per person (Phoenix figure im 1910, prier to 

the construction of reservoirs) to take care of waterlogged land, salt ; 

flats, living areas, etc., this would give us a figure of LOO people 

per "city" or about 80 femilies of 5 each. The 27 "cities" then 

would total about 10,800 people, a total far below the estima tes 

of some 50 yeare ago. 
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On the becis of the sbove I would estimete a maximum 

Populetion of 12,000 in the Salt River Velley around 1300 A.D. or 

55 people (11 feni lie por gmare nile in the restricted area of 216 

square miles, most of which wes under irrigation. Working backwards 

Row, prior to the errival of the Sinsgus, I believe the less concen- 

: trated villages in the valley during the Sedentary Period would have 

totaled sbout 9,000. The figure for the Colonial Period probably 

was somevhat below that of the Sedentary Period. 

Now let us refer again te Colten's population estimates. 

There were some 8,000 people te account for who began to lesve the 

- Flagstaff ares sometime before 1200 A.D. The Sinagua pattern spread 

South in the 1100's inte the Verde Valley, Bloody Basin, and: tete: 

the'mia@a®d Gila Besin. If we assign 3,000 of the 8,000 te the Salt - 

River Valley te account for the estimeted increase between 1150 and 

1300 A.D., the remsining 5,000 could account for the increase in 

Population end the appearance of the Sinagua pettern in the Verde 

Valley (29007), Casa Grende area (20007), and Bloody Besin (10007). 

The proportion of the population increase in the Gile Basin, 

from 9,000 at 1150 A.D. te 12,000 arcund 1300, jibes rather closely 

with the propertion of intrcduced extended tarials (over 100) to the 

; eld style cremations (between 300 and 1,00) recovered at Los Muertos ? 

in Classic Period associstions, 1150 to 1h00 A.D. (Haury, 1945, pp. bh, 

ug). 
Kroeber estimated the historic Pimsn Pepuletion, which included 

: the Papego, to have been 10,600 at contact times, with a density of 

1 person per 3 square miles (Kroeber, 193k, table 1). To estimate 
—, ‘ 
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‘the density of the totel Classic Period population is practically 

impossible at present, but judging from the total area in whieh 

. Classic Period sites occur, the density figure ef 12,000 for the 

Salt River Velley under optimum conditions, prior to 1300 A.D., would 

not be far out of line when compared to Kroeber's 1 person per 3 square 

: mile estimate cf historic times. While we canmot consider population 

date of this type as being very exact, they do suggest that a sisable 

group moved out of the Flagstaff area, and that it was mech too large 

: to have represented descendants of the Hohokam colenmy at one, two, 

or three Winonas only. 

Colton’s figures indicate a populetion of about 675 in the 

: Flagstaff region up te 1050 A.D. Between 1050 and 1120 AD. he estimates 

“ an increase of about 2,900 probably brought «bout by the influx of 

| Hohokam and on early segment of Anasasi end Mogollon groups. This . 

would mesn an average of slightly less than 1,000 for esch of the * si 

three groups. If anything, the Hohokem may have made up less than 

: one-third ef the new comers to the San Francisco Mountains, since 

they came from a greater distance. Colton's estimated increase of 

wf Almost 5,000 between 1120 and 1200 A.D. probebly was due mainly to the 

influx of outlying Sinagua groups along with later Mogollon and Anasasi 

increments, and a local rise in populstion rates whieh normally accom 

panies better farming and living conditions. It wes also during this 

: period that Prescott Branch and Cohonina Branch people came inte the 

area, This also is the period when all Seutiwestern groups began to 

cluster into “city states”, 

On the basis of these figures, admittedly mot conclusive, 
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it appears that the mximum of less than 1,000 Hohokam, who might 

have entered the Flagstaff area between 1070 and 1120 A.D., certainly 

could not have formed the najor portion of the people whe moved south 

to introduces the Sinagua pattern to the Verde Valley end Gila Basin. 

This doubt applies particularly when ome cousiders that the Sinagua 

pattern also was introduced te the west of the Verde River (Bloedy 

Basin). The fact that the Sinague and Hohokem sites in the Gila Basin 

were separate for a brief spell at the beginning of the Classic — * 

* Period (and the same appears to heve occurred in the Verde Val ley) 
ougcests further that the newcomers were quite different at least 

culturally. Perhaps the newcomers were not only culturally different, 

wut physics lly as well. 

If the Hohekem were a foreign group te enter the Southwest 

in any great numbers, there always is the possibility that they 

may have represented a physical stock different foun. other Uto-Astecans 

im the Southwest. The fact that they practiced cremation decreases 

the chances of our obtaining such data. However, there is one 

approach remaining that may prove fruitful. Since extended burial 

was imtroduced or appeared in the middle Verde Valley and Gile-Salt 

areas after 1100 A.D., when the Sinagua pattern spread southward, i : 

perhaps some of the Hohokam also took up this Practice leaving us 

the skeletal materiel necessery for such a determination. 

With this possibility in mind e check was made of the reperts 

on skeletal material from the Tusigoot and Los Muertos excavations, 

Due to the fact thet these emelyses differed in methodology and 

techniques, mainly because of the number of years intervening 
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between these two studies, I found it practically impossible to make ; 

‘ many correlstions between the two upon whieh one could depend with 

any degree of certeinty. Moreover, the sample from the middle Verde 

is too emall to be of any comperetive value. However, two rather 

interesting pointe were noted. : 

Fesberg stated "In summary, the Indians of Tusigoot were 

large headed with rather smell] faces, were of mdium height and a 

mich slenderer build then that of the Pecos Indians. The varistions 

they show from the Indians of the prehistoric Southwest suggest that 

there may have been physical differences which are possibly correlsted 

with some cultural difference." (Fosberg in Caywood and Spicer, 1935, 

‘Pe 119). If the smell sample upon which this statement was based is 

: representative of the 1100 te 1h00 A.D. population of Tugigoet, it 

must be assumed this group represents the Sinegua. lgwever, if it 

is not representative of the group, then we hsve no way of knowing 

whether the skeletons and their veristions represent elements of 

the Sinague, of the Hohokem, or of a group netive to this area prier 

to the arrival of the Hohokem or Sinague petterns. 

Matthews Pointed out thet a number of the skulls recovered 

from Los Muertos im the Gile exhibited the os incae bone, compe rable 

percentagewise only to material from Peru (Matthews, 1693, pp. 187-190). 

Could these represent the Hohokam element? If so, how much, if any, 

: do the skeletons of skulls exhibiting the ince bone differ from other : 

associated skeletal material in the Gile-Salt region? Is there skeletal 

material in the Gil@=-Selt compereble to that of the middle Verde Valley 

end San Francisco Mountains thet represents a Sincgua people? ts there 
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also a prehistoric physical type in any of these regions that compares 

with the historic Yavapais er Pimas or other neighboring Yumsn-speaking 

or Pimen-spesking groups? 

Thies problem of the physical types of centre] Arizons should 

prove to be an attractive project to the physical anthropologist. 

Since the archeological evidence indicates thet several cultural 

‘groups are involved in the prehistory of the middle Verde and Gila- 

Salt areas, the skeletal meterial from these regions should be re- 4 

studied with the thoughtin mind that the variations involved my 

represent different groups or possibly even physical stocks, rather” — 

Shan voristions of one local indigenous people of one stock. If the 
enswer were inom, meny of the problems end discussions, which follow 

- herein, might be less involved and om @ more secure footing. 

° 
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CORRELATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The foregoing comparisons of traits of the Sinagua and 

Hohokem point to e need for a revision of ecncepts concerning the 

prehistoric cultural developments end relations in central end southern 

Arizona. Only by reexemining the evidence related to the problem 

cen we hope to construct « nanan freme on which to arrange the 

date. To accomplish this end, it is essential first to reestablish 

the facts thet resulted from excavations at the site of Snaketown 

on the Gils River. This is necessery since Gledwin has questioned 

the original deductions of the 1937 excevetions releting to the 

chronology as well as the culture] stetus of the Pioneer Period 

(Gladwin, 1918, pp. 109-110, 228, Pig. 58). 

The Sel River Vslley stratigraphic survey of 1936-1939 in 

southern Arizona provided supporting evidence to indicate that the 

Pioneer Period meterial underley tnat of the Colonial Period and 

wes net contemporaneous with the entire duration of the Gila Butte 

phase as Gledwin postulsted in 1948. Though Kstrelle and Sweetwater 

Red-on-grey sherds of the Pioneer Period were scarce in the Selt 

River Valley tests, they appesred msinly at the base of the trash- 

: mounds in blocks conteining the greatest percentage of Snaketown 

Red-on-buff, the pottery representing the last phase of the Pioneer 

Period. Gile Butte Redeon-buff sherds of the following Colonial 

Period capped #11 three of the above typea, though Snaketown Ked-on- 

buff was found mixed to some extent with Gila Butte Red-on-buff. 
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Because of the occurrence of severe] traits in peirs in the 

Snaketewn-Gils Butte phase trensition, such as red-on-gray and red- 

on-buff pottery, square l-post houses and rectengular 2-post houses, 

ete., I suggested that e new people, the Hohokam, entered the Gila 

Besin at this time with a new pattern of traits which replaced that 

of the indigenous Pioneer Feriod group (Schroeder, 190, p. 140). 

Several aspects concerning Gladwin's suggestion of the : 

possibility of the comtemporaneity of the Piomer and Colonial > 

Periods heve already been discussed (Lehmer, 1950, pp. 415-18; Woodward, 

1950, pp. 172-173; Schroeder, 195la, pp. 263-265), and one example : 

has been cited to show that no overiap existed between the Pioneer 

Period and the Sante Cruz phase of the lete Colomial Period (Schiteeder, 

W5la, p. 265). The seme lack of associetion can be demomitrated 

for the Gile Butte phese of the early Colonial Period. The one 

instance of soil stratigraphy encountered in the trashmounds tested 

in the Selt River Valley stratigr-phic survey, in 1936-1939, a 

fortunstely pertsins to the problem at hand. A pier test in a 

trashmound at Pueblo Grande revealed six distinct soil horizons, 

totaling 2.25 meters from top (level 1) to bottom (level 6). The 

. sherds from each level were analyzed with the results shown below 

(Schroeder, 1940, Figure 3 and Appendix VI). 

* 
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Level % of red- Pereent of red-on-buff Contents 

on-buff wy phase in each level of 
in each strata 

level to ‘Sante Gils Snake- 
total red- Crus Butte tow 

T Te L6.8 52.5 oT Sand, gravel, . 
ash, charcoal 

2 5.0 38.1 61.9 Fine sand 

3 21.5 8.9 91.1 Sand, gravel 
and charcoal 

u 22.8 12.9 85.7 led Sand, ash 
: and charcoal 

5 18,2 708 92.2 Sand, gravel 
and charcoal 

6 2.0 10.0 90.0 Fine sand 

As cen be noted, leyers 2 and 6 were composed of fine sand 

and were practicelly sterile culturally. The decline of Gile Butte 

Red-on-buff fram bottom to top (levels 6 to 1) is accompanied by a 

: _ corresponding incresse of Senta Cruz Red-on-buff. During the course é 

of the deposition of this material (which, incidentally, vividly 

illustrates how an early pottery type survives after the introduction 

of @ new decorative treatment), « few sherds of Snaketown Red-on- ~~» 

tuff were deposited in layers ) and 1. Dumping from new construction, 

kids playing or similar circumstances could essily explain the 

presence of these few sherds, This example does not indicate 

contemporaneity of the Pioneer and Colonial Periods during this period 

of change between dominant (92%) Gile Butte and early Santa Cruz (46%) 

times. 

In his attempted revision of the chronology of the two early 

periods, Gledwin postuleted thet the traits, perticulerly cermaics, 
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of the Pioneer Period were representstive of the Mogollon Culture, 

and that the Colonial Period, which he considered to be contemporaneous, 

represented the beginning of the Hohokam development (Gladwin, 1946, 

PP. 235-236). I agree, es previously indicated im 190, that the 

Hehokam development began with the Gila Butte phase. However, the 

assignment of the Pioneer Period te the Mogollon does not bear up 

under the evidence. In making his statement, Gladwin completely : 

overlooked the whole pettern of the Pioneer Period culture and based 

oe his conclusions on ceramics alone, which to him appeared to represent 

the Megollon tredition. Similarly he disregerded the internal evidence 

pertaining to the Pioneer Period paddle-and-anvil thinned pottery 

(as opposed to the hammered og scraped thinning of Mogollon wares), 

which Haury went to sone lengths to describe in the original Snaketowm : 

report. Wheat goes even further and suggests the Pionegr Period, 

like the Mogollon, developed out of the pre-ceramic Cochise culture, 

‘but ceremically was effected by different influences than were the 

Mogollom. (Wheat, 1955, p. 231). As will be brought out later, there 

appears to be no relation between the Cochise and Pioneer Period 

people, 

Haury stated thet Vahki Red of the Vahki phase was finished 

by the paddle-and-envil technique (Haury, in Gladwin, et al, 1937, 

pp. 204-205). In deseribing Estrella and Sweetwater Red-on-grey 

types which followed, he remarked that light hand- and tool-polishing 

was employed (Ibid., pp. 19h, 200). Gila Plain was also finished in 

the same manner (Tbid., p. 208). In his sumary statement, the 
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besic method of finishing was described as paddle-end-envil 

(Teid., pe 228). Aside from the coincidence that redwere occurred 

: emong the Mogollon end Hohokmm, there is nothing to indicate that 

the pottery of the Pioneer Period was a product of a Mogollon group. 

arly Mogollen ceramics exhibit other surface treatments such as the 

use of a high polish and dimpling (om redware) and scoring ‘on pls.in- 

ware), traits lacking in the Pioneer Feriod. 

Gladwin pointed to the rarity of Pioneer Period pottery in 

Gila Paeblo's survey msterial, only two sites being represented 

(Gladwin, 1916, p. 59). Im the Salt River Valley survey, of 16 

trashmounds tested, 7 revealed Pioneer Period material at the base 

of the mound, The pottery types ranged from .) percent in the istrelle 

phase, from .3 to hh percent in the Sweetwater phase and from .b to 

12.1 percent in the Snaketown phase. Four additional sites recorded 

an the eurvey exhibited Pioneer Period sherds on the surface. This 

makes s total of 11 out of the 9k sites recorded bearing this esrly 

meterial (Schroeder, 1940, Appendix I). The representation of this 

period is not rare as fer as occurrence among sites in the Salt 

fiver Valley is concerned (11.5%), but the material. is usually 

scarce in quantity when found. In addition, Cherlie Steen has re- 

ported pure Pioneer Period sites close to the base of hills near 

Case Grande (Personal commnicstion). 

As noted above, Pioneer Period Gila Hain often exhibits 

light tool polishing. The seme holds true for the paddle-and-anvil 

thinned plainwere of the San Francisco Mountains (Rie de Flag Brown) 

which et present is dated from about 600 to 1070 A.D. (Colton and 
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Hargrave, 1937, p. 161 and Colton, 196, p. 253). Thus, prior te 

. 700 A.D. paddle-and-anvil pottery with light polishing occurs over a 

large ares which does not exhibit any diagnostic Mogellon traits. 

The distribution of the admittedly little-known Pioneer 
Period is from Safford on the east to Phoenix on the weet and from 

Tweson on the south possibly to the middle Verde Valley on the north. 

This period hes an end date, as already indicated, of about 700 A.D. 

Our scant knowledge of the cultural manifestations pricr 

to 700 A.D. in the San Frencisco Mountain area near Flagstaff is de- 

rived from the Cinder Park Focus, which exhibits several Anasasi 

traits associated with a pottery complex composed mostly of paddle- 

and-envil brownware (Rio de Flag Brown), already referred to. 

It is during the Snaketown-Gile Butte phase transition — 

(the end of the Pioneer Peried and the beginning of the Colonial 

Period) in the south thet stone carving and non-utilitarian objects 

of stone end shell are first found in any quantity in southera 

Arizona.” The first use of trashmounds at this tise replaces the - 

earlier method of disposing of rubbish in sheet form (Haury, in Z 

Gladwin, et al, 1937, pp. 28, lily Schroeder, 1940, pp. 137-138). 

This suggests either the development of a more sedentary village : 

pattern, an increase in population, or a purposeful attempt at 

* These deta concerning the above transition and change can 

readily be checked in Gladwin, et al, 1937 and Schroeder, 1940. 

It i8 mot felt that these are of sufficient concern to this 

report to be teken up in detail here. 
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sanitation brought about by closer living. During the Sneketown- 

Gila Butte phase transition both the early squart flat-roofed and 

the new rectangular gabled (7) reef houses occur together (Sayles, 

im Gladwin, et al, 1937, Figures 32-35). During this transition 

there was a considerable increase in the number of sites and in the 

quantity and diversity of cultural material. Much of the letter 

exhibits « Meso-American flavor, The above fects, along with other 

changes, prompted me to suggest in 19h0 that other peopie of 

culture complex, with traits foreign to those of the local natives, 

entered the Gile Basin near the end of the Snaketown phase. Through 

cultural shuffling, various traits were adopted, rejected, or 

develeped to form the Gila Butte phase.(Schroeder, 1910, p. 10). 

This new development apparently was restricted to the 

Gila Basin and did not immediately diffuse morth into the Verde 

Valley im any quantity. However, during the late Gila Buix® pusse 

and the following Santa Cruz phase, there was an extension of the 

Hohokam culture up the Salt River to the Roosevelt Basin and west to 

Gila Bend (Bremies, 1956; Haury, 1932, p. 6, Gladwin, \30b). 

When the traits of this same time range (700 to 900 A.D. 

plus) in the San Frencisco Mountain area are considered, as 

indicated in Figure lh, there is about 70 percent agreement between 

them end the earlier pre-700 A.D. Pioneer Period traits of the Gila 

Brsin. ‘The Pioneer Period is known to have been present in the 

Gile Basin and decorated types of this period else eccur in the 

middle Verde Valley. Our only evidence of the same time period in 

the San Franciseo Mountein eres is s site containing & mixture of . 
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: Anasazi traits and southern paddle-and-anvil pottery, the latter 

being similar to that of the Pioneer Period of the Gila Basin. It 

is not unressonable to postulate that the pre-700 A.D. population 

of the Sen Francisco Mounteins possibly may represent the northern 

limit ef the Pioneer Period Culture. This would help to explain the 

great similarity between the post-700 A.D, traits in the Plagetafft : 

region and the pre-700 A.D. traits of the Gila. This implies that 

the Pioneer Feriod Culture of pre-700 A.D. was besic mot only to the 

Gila Besin snd probably the Verde Valley, but to the San Francisco 

Mountain ares es well. In addition, this situation implies that : 

after 700 A.D., the Pioneer Period pattern in the north oumntant 

prectically unchanged until a mech later date. 

The Sedentary Period ef the Gila Basin (900-1150 A.D.) 

represents an ornate development out of the previous Coloniel Period. 

Present data indicate this development diffused into the Verde Valley 

with greeter impact than the Colonie] Period, as discussed herein. 

By 1070 A.D., this pattern reached Winona, east of Flagstaff, where 

a colony of Hohokem settled side by side with the local people 

(McGregor, 1937, pp. l8-51). By 1120 A.D., however, the traits 

3 introduced into thie northem area by the Hohokem colony were sub- 

merged almost completely. : 

Colton has pointed out thet the newly created farmlands, 

resulting from the 106h A.D. eruption of Sunset Crater, attracted 

several groups (Hohékam, Mogollon and Anasazi) close to or into the 

Flegesteff ares and tha), hey altered the local pre-1070 A.D. culture 

pettern of the Sinagua to = considerable extent. A polished and 

smudged, intrusive, coil-scrape redware, Winons Red, probably 
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introduced by a Mogollon group, resulted in the local deve lopment 

@ tne tes, Ge het tek ees eee. For the : 

first time, with one possible exception, imhumstions are associated 

with sites im this area. Posts embedded in masonry walls, masonry 

ventilators and deflectors appeared lecally for the first time in : 

Pitehouse dwellings and, shortly efter 1120 A.D., small surface 

masonry puebles were erected (Colton, 1946, pp. 259; Colton and 

Hargrave, 1937, pps lh, l9=525 Colton, 19h, pp. 26-295 Smith, 1952, 

Ppe 177-178.) Thus, by 1120 A.D., the local pattem, considerably 

altered by associstion with other peoples who entered the area, no 

longer resembled thst of pre-1070 A.D. This newly developed pattern 

thus resulted from s mixture of different cultural groups, and is 

referred to herein as the Sinagua Pattern. ‘The lecal development, 

prior to 1070 4.D., is herein considered to be the northern limit _ 

and development of the Pioneer Period. 

To date no inhumations or cremations have been recovered 

from pre-1070 A.D. sites in the San Francisco Mountain area, with 

one possible exception already mentioned. The appearance after 1070 

A.W. of extended burials among the Sinagua, a trait not know to 

occur even among the pre-1070 A.D. Anasazi or Mogollen, except for : 

rare isolated cases, might be explained as follows. This hypothesis 

would imply scattered ashes or platform type cremations (not interred ) 

locally, prior te 1070 A.D.. This would be prior to the influx in the 

Plagsteff region of the Mogollon and/or Anssezi who turied their 

dead ins flexed position. After the contact with the Mogeollon and 

Anaseti, the Sinegus may have decided to seccept inhumetion for the 
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disposal of their deed. If tay 41d so, they may hove roteiacs their 

original ceremonial ritual over the body in an extended position. 

This would have been the case prior to cremsting the body, judging 

from Pioneer Period *eremetory trenches" and four-post cremetory 

pits of the 1100's at Nelekihu and Winona (King, 19h9, p. 67ff3 

McGregor, 19li1, pp. 266-267, 29h) as well as from historic platform 

type cremtions employed until recently bythe Yumens in the Southwest. 

If the ritual wes of any length, and not sccomplished soon after death, 

rigor mortis would have set in and flexure would have been difficult. : 

Colton hes demonstrated that the Sinsgua pattern begen to 

appear in the Verde Valley about 1125 A.D. In 1940 I indicated : 

thet these same traits as a pattern entered the Sait River Valley : 

about 1150 A.D. At that time I ascribed the new traits to the Salado 

(Schroeder, 1952e, pp. 320-321) on the besis of Gladwin's hypothesis. 

However, he placed the Salado entry at a later date, around 1300 A.D. 

(Gladwin, W..and H.S., 1929, pp. 37, 70-713 1933, pe 6; 1935, pe 26h). 

The various treits imtroduced into the Gila Basin around 1150 

A.D. are included in Figure 1h, wherein correlations are made with 

the Sinegua. Unfortunetely, the Saledo heave never been deseribed 

other than in a tenuous form, so that a similar treit-by-trait com- 

parison cannot be undertaken. However, some of the treits ascribed 

to the Salado, most often mentioned in the literature, can be compared 

with those of the Sinsgua and the Clessic Period traits in the Gile 

Basin, 

As originally defined by Gl-dwin, the Salado came into the : 

Roosevelt Besin from the north east, with ceramic traits he ascribed ‘ 

tc the upper Littie Colorado drainage (Ibid., and Gladwin, W. and H. S., 
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193k, chart opposite p. 223 1935, pp. 212-26; Haury, 1945, p. 28). 

Ceremically, the Saisdo as descrived employed a serape thiming 

technique as opposed to the Sinsgus paddle-and-anvil thinning. The 

Roosevelt Besin has most often been referred to as a Salado stronghold. 

Yet, sherds recovered from Netional Park Service stabilisation work 

conducted by Steen in the Upper Ruin at Tonto National Monument e 

G exhibit @ high percentage of utility paddle-snd-anvil pottery (Tonto 

iene Brom) and lesser amounts of scraped corrugated pottery (Steen, Ms.)e 

Similer work by Pierson in the Lower Ruin revealed 33 to 100 percent 

of the plain pottery im the various rooms was Tonto Red (Brown), an 

unslipped paddle-and-anvil pleainware (Pierson, 1952). These types 

do not meet the described ceramic estteite for the Salado group. 

Perhaps the most obvious ceramic difference aside from thinning 3 

techniques, between the Salado of the Roosevelt Basin and the Sinagua 

is the relative lack of am indigenous polished and smudged redware 

without corrugetions im Selado sites in the Roosevelt Basins This is 

| one of the strongest indications thet the new pettern of traits intre- 

duced to the Gile-Sslt region around 1150 A.D. came fram the Verde, 

where such pottery is common. Swudged redware with exterior corruga- 

tions (Selado Red) is fairly common in the Roosevelt Basin, and 

reletively rare in the Gile-Salt, 

As yet, no de@inite group of ceramic types has been established 

as being basic to the S»ledo category. ven among decorated types, 

referred to as Salado, we find d2screpancies. For example, Salade 

Red is common im the Sierra Ancha region east of the Roosevelt Basin, 

yet the few pieces of Gile Polychrome associsted were stated to be 
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intrusive (Haury, 193h, pp. 137-136). These two pottery types occur 

together in the Roosevelt Besin, where they have been considered as 

Salado types (Gladwin, W. & H. S., 1929, pp. 37, 70+715 1933, pe 63 

1935, pe 26h). Salado Red is virtually sbsent in the Gila where Gila 

Polychrome is fairly common (Schroeder, 1952c, p. 329). By virtue of 

the above inconsistencies in numerical associ stions, it appears that 

these types, which are so frequently identified as Salado, may not 

be releted. Until the culture] sssocistions of these so-called Salado 
types ere established, their stetus as intrusives or local types in 

the Roosevelt Basin cannot be determined, 

“Gila Polychrome* has been found to be quite common at the 

Kuykendall site near Bitride in southeastern Arizona, the fine J 

tempering mterial being no different from that of the indigenous 

pacdle-end-envil thinned plainware at that site (Personal communice- 

tion, Jack and Vera Mills and Lyndon L. Hargrave), The "Gila Pelychrome* 

of the Roosevelt Basin (with its coarse temper) and at Casa Grande 

(with its rounded quartz temper) also is thinned in the same manner.” 

It is quite obvious that much future study will be necessary to 

determine which of the temper variations vere indigenous to various 

areas, 

* Personal rechecking of Beshbagowah collection, through the 

courtesy of the city of Globe, Arizona, (This material was 

excavated by Irene Vickery) and rechecking at Casa Grande by : 

A Lee Abel and Spllie Van Valkenburgh. 
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The slipped red exteriors of some of the Pinto and Gila 

Pelychromes from the site of Beshbagowah (Globe, Arizona) have all 

the appesrance of Gila Red (mich mica and obvious polishing marks) 

to which the general design style of Roosevelt Black-on-white has 

been added to the interior. Other ila Polyehramand the Tonto 

Polychrome exteriors re similar to Salt Red, with additional developed 

‘design motiffs added in bleck and white. It should also be pointed 

out that much "Gila Polychrome" is not slipped red on the exterior. 

A detailed restudy of Gila Polychrome is essential before the 
implications of locality of manufacture can be accurately expressed 

(Schroeder, 1957). 

: If the Salado came fron the upper Little Colorado River 

dreinage as Gladwin sugested or had their origin in the Forestdale 

area, certain erchitectural problems also arise. The lack of kivas 

im the Roosevelt Basin then is surprising. Perhaps future work 

may show that certain rectangular rooms were employed for ceremonial 

purposes similar to those of Canyon Creek, east of the Roosevelt 

Besin (Haury, 193k, pp. 52-5). Im addition, Gladwin has suggested 

: that the Selado in the Roosevelt Besin first mde use of compounds 

in the Roosevelt phase (1100-1250 A.D.) (Gladwin, W. and H. S., 1935, 

PP. 215-218). Without exeavstion or other supporting data to indicate 

whether the campound appeared as early as 1100 A.D. im the Roosevelt 

phase, this point cannot be settled at present. However, village 
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compounds appeared in the Gile Besin between 1250 ond 1300 A.D. 

(Schroeder, 1953e, p. 178), im the Tucson and Sen Pedro areas about 

1300 A.D. (Hayden, 1957, p. 1943 Tuthill, 1947), and in the Verde 

Valley, as indicated herein, around 1300 A.D.” In view of other data, 

including the use of house er small site compounds by the Hohokam in 

the Gila Basin prior te 1150 A.D., it seems that village compounds, as 

I have indicated elsvwbere in more detail, may have diffused from 

the south from the Gila Basin into the Roosevelt Basin (Schroeder, 

19538, pp. 178-1823 1917, p. 237), and thus not be a Salado trait. 

One element that appears to have been shared by both the 

post-1070 A.D. Sinagua and Salado is that of extended burial. However, 

one difference in buriel customs has been suggested. It has been often 

said that the Saledo oriented their dead with the head to the east, 

: & prectice not regulerly recorded among the Sinagua. A critical 

analysis indicates that orientstion to the east does not occur in any 

reguler pattern among the Classic Period Gila Basin burials nor 

among the Salado (See Appendix ITI). : 

Another strong argument against a Saladoen entry of about 

1200 A.D. imte the Roosevelt Basin from the upper Little Colorado 

area is the lack of flexed burials in the Roosevelt Besin, the 

method employed in the upper Little Colorado region up to about 

1100 A.D. at least. 

“ Di Peso, 1953, pe 260 erroneously dates the appearance of village 

compounds in the Salt River area at 1150 A.D. 
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Haury listed other traits “during the contact peried® (1300 

A.Deo his date) of the Hohekam and Salado to indicate “the more 

outstanding tangible differences in culture" between the two groups 

(Haury, 1945, pp. 207-208). The Comparisons he makes, however, do 

not include several] treits (Simagua) that did exist in the Salt River 

Valley prior to 1300 A.D., the inclusion of which would result in 

even less tengible differences between these two groups. 

The traits he omitted, from his "Hohekam” heading (which 

includes data up to 1300 A.D.) are deformed brachycephalic head 

forms, extended inhumation, polishing stones and adobe walls (post- 

reinforced). In s¢dition, Haury lists compound walls as a Salado 

trait borrowed by the Hohokam (the situation may have been just the 

reverse as indicated in the foregoing diseussions), three-quarter- 

grooved axes for both, and other traits, a few of which are not 

differences per se, but only of relative quantity or degree (such as 

finishing techniques), The treits umier his Salado heading that 

definitely differ from those of the Hohokam are in most cases thore 

which were “selected from unmixed sites farther east" (Ibid., p. 206), 

evidently from the Canyon Creek and the Sierre Anche country. And 

yet, Haury states that the few pieces of Gila Polychrome recovered 

in the latter area were intrusive (non-Salado). : 

The traits that Haury labels "distinctive" of either Hohoien 

or Salado are in most esses commonly associated with neighboring areas 

which heave s common boundsry with either the Roosevelt or Gila Basin 

areas but mot with both, Among the Hohekem of the @ile Basin 

he lists such “distinctive” traits as griddies, Mexican type 
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spindle whoris, cerved stone, and stirrup crushers. These appear 

to have diffused into southern Arizona from Mexico. ‘Distinctive® 

traits he lists fer the Saledo of the Roosevelt Basin, such as 

turkeys, multi-storied structures, ecoil-scrape pottery, cane 

cigarettes, pahos and prote-kachina, undoubtedly came in from the 

Rorth or east. In neither case are the “distinctive” traits lecal 

developments, nor need they have been introduced by actual migration ‘ 

in either area, since an entire pattern of traits thet might be re- 

presentative of a new group ef people does not @ppear to have been 

introduced at the sam time. — 

Gladwin's original listing of traits for the Roosevelt and 

Middle Gile Phases of the Roosevelt Basin is composed to a great extent 

of Gila-Selt Basin items. In fact, most of the traits on the list 

are found in the Gile-Salt area prior te 1250 A.D.” 
: In summarizing the above we find by way of contrast that " 

both peddle-and-anvil and some corrugated utility wares oceur in 

the Roosevelt Besin, but little plain redware, and only the paddle-and- 

anvil technique is found in the Gila Besin where plain redware is 

comon, This is an indication thet the Salado did not enter the 

Gila, since corrugated or scrape thinned utility waes,which have been 

aseribed to the Salado, are lacking. 

Anne entinmcannaeeiiiienhecenniaiainNttie 

“ Gladwin, W. and H. S., 1935, pp. 216-220, Gladwin, et al, 1937, 
Pe 265, explained "Salado traits im the Gile Basin prior te 1300 

A.D. aa due to an increasing fusion during the 13th century.* 

Haury, 1945, p. 20h, stated the main impact of the Salado was not 

felt until “about a century later" (1250 A.D.). 
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The occurrence of & Mogollon-derived, brown corrugated 

utility pettery at Tonto National Momament in combination with the 

@ecorated types associated, as well as other traits, has led to the 

suggestion that a small pueblo (Mogollen) group from somewhere east 

of the Roosevelt Basin (mot the Little Colerado River drainage) came 

: into that area and lived side by side with the apparently dominant 

paddle-and-anvil ceramic group. I prefer to believe that there was 

considerable contact end trade with a Mogollon-derived pueble people 

to the esst (since much corrugated pettery was also traded into the 

Verde Valley where it can be shown to have been intrusive), This 

situation seems most probeble, since pueblo (Mogellon or Anasazi‘ 

traits, such as kivas, flexed burials and quneee of eoi l-seraped 

pottery, are lacking in the Roosevelt Basin. 

In short, the Salado as described is not a single culture 

pattern, but a mixture of indigenous and some intrusive traits. 

Moreover, extended burial with heads oriented to the east and scrape 

: thinned Gila Polychrome are not the norm, so cannot be considered 

as basic Saledo treits. Trade alone can account for the few traits 

: in the Roosevelt Besin that are foreign to the Hohokem or Simagua of 

.  pestellSO A.D. If two patterns actually did exist side by side in 

the Roosevelt Besin and the pettern moved into the Gila Basin, one 

would expect the situation would have been similar to that of the 

Hohokam and Sinegua living together at Wimona Village as well as in 

the middle Verde V-lley and im the Gile Basin. The Sinagua pattern 

moved as a pattern into more southern areas. The pattern of the 

Roosevelt Basin has not been found in the Gile Basin. In facet, it 
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appears that there is no such thing as the Salado pattern as described 

by Gladwin, 

What then is the pettern of the Roosevelt Basin and fron 

where did it come? It may well have developed in place out of an : 

indigenous group, with acquisitions from the Sinsgus of the Pine-Payson 

area and/or Mogollon-derived pueblos after TL00 A.D. This would account 

for a lack of redwere, kivas, local decorated pottery tradition, and 

other Sinsgua and Mogollon treits as well as for the presence of 

peddle-and-anvil plaimware, extended burials and quantities of 

a intrusive decorated types and corrugated pettery. : 

‘To date we have w definite evidence of a movement of Sinagua 

into the Roosevelt B:.sin or Agua Fria Valley, only into the Verde and 

Gile-Salt where the complete Sinagua pattern occurs. In contrast 

te the presence of two associated plainwares in both the Verde and 

Gile-Salt, suggesting contemporaneous occupation by two groups, the 

Agua Fria and Roosevelt areas each exhibit only one utility pleimware -- 

Wingfield Flaim and Tonto Brow respective. These were im vogue 

from at least 900 A.D. up to and beyond 1400 A.D. Thus, these 

cultures were indigenous in their respective sreas at least 400 years 

before Gladwin's postulated Salado influx of 1300 A.D. 

Plain redwere eccurs in the Verde and Gila-Salt and also to 

the west im the Bloody Basin (along with most of the other Sinagua 

traits), but it never did reach the Agua Fria or Roosevelt areas 

where a part of the pattern, such as msonry structures and extended 

burial, is evident after sbout 100 A.D. Present evidence suggests 

) that the Salado were an indigenous group im the Reesevelt Basin 
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that was influenced by a Gile Butte phase Hohokem intrusion, and 

later, from 1100 to 1h00 A.D., by contact with neighboring Mogollen- 

derived pueblo people on the east, Certein influences from the Gila- 

Salt are evident throughout. The name Salado might well be retained : 

- for the Roosevelt Basin, but the development and cultural pattern 

should be redefined, i 

7 
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THE HAKATAYA ROOT ; 

Up to this point taxonomic terms im general use among 

i Southwestern areheologists have been employed, when referring 

* te central Arizona archeology. It now becomes necessary to redefine : 

some of these term, if the prehistory is to be interpreted along 

lines such as the evidence indicates. 

When Gila Pueblo set up its system of naming the various 

stages of the aulture they described as the Hehokam, they found the 

material fell conveniently into four periods - Pioneer, Colonial, 

Sedentary and Classic. In 190 I suggested thet the sudden develop- 

ment of the culture of the Colonial Period wmtwenght about by an 

influx of a new people, perhaps culturally related to those of the : 

Pioneer Period (Schroeder, 1940, p. 140) and thus I disagreed with . 

the ides of a continuous lecal cultural development from the Pioneer 

into the Colonial Period. Because of the pairs of traits that occurred 

at the time of this change, it doss not appear probable that the 

dual cherecter of the pattern was induced by internal culture growth. 

In 19h8, Gladwin, alse recognizing a sharp break between these 

same two periods, proposed that the Pioneer Period represented a 

Mogollen group living comteaporaneously with and along side of the 

: Colonial Period Hohokem (Gledwin, 1948, pp. 75, 235-237), the weakness 

of which hypothesis hes been pointed out in foregoing discussions. 

In 1953, I pointed out that the Pioneer Period was basic to the general 

area from the Gile Basin (Casa Grande-Phoemix area) north into the San 

Francisco Mountain region, 
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In 1940 I also indicated that many of the socalled Salado 

traits appeared around 1150 A.D. in GileeSelt area, not at 1300 A.D. 

as Gladwin postulated. In 19h7, I further suggested that the 

Classic Period was e development resulting from the entry at 1150 A.D. 

of © group of people from the Verde, other than the Salade (Schroeder, 

1940, Pe 1505 19h7, pp. 230-2315 1953e), thus disagreeing with the 

Ssledo theory of a 1300 A.D. aw. Im brief, im contrast to Gila 

: Pueblo's concept of four ehromological perieds locally induced and 

“  qvolved by the Hohokam, plus » late Salado entry in the mid-Classie 

Period, I have attempted to show that the evidence indicates that 

the local pattern of the Pioneer Period (pre-700 A.D.) was culturally 

dominated by an intrusive pattern (Hohokam, heavily lesded with Meso- 

American traits) at the beginning of the Colonial Period, but only : 

im the southern limits of the region exhibiting Pioneer Period 

culture, the point of contact, During the Sedentery Period whieh 

followed, the culture became more ornate, a pertion of the develop- : 

ment apperently having been influenced to some extent by additional 

Meso-American traits. 

Soe This pattern in turn was overrun by a northern pattern 

(Simagua) im the Classie Period (1150 te 100 A.D.), the dual nature 

of several basic traite egain suggesting that there was a direct — 

contact end mixture of peoples. These three patterns, in the order 

listed above, are hereafter referred to as follows: The Hakataya 

Root (basically the traits of the Pioneer Period), the Hohekam stem 

or branch of an unidentified reot (traits of the Colonial and 

Sedentery Peried) and the Sinagua Pattern (post-1120 A.D. Sinagua 
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traits introduced to the Hohokem around 1150 A.D.). 

I do not wish to complicate Southwestern terminolegy ty 

imtroducing a new taxanomic nome. As used herein, Hakataya is 

comperable to Yuman. Areheologicelly we heve mot yet proved that 

all of the desert cultures called Yuman by Rogers and Gladwin ean 

be related to the historic Yumans. Several investigators have 

; expressed their disagreement with the use of the term Yuman because 

of ite implications, fevling thet we should mot apply a name te a 

prehistoric culture implying historical connection with a historic 

group - at least not until such lineal comeetions have been proven, 

On the basis of priority naming, perhaps Gladwin and Rogers’ Yuman 

root should be accepted, particularly since the implications involved 

apperently are proving out im several cases where recent, more de- 

tailed work has been undertaken (Schroeder, 195203 19570; Dobyns, 

19563 Schwarts, 1956). I also believe that Colton's term "Patayan 

Culture® should be restricted to e stem desi mation for the Upland 

Arizona prehistoric area of the Yuman complex, and that the term "La- 

' quish Culture", coined ty Rogers, be restricted as a stem to the 

riverine groups below Hoover Dam, The cultures of these two ares differ 

“ from one enother, but basically are related to the Yuman reot. | 

The Haketaya Root, as employed im this paper, is a suggested 

replacement for the term Yumen. It represents a group of treits that 

appear to be basic to 211 of the cultures cf the *Yuman"roct on the 

lower Colorsdo River and in western and centra) Arizona in ceremic 

times only, a8 well as those in the C-lifornie desert and the 
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northern portion of Lower Cslifommie. In short, the traits of this 

pattern are those that survived from the earliest horizons of pre- 

historic ceremic times into historic times, probably mong Yuman 

groups. Or putting it mother way, this is the folk culture of the 

region which at one time or another wes affected by complex cultures. 

The traits thet distinguish the sbeve mentioned three 
patterns from one another are listed im Figure 15. The differences are 

quite obvious when set dam in this manner. Such differences, however, 

are not easily distinguished in phases contaiming a mixture of two 

different groups of people, unless one examines the cultural patterns 

involved in terms of tine amd space. Today we have more comperative 

data with which to work than did Gile Pueblo in 1936. Nevertheless, 

Gila Pueblo's report on the excavations at Snaketown reveals sone 

interesting date suggestive of the hypothesis offered herein. The 

authors recognized certain differences between the Pioneer ond 

Colenisl Period traits (Gla@win, et al, 1937, pp. 79, 96, 188, 192, 

256-257) which were not readily explained. 

An attempt to reconstruct the prehistoric developments of 

western Arizons, on the basis of the three patterns outlined in 

. Figure 15, is presented below. . The region involved is confined by 

the Mogollon Rim on the east, the Colorado River om the north, the 

lewer Coloredo River and beyond on the west and the Gile River on 

the south. There sre admitted geps in time end cultural deta, due, 

I believe, mainly to a lack of excavation in much of the aree 

concerned. No specific consideration is being given herein to the 

Haketaya west of the lower Coloredo River. . 

Before presenting this hypothesis I wish to point out the 
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growth of this idea. In 1936, lguten Inogreve first advanced hints 

of this expression, besing his hypothesis on the occurrence through- 

out the desert of paddle-and-envil thinned pottery, plus the probebility 

of the essociation of cremstion and jaca] structures. Unfortunately, 

he never published these thoughts which he expressed on several : 

occasions. However, two statements appear in articles which he and 

Colton coauthored, that indicate this line of thought. ‘With the 

exception of the Gile (Ceramic) Series, all other series presented 

herein im Alemede Brow Ware are believed to have resulted from a i 

northern extension of Hohokam influence. As the central focus for 

this diffused influence is approeched, nore end more Similarity to 

the perent stock might be expected to be seen." (Colton and Hargrave, 

1937, p. 173). “Ceramic kmowledge of peoples in the Sen Francisco 

Mountein region, from west and south, possibly was derived from _ 

Hohokam peoples. Few examples of Hehokam Buff Ware have been found 

on the pleteaw of northern Arisona, but techniques of construction, 

and 8 number of other cultural characters, are dominant in some 

northern lecalities south of the Little Colorado River.” (Ibid., p. 157). 

His use of the term Hohokem included the Pioneer Period. 

Mladwin, in 1930, recognized a superficial resemblance a 

between the Hohokam and the culture of the area along the lower Coloredo 

River. He postulated a connection between the Prescott Branch and 

the lower Colersdo River area by employing the term Yuman (Gladwin, 

W. and H. S., 1930b, p. 158; 193k, p. 15). In his study, however, 

he failed to note the distinguishing traits between the culture of 

the Gile Besin end the lewer Coleredo River region. For this reason 
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he confused the site at Bouse, Arizona, which he labeled Hohoken 

rather than Yuman (Ibid., p. 153; Rogers, 1945, p. 178; Schroeder, 

1952d, p. 50). 

Colton, in 1939, combined the Cohonina and Cerbat Brenches 

with the Prescott Branch under the term Patayan, thus tentatively 

. u tying tha nae Gledwin's Yuman, ® theoreticsi concept which 

Colton considered reasonable (Colton, 1939, pp. 22-233 1945, po 120). 

In 1952 I pointed to the similarity of the culture along the entire 

F length of the lower Colorado River to that of the Upland Arizona area, 

referring to the entire pattern as Yuman (Schroeder, 1952d, pp. 53-5h). 

The following outline will attempt to demonstrate thet the cultural 

subdivisions of this entire area are to be equated with the Hakataya 

Roet. i 

The firet known cecurrence of the Haketaya pettern (Pioneer 

Period traits) is in the Gile Basin, from about Gila Bend on the 

west te Safford on the east, It appears to have been present in the 

Verde Valley as indicated by the presence of similar decorated 

ceramic types. As already suggested by the data in Figure lk, this ‘ 

pattern was present in the Flagstaff region by 700 A.D. Decorated 

ware is relstively rare in this pattern except during the late 

Pioneer Period, and is restricted to the southern portion of the 

above outlined region, probably due to influences out of Mexice 

(Haury, 191, p. 68), Around 700 A.D., the Hohokam pattern was 

introduced into the Gile Besin and dominated the basic Hakataya 

between Gils Bend and Safford. 

The oceurren-e of certsin traits on the lewer Colorado River 
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suggests that the decorstion of the ceramic tradition of the : 

Hakataya spread northwest, probably coincident with the influx of 

the Hohokam, or perhaps slightly leter. Poorly executed red, 

broed-lined, nested chevrons and ether designs on a warm gray, : 

unslipped beckground occur in the ares between Yume and Parker in 

associetion with a paddle-end-anvil thinned plain browmwere. These 

design elements, which are found in the Gila Besin prior to 700 A.D., 

Rogers considers to be the earliest on the lower Colorado River. 

The surfece associstion of intrusive Santa Crus Red-on-buff sherds 

: from the Gile Besin with lower Colorado River pottery (Rogers, 1915, 

Pp. 1853 Schroeder, 1952d, p. 57) indicates that these decorative 

elements of the southern Heketaya reached the Colersdo River nesr 

Blythe no later than 800 to 900 A.D. (dates of Santa Cruz phase). 

The Poorly executed designs in turn seem to heave diffused to the 

Prescott area from the lower Coloredo River, where they appear on 

Verde Black-on-grey, some time after 900 A.D. Still later, similar 

sloppy designs occur in white on Sinagus redware types, tut agsin 

such decoretion is rare, 

Pleimware of the Hekataye also occurs in the north, wut 

without indigenous decorated pottery. Paddle-end-anvil brown wares 

occur in the San Frencisce Mountains prior te 700 A.D., (Colton, 

19k6, p. 2h7), im the Cerbet Branch country, situated in present-day 

Walapai country, probebly prior to 750 A.D., (Colton, 1939, pe 2h 

Schroeder, 1952e), and, as brought out im this report, in the Verde 

Prior to 750 A.D. 
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The Cohonine Brench, in the present dey Havasupai region, 

exhibits elements of this pattern sround 700 A.D. The earliest plain- 

; ware here is grey brown. The coremics of this branch, however, 

was affected at an early date by neighboring Anasesi, from whan 

é design elements, scrape-thiming technique in some cases combined 

with paddle-and-anvil,and a firing method thet resulted in a light ; 

grey background, were borrowed. However, the use of a slip wes not 

adopted. 

. The Prescott Branch, situated south of the Cohonina, west 

of the Verde Velley, and east of the lower Colersdo, exhibits the 

beginnings of the Hakateya Pattern at least by 750 A.D., the culture 

: being a hybrid between those of their neighbors. The plain pottery 

wes dark gray to which chevrone and other crudely executed designs 

later were added. Decorated vessels were not common (Colton, 1939, 

Pp. 30-313 Gladwin, W. and H. S., 1930b, pp. 159, 161). 

Another indication of the relationship of this brench to that 

of the Hakateya in the Cass Grande-Phoenix region is the rod form 

type of figurine. Haury suggested that the presence of this type of 

figurine after 700 A.D. im the Prescott region might be accounted for 

> by diffusion out of the Gila Besin in pre-Gila Butte (pre-700 A.D.) 

times (Haury, in Gladwin, et #1, 1937, p. 240). However, if the 

Haketaya were basic to the entire region, it is not necessary to 

postulate ar to the Prescott ares. It appears rather that 

d the Haketaye north of the Gile survived after 700 A.D. unaffected 

by the developments of the Colonie] Period (700-900 A.D.) Hohokam 

in the Phoenix area. : 

In summery, psddle-andeanvil gray-brown pottery appears to 
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fieve been basic to the area outlined above. Poorly executed designs 

on unslipped plainware, evidently influenced by Mexican contacts, 

appeared first in the Gile Basin. Similer decoration diffused to the 

lewer Coloredo River by 600 A.D., te the Prescott area by about 900 

A.D., and to the Sinsgua at a later date. The peddle-and-anvil 

pottery of the Cohonina, however, was affected by the Anasazi at an 

early date. g 

Between 700 and 800 A.D. the new intrusive Hohokam pattern 

: of the Gile BeBin extended its trade to the eest, north and north- 

esst (Gile Butte Redeon-buff having been recorded as fer distant 

as Forestdale and Point of Pines) (Haury, 19h1, p. 79; Wheat, 195k, 

Pe 171). This trade evidently follewed some of the routes established 

by the Haketaya, since Piower Peried pottery also occurs as trade 

pieces in these same regions. 

Slightly before 800 A.D. ant: during the transition between 

the Gile Butte and the Sante Cruz pheses, the Hohokam pattern s : 

: established itself by actus] moves to the eat on the upper Santa 

Cruz River at the Paloparado Site (Dg Peso, 19%, pp. 219ff), on 

Raneh Creek, on the Salt River nesr the mouth of Tonto Creek 

(Heury, 1932, p. 65 Brendes, 1956), in the Roosevelt Basin, to the 

west near Gile Bend and to the north in the Verde Valiey (Colton, 

196, p. 2h7 (Site NA 3996B); Gladwin, W. and H. S., 19308, p. 196 

and 1930b). Trade also extended to the west to the lower Coloredo 

River area below Perker (Rogers, 1945, p. 1853 Sehroeder, 19524, 

P. 57). 
After 900 A.D. the Hohokem pattern reachet its greatest 
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stete of ornsteness, and expanded its teritorial limits to its 

maximum extent. The Verde Valley wes the main recipient of the 

| new pattemat this time os indicated in this report. By 1070 A.D. 

the psttern moved further north, from the Verde Velley to Winona in 

the San Frencisco Mountein area. Also during this period (900-1150 

A.D.) quantities of Saceton Red-on-buff were traded to the lower 

Colorado River from the Gile Besin by way of an established trail 

across the desert from Gile Bend through Bouse to the Moon Mountains. - : 

Occasionally pieces of this pottery also were traded as far north 

as Willow Senin, a few miles below Hoover Dam (Schroeder, 19524, pp. 

53, 56). Quantities also reached the Prescott Branch area (Gladwin, 

W. and H. S., 19308, pp. 1869, 196). i 

In those places where the Hakataya existed, unaffected by the 

Rohokam prier tc 900 or 1070 A.D. (in the present day Walapai Plateau 

and Sen Francisco Mountein area) indigenous decorated pottery was . 

lecking. The one exception was the Cohonina, who om influenced 

ty the Anasasi. 

Aside from foreign traits such as are found among the 

Cohonina, besic traits of the Anasazi and Megollon are lacking through- 

out the entire range of the Hekatsya pattern up to about 1100 A.D. 

: Certain traits of these two groups, however, first made their 

appearence in the area of the San Francisco Mountains along with 

those of the Hohokem pattern shortly after the 1064 eruption of 

Sunset Crater. The culture] mixture thet ensued resulted in the Sinagua : 

pattern, : 

As previously outlined, this Simagua pattern moved south 
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into the Verde Valley around 1125 A.D. and into the Gile Basin 

about 1150 A.D., where it dominated the local cultures in the : 

; 1200°s.. Also about 1150 A.D. some elements of the Sinsgue pettern 

diffused into the Prescott area, probably from the Verde Valley 

(Giedwin, W. and H. S., 1930a, p. 2005 Colton, 1939, pp. 31-325 
1946, pp. 255, 3053 Caywood and Spicer, 1936, p. 72), (extended 

inhumtion and gutte Teme, slipped redwere being rare). 

At ebout the sem time or slightly leter, some Sinegua ceramic 

elements clso spread from the Gile Basin into the lower Colorado 

River area below Parker (slipped redware, polishing, smudging) 

(Schroeder, 19524, pp. 50-51). C 

In the 1200's, it appears thet a series of regressions 

eceurred among most of the Mskatsye groups, The Cerbst Branch is 

no longer identifisble after tr» early 1200's. During the seme 

period the Cohemina apparently geve up the use of stone buildings 

and alse discontinued decorating pottery. (Colten, 1939, pp. 2k, 26). 

Both of these groups were to the west of the Sinsgua, ‘Though little 

is known of the Agua Frie and Prescott regions, there is Rothing associa. 

ted with the pueblo structures that indicates occupation beyond the : 

early 1200's (Ibid., p. 32; Schroeder, 195ka). 

Im the above cases, the lack of later estimated dates for 

these groups may be due solely t: the absence of trade pottery 

with dates after the early 1200's, Prior te 1200 A.D. the Sinagua 

imported consi dersble quate ties of Anasazi pettery and in turn 

| dispersed much of it tc the vest and south. This is the material 

that hes provided detes up into the 1200's, Since the Sinagua began 

to withdrew from the Sen Francisce Mountain region in the 1200's, 
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as brought out in previous Geenden, thee exodus may explain 

the lack of Anasasi trade pieces dating after the early 1200's among 

the sites in the above mentioned arees. 

Thus, from 1150 up to 1400 A.D., while the criteria of 

traits used to distinguish certain Haketaya groups (in the Verde and 

lower Colorede River areas) are altered by the introduction of the 

Sinagua pattern, other linketays groups (Certet, Cohonina, Prescott 

and Agua Frie) are no lenger definable efter the early 1200's, because 

of the apparent diseppearance of the traits which formerly represented 

their cultural signature. This may have been due to the droughts 

of the 1200's which could heve caused some of these branches that 

adopted pueble style living in mergine] areas to reject this way of 

1600 camme then cthewe. Gane of thn cite eet of the tagettes Me 

exhibit evidence of occupation after sbout 100 A.D, We are forced 

te conclude that the inhabitants left the areas concerned or reverted 

te their earlier type of existence, namely the Hakataya pattern 

which lacked decorated pottery, pueblo structures, slipped redware 

and extended burial. 

At the beginning of the historic period we find this same 

desert saree populated with Yumen groups living by the Haketaye pattern. 

_ Im the short interval between 1400 and the late 1500's, it does not 

seem logical to assume thet the region wes repeopled by several new 

groups who esteblished themselves in those areas where they were 

: first observed by the early Spanish explorers. We have absolutely 

no evidence that such a replecement occurred. Moreover, the fact 

: that the Yavapeis told Onate im 160k that the people whe built the 
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pueblos in the Verde Valley had moved southward many ages ago, 

indicates that the Yavapeis were long time residents in the area. ~ 

The Hakateya pattern is in evidence among the historic 

tribes of the desert region being cmsidered. It appears that the 

groups that had come under the influence of the Hohokam and Sinagua 

: patterns im prehistoric times simply returned te their former style 

of living. This hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that several 

of the histeric groups exhibit a few treits of the patterns to which 

they had been exposed in prehisteric times, 

Some of the traits exhibited by the historic desert tribes, 

which im most cases are evident in archeological situations, are 

listed in Figure 16. The upper half of the chart contains the 

treits of historic tribes held in common with the prehistoric 

Haketaye pattern before it was affected by the Hehokam and Sinagua. 

The lewer helf of the chert lists the remaining treits of the historic 

groups that also occur archeologically, but net in the prehistoric 

Heketaya pattem portion of the aur. The Gile Pimas are included : 

with the historic Yumen groups for compsrative purposes. Note the | 

differences between them (marked with an asterisk). 

One of the traits listed im the Hakataya portion of the chart 

is of sufficient interest to single out here, namely platfora cremation. 

, Crematory pits were noted at Snaketown in the Fioneer Period, though 

no evidence of post supports that might have supported a platform 

were uncovered at the site (Gladwin, et al, 1937, pp. 96-100). These 

features were not recorded in any of tne Hohokam periods (700-1150 \ 

A.D.) at this site, However, k-post cremation pits, dating between 
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1070 and 1120 A.D., were reported at MA 7133 (Winona Village) and 

WA 2098 nearby (McGregor, 19k1, pp. 266-267, 294), and also at 

Nalakilm in the 1100's (King, 1919, pp. 67ff). Similar cremation 

Pits should be expected in the intervening areas wherein I have 

postulated cremation up to 1070 A.D. It is quite possible, however, 

that bepest cremations were introduced to the Flagstaff region by 

peoples of the Prescott Branch, who also migrated into the cinder 

fall region in the 1100's. ‘These Prescott people may have obtained 

this trait from the Hakataya on the lower Colorado River, if h-post 

cremations were a8 common on the river prier to 1070 A.). as they 

were in historic times, 

Of particular interest is the oval er rectanguler house with 

rounded corners, outlined with rock. It occurs alone or elese to 

prehistorie pueblo structures and is fairly common in the upper 

Agua Fria (Gifford, 1936, p. 2713 Sehroeder, 195ka), Globe district”, 

and less so in the middle Verde Valley drainage, and im the upper 

Verde, where Fewkes reported round and oval rock outlines within 

compound walls (Fewkes, 191% pp. 210-212, plate 98, figure 66). 

: Similar outlines occur in pueblo courtyards in the Pine-Payson 

country, The association of may of these house outlines with pueblos 

dating between 1150 and 1100 A.J. coincides closely with the historic 

: range of the Yavapsis, * 

The presence of the non-Hakatays traits in the lower half of 

Figure 16 remain to be explained. The cermaic traits » Such as 

controlled firing with the resulting red-on-buff decoration, high 

polishing end slipped redware, are found only among the historic 

groups who live in sreas which in prehistoric times were most heavily 

* Survey conducted wy Rey Bromies, 2956. 
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: affected by the Hohokam pattern and/or the later Sinagua pattern 

in the Gile Basin area. Also, rencheria style villages seen to 

be found only among those People who continued te depend on 

agriculture in a riverine environment. 

It seems fairly obvious thet the majority of the Hakataya 

traits survived into historic times. The additional non-Hakataya 

2 historic traits associeted probably stem from prehistoric times i 

as a result of contacts with other patterns. The prehistoric 

riverine groups on the lower Colorado River (Laquish stem) appear 

: to have accepted, from the prehistoric Hohokam and Sinagua patterns, 

controlled firing ef pottery and redware, The prehistoric Upland 

Arizona people (Patayan stem) on the other hand were affected mainly 

by the Sinague pattern or the Anasazi. It seems that in all cases ~ 

these prehistoric Haketays returned in great pert to their own 

pattern between 1200 and 1,00 4.D., and retained only a few traits 

from other patterns to which they had been exposed, 

In previous reports or articles I have indicated that some 

: of the prehistoric groups apperently became historic tribes. The 

Amacave Branch below Hoover Dam and on the Mohave Desert probably 

evolved into the historic Mohaves, the Cohonina possibly into the 

Kavasupais (Schwarts in 1956 published an article summarising his 

dissertation which supports this hypotheses), the Cerbat into the 

Walapais (Dobyns, 1956, suggests « similer continuity), and the Prescott 

branch perhaps into a branch of the Yavapeis which has since lost its = 

Separate identity (Schroeder, 1952e, table 25, and 1953b, p. 50). 

King's evidence at Nalekilm and Schwerts's summary of the culture 
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in Cataract Cenyon suggest that the Prescott Branch shifted north in 

the late 1100's (King, 1949, pe. lk6; Semarts, 1956, p. 61), so 

perhaps my earlier suggestion that they became Yavapais will not hold. 

I now suggest the correlations listed below. 

_ The two stems of the Hakatays Root, presently identifiable, 

are distinguished by the fellowing traits which are differences due 

in many cases to environmental rether than indigenous cultural factors: 

LA Ttreit PATA YAN 
(Hessize ) (Upiand [risona) 

Ceranics 
Lower Colorado Buff Ware Umnamed Plain Ware (in- 

‘ (early brown types to which : cluding Prescott Gray, Verde 
waff types were added through Brown, Tonto Brown, Winge 
Hohokam iafluence) field plain, Aquarius and 

. Cerbdet Brow, the early 

: brow of the Cohonina and 
: Riode Flag Brow ) 

Decoration in red Decoration im bleck 
(introduced by Hohokem) (introduced by Anasasi 

to same groups) 

Uncontrolled, leter Uncontrolled firing 
- Controlled firing throughout 

Sedimentary clays Residual clays 

Slipped pottery late Wo slipped pottery 

House 
Rock encircled, round, domed Rock encircled, round, domed - 
jacal lecking roof supports, jacel lacking roof supports, 

later replaced by square, L-post later replaced in part by 
jacals oval to rectangular outlined 

house without roof supports 
and in part by square or 
rectangular jacals with 
roof supports 

Food economy 
Hervy reliance on river Reliance on use of spring 
inundation for crops flew and moist bottomlands 

for crops, when grown. Irri- 

gation introduced by Anasazi. 

Little reliance on hunting, — Heavy reliance on hunting 
' but more on gathering and cethering 

e 
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LAQUISH Treit PATA YAN 

Millage pattern 
Seattered dwellings in Impermanent lecation due : 
semi-permanent village to seasonal cycle of food 
for most operations gathering, except for winter 

home area 

Ceremonial 
Gravel cleared figures Race tracks? 

and stone windrows 

Extraloce] contacts 
Primarily Hohokem (post Primarily Sinagua (post- 
800 A.D.?) and scme Sinsgus, 1150 A.D.) and Anasazi in 
post~-1150 A.D. ' extreme north (post-750 A.D.) 

The various branches of the Haketeya vary from one another in 

: severa) respects culturally, as described in the literature or in the 

accompanying text. The prehistoric ceramic plainware types of each 

branch and the historic representatives of these branches are tentative- 

ly correlated as follows: 

ARCHEOLOGICAL BRANCH CERAMIC TYPE HISTORIC GRUP 
~(Laquish Sten) en ica sce oat 

Palo Verde Tumco Buff Yums 

. Amacave Parker Buff Mohaves 

Gile Bends Gila Bend Plain? Mari copes 

Lower Gila# Palomas Buff Opas 

- La Pes Needles Buff? Hal chedamas 

? ? Cocopas 

*Gila-Selt" Gile Flein absorbed in Gila- 

Salt triangle ca. 
1300 A.D. 

(Pateyan Stem) 

"Agua Fria® Wingfield Plain Western Yavapais 

"Verde" Verde Brown NE Yavapais 

# Unpublished manuscript by Schroeder and Esell, 1959. 
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ARGHROLOGICAL BRANCH ©» GERANIC TYPE HISTORIC GROUP | 
; "Roesevelt® (or Salado) Tente Brown SE Yavapais 

_ Presestt Prescott Gray (assimilated by Cohonina? 
im 1200's) 

Cerbat Aquarius Brown & Walapais i 
Cerbat Brown? 

Cohonina Unnamed brown, Havasupais? 
later Deadmans : 

i @ray 

Sinagua (to 1070 A.D.) Rie de Flag Brom § (assimilated by new 
pattern by 1120 A.D.?) 

On the basis of the above correlations, the apparent persistence 

of the Hakataya end its verious subdivisions in Arisona, with little 

change in territorial limits, indicetes @ strong cultural-envi rom 

ments] balance. This is especially true when the intrusions of the 

Hohokan (makers of red-on-buff) and Simagua (makers of Tusigoot Plain 

and Red), which were cast off, are considered. Perhaps this is better 

expressed in another way. It appears as though the Hakataye was the 

wasiec folk culture of the region; that it was expesed te tro complex 

cultures”, the Hohokam and Sinagua; that with the collapse of the 

complex cultures, the folk culture emerged again and that those groups 

most clesely involved im the contacts with the complex cultures 

retained e certain amount of complex culture treits. The accompanying 

maps and chayt illustrate the history of the Hekataya and their 

* 7 use these terms in « manner similar to Borhegyi as defined 

in his paper, 1956, p. 35h. : 
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neighbors in Arisona.(see figure 17). 

The natural implication one might derive from the above rather 

sketchy outline is that the Haketaya pattern was that of Yuman-speaking 

peoples, who in prehistoric times occupied the area where their : 

descendants were found in histerte times. The possible effects on 

or alterations to the early language in the Gile Basin, wrought by 

the introduction of the Hohokeam pattern and later wy the Sinagua 

pattern, are difficult to estimate. I previously suggested that the 

historic Gile Pimas are basically e Piman-speaking Sobaipuri group 

that overran the inhabitants of the Gila-Salt area around 1h50 AD., 

with the result that only a few of the Gile Basin prehistoric traits 

of the lecal area survived into historic times (Schroeder, 1952p, 

PP. 165-167). 
It, of course, i# possible that the Hohokam pattern with its 

Mexicam-like traits was one introduced by Uto-Astecan speakers. If 

the Hohokam pattern wes thet of a Ute-Astecan-speaking group, a 

lenguage barrier would h-ve existed between them and the people of 

the Hakatays pattern. The language differences also may be the 

reason why the culture] expansion of the Heholnn out of the Gila Basin 

took so leng to reach the San Francisce Mountain erea in the north. . 

I previoesly peinted out, the spread of the ball court to 

the north inte the Flagstaff region may have been retarded due to a 

clash of religious or ceremonial concepts (Schroeder, 1919, p. 32). 

Such disagreement may have applied also to other trait differences 

3 well, So a different language may have been a factor that slowed 

the Hohokem pattern in its expansion north. 

2 _ On the basis of the foregoing, the pre-1070 A.D. Hakataya in 
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the Flagstaff ares lsc could have been Yuan speakers, since they 

are herein included in the Haketaya Root. After 1070 A.D., however, 

they came in clese contact witn the Hohokam, Anasasi and Mogolien 

colonies drawn into the ares by the fertile lands created by the 

ash fall from Sunset Crater. The Hohokem, a8 postulated above, 

possibly spoke s Uto-Astecan tongue. The neighboring Amasasi, if : 
we can judge by the surviving Hopi in the same general area, probably 

spoke a Shoshmesn tongue. The Mogollon, perhaps used a related 

Ute-Astecan tongue, since the Hohokam pettern seems to have had clese 

contact with the Mogollon to the cost at the time of its earliest 

appearance in the Giles Basin, : 

The pre-1070 A.D. Yuman-speaking Sinagua of the Flagstaff 

area (comparatively few- 875 according te Colton (Colton, 19k9, p. 24) ) 

Probably were completely assimilated by the Ute-Aztecan intrusions into 

the area. By 1125 A.D., the people of the Sinagua pattern probably 

Spoke a dialect of Uto-Astecen, since all three intrusive groups 

probably spoke related languages. The Sinegua pattern of 1120 A.D. 

reached the Gila Basin an estimated 30 years after its formation in 

the Sam Francisco Mountain area (1120 to 1150 A.D.). This contrasts ; 

with the spread of the Hohokam colonies thich took about 100 years 

ve move north inte Roosevelt Basin, 200 years before moving in any 

numbers into the Verde River (900 A.D.) and 370 years to reach , 

- Yuman-spesking Haketaye in the Sen Francisco Mountains (1070 A.D.). 
The spread south eceurred rapidly probably because it passed through 

areas wherein the UteeAstecan Hohokam had previously established a ‘ 

language foothold prior to 1070 A.D. Thus, the Flerence-/hoenix area 

probebly was mainly Uto-Astecan during the Classic Period (1150-100 A.D.). 
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_ Sometime after 100 A.D, additional Ute-Astecan speakers 

(Mogollon derived Pimen) eggarently came into the Florence-Phoenix 

leeale from the San Pedro-Senta Cruz area, These newcomers intro- 

duced additional traits in the form of a pattern. I% began with the 

sporadic introduction to the Gila Bssin, during the Classic Period 

(1150-1400 A.D.), of flexed burials and a lerge amount of tradeware 

(Tanque Verde Red-on-browm ) from the San Pedro-Santa Crus area. This 

‘is indicative of contact between the two regions prior to 1400 A.D. 

le Pima legends relate of visits in prehistoric times by a people 

from the east and also of later attacks from the east thet brought 

about the downfall of the villages in the Florence-Phoenix region. 

This probebly occurred around 1400 A.D., at the close of the Classic 

Period. : 

The breakdown or replacement of the culture im the Gile Basin 

at the end of the Classic Period is quite evident. Up te 1h00 A.D. 

continguous rectanguler md-walled houses or individual jacal unite, i 

terrace farming, cremation and extended burial, and rare decorated 

ware (unpolished) were the norm. The historic Gila Pima traits in 

the same region (round houses, dottomlend farming, flexed burial ami : 

polished decorated ware) are completely different. These latter traits 

appear to have been introduced as a complete pattern(by an actual . 

migration) from the San Pedro-Sants Grus ares, where these treits did 

eccur prior to and after 1400 A.D. (Schroeder, 1952b, pp. 165-167; 

Di Peso, 1956, Figure 77; 1958, Figures 3 and 2h (Bidegainm Ruin, ete.). 

Some of the Classic Period traits, however, survived ia this 

region (eccasional cremation, extended burials, etc.), indicating 
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that the influx from the east did not completely replace the local 

inhabitants. This also is born out by Gile Pima legends, wherein 

some claim origin im the Gila Besin (these descended from the Classic 

Period cecupation) and others state they came from the east (those 

who introduced the historic Gils Pima pattern, which exhibite 

several Mogollon derived treits sueh as polished pettery, flexed 

wrial, ete.). Other legenis indicate that some groups claim that 

the Large house mounds and compound structures of the Classic Period 

were those of their forefathers (these being the descendants of the - 

Classic Peried group), while others (descendants of those whe 

introduced the historic Pime petterm eround USO A.D.) state they 

eave WEBS ty envards puaiee Gut suletes to then (the Resear Gtay 

the Sinagus and Wohoken patterns not related to the Son Pedro-Santa 

Cruz pattern thet came in from the east). 
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ETHNOLOGICAL SITUATIONS IN RELATION TO THE 

PREMTSTORY CF THE MAKATAYA ROOT : 

Tf the preceding outline is close to the actual events as 

they occurred, the region and the cultural development of the 

Hakataye and its interchange with other patterns should prove to be 

an interesting field for current theories pertaining to archeolegy, 

ethnolegy, physical anthropology, and language in the Southwest, 

Such concepts es rates of culture or language change, trait diffusion 

and survival, culture and enviroment, cultural regression, etc. 

ecculd be tested over a time range never before available in the 

Southwest. . Intangible treits such as kinship systems, ceremonies 

and rituals, language, social organization, etc. might be traced 

beck into prehistoric times and petterns. 

The following treatment of historic groups in Arizonms, is 

en ottengt to relate ethnological deta to the prehistoric develop- 

ments outlined in the foregoing discussions. 

A Pima-Papago-liopt : 
Drucker noted importent parallels between the Pima-Papago 

and Western Pueblo groups, concluding that these indicated potent 

influences in one direction or another. le slso pointed out that 

these similarities were minly in the non-material field, which may 

be pertially accounted for by the differences in geographical setting 

(Drucker, 191, p. 22k). Underhill pointed to western Pueblo and Piman 

resemblances in birth and death prectices, girls' puberty ceremony, and 

the segregetion and purification of the scalper. She remrked that 
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the striking identities, which appear now and then between the 

Pimans and Hopis, do not have a wide distribution and mst dete 

from a late period of contact after the Western Pueblos had evolved 

their complex ceremonial orgenizetion (Underhill, 1939, pp. 272273). 

Parsons also listed mmerous Pima-Fspago and Pueble parallels, the 

Pinas, however, exhibiting weaker analogies with the Puebles. She 
suggested that perhaps movenents of prehistoric groups between the 

north and south may heve brought about the historic parellels 

(Parsons, 1939, pp. 989-990, 992=110h, 1026-1027). 

‘ The similarities between historic Hopi and Pime-Papago 

groups may well heve been browght about in late prehistoric times 

by the move south in the 1100's of the Sinsgusa pattern, which 

contained » muaber of Pueblo traits from the Hopi ares. If historic 
Western Pueblo (Hopi) traits are weaker among the Gile Pimas than - 

among their Papago neighbors to the south, as Parsons suggests, we 

mst assume that a change occurred among the Gila Pimas, since they 

are lecated between the Hopis and Papagos. The postulated influx 

of the pattern from the Santa Crus-San Pedro area (partial Mogollon- 

derived Soteipuri Pimas), which overlaid that of the Classic Peried 

in the Gile Besin after 1100 A.D., would account for the change. It 

Feplaced or submerged most of the earlier Gile Basin Sinagua-derived 
Pueble traits. The Papago area, only slightly affected by the influx 

from the east, retained its pueblo-derived traits. 

B Yavapei~Apache 
Unfortunetely, the relstions of these two groups have been f 

considered by ethnologists in a lete historic context only. The 
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following indicates that the meets of the Yevepais extend well beck 

im time, amt are closely related to the story of the Sinagus and 
Hakataye, . 

Gifford pointed out that there were several traits among 

the Southeastern Yavepais not found among the River Yumans and he 

Suggested they were derived from the Apaches. The following is a 

list of the traits mentioned (Gifford, 1932, p. 2k9): dands, . 

matrilineal asa-totente clens, stringent marital rules, mother-in- 

law taboo, types of personal names, non-eating of fish, house type, 

sweat house, developed besketry, buckskin clothing, boots, drum stick 

; with circle heed, underworld origin of mankind, mama in turquoise, 

bullrosrer to summon spirit impersonators and masked religious 

performances for curing. I would like to point out that severel of 

the above traits could have been prehistertc traits introduced inte 

the Roosevelt Basin by the Sinagua and/or a Pueble pattern that may 

have influenced the area in prehistoric times. In tum, the surviving 

Hekataya of the Roosevelt Basin (Southeastern Yavapais) may have 

introduced some of these traits to the Apaches, rather than the reverse. 
This would seem more reescnable since a number of the traits listed 

above are besica ly Pueblo derived and not Apache, 

: ; Gifford stated, in addition, that many of the Southeastern 

Yavapsi traits he would derive from the Apaches are also found among 

the Northeastern-Yavapais and in lesser numbers among the Western 

Yavapais (Gifford, 1936a, p. 323). The fact that the leest number of 

such treits cccur among the Western Yavapais, wo, incidentally, rerely 
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were not in contact with the historic Apaches, also parallels the 

prehisteric date, This western area, namely the Agus Fria drainage, 

in prehistoric times wes the least affected by the full Sinagua pattern. 

: The Southeastern Yavapais, of course, no doubt obtained some 

Apache traite during their close association with the Apaches on the 

Sen Carlos Reservation in the late 1600's, or possibly in the late 

1700's, when the Apaches expanded west. omiast Yavapei territory - 

particularly matrilineal] non-tetemic clans, a feature lacking among 

other Yavapsis. Several of the traits Gifford lists, however, such : 

as bands, and sweat houses, are common to al) Yavepais. It also appears 

that the Apaches berrowed from the Yavapais for their developed basketry 

rather than the reverse (Robinson, 195k, pp. 72, 79, 83, 8h, 97). 

The Yavepai house type, which Gifford lists as a possible 

Apache derived treit, is either rectangular with rounded comers, 

ovel, or circuler with s closed dome, rether than circular with poles 

projecting through the top like thet of the Western Apache wikiups. : 

As described by “ifferd, the Northeastern Yavapai house was built 

with poles bent over to forma dome, with an oval floor plan averaging 

about 10 by 20 feet, being 6 to 7 feet high im the center. Rocks were 

laid on the ground at the base of the poles te act as a support 

to prevent their slipping out (Gifford, 1932, p. 2033 1936a, p. 271), 

a feature lacking in Apache houses, 

Prehistoric oval stone rings of this size and form have 

been recorded eround Mayer, Arizona, in association with pueble 

structures and ceramics (Wingfield Plain) dating about 1150 A.D. 

or later (Schroeder, 195he). A similar outline was recorded in the 
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Verde Valley (Wt h629, see Figure 7) dating betwem 1150 and 1250 A.D. 

with Tusigoot Plain ad Verde Brow associated. Others, both oval 

and cirewlar, also have been recorded in the upper Verde by Fewkes, 

already referred to, and in the Pine-Payson area associcted with 

pottery dating after 1150 4.D. Still others occur in the Globe 

ares, ‘Thus, the Yavapai oval or round houge could mot be s recent 
immovation obtained from the Apeches. These examples certainly 
suggest that Gifford's list of Yevepai traits, supposedly derived 

from the Western Apaches, should be reexamined. 

Yavapai legemis concerning their dispersal in prehistoric 

times paralle] the movements of the prehistoric Simagua, They claim 

origin im the San Francisco Mountain area. From there, the South- 

eastern Yavepais relate, they moved south into the redrock country 

on the east side of the Verde Valley opposite Jerome (just as the 

Simague did). Due to disagreements there was an additional split 

and the Southesstern Yavapais moved te the south and the Western te 

the west (Gifford, 1932, pp. 2h3, 2h7; 1933, pps hO3-hOks 19362, p. 251) 

(the same areas affected by the Sinagua pattern - the Roosevelt Basin 

: and the Bloody Besin). 

These legends of a Yumen people seemingly refute the 

previously discussed Ute-Astecan language hypothesis pertaining te 

the Sinague and Hohokem. The eochuchaghent date, however, sctually 

tend to clerify the situation. The occurrence efter iiz A.D. of 

two utility pottery types existing side by side in the Verde (area 

of the Northeastern Yavapais in historic times), as weii ss the 

survival of other traits of pre-1150 A.D. times thet were foreigg 
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to the Sinague pettern, indicate that two groups were living together 

in the Verde. These were the Sinague (makers of Tusigoot Plein) 

and the postulated indigenous (Yuman-speaking) people (makers of 

Verde Brown) of the Hakataye Root. 

When the Sinagua pattern or people finelly left central 

Arizona around 100 A.D., the Hakataye (Yuman speskers), whose alture 

ag survived side by side with the Simegua up to 100 A.D., apparently 

remained and evolved into the Northeastern, Southeastern, and Western 

Yavepais. They may wel] have preserved in their cultmre, through 

intermarriage in prehistoric times with the Sinagua, stories ef 

having come from the north. 

In contrest to the above, the Yavapais have no legend of — 

@isplecing earlier inhsbitants (Gifford, 1932, p. 2k3) which seems 

to be in agreement with the above hypothesis thet the Haketaya Root 

wes besic in the three aress discussed above. Still more interesting 

im the field of legend is another story mentioned previousiy, wich 

suggests that the Sinegua were « separate group that passed through 

. the Verde while it wes occupied by Yevapai ancestors. In 160k, when 

(ne te. asked the Yavapais who constructed the pueblos and ditches then : 

im ruins in the Verde Valley, he was told that "many ages before” 

people had passed through these parts, moving southward, and they 

@id not know what become of them. This certainly falls sate the 

archeological situstion. 

It appesrs that the Yevapais could well be the descendants 

of thet portion of the original Haketaya that developed in the Bloody ; 

Bein, Verde Valley and Recsevelt Basin. “the Yavapais, like their 

prebeble Haketsye ancestors of pre-1150 A.D., cremated their dead, 
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built pole and brush houses end practiced small scale farming om river 

bottom lends. They may well heve retained certain prehistoric Sinegus 

__ SAAB, whieh OAfford suggests wore Apeche derived in historic tines, | 
just a8 they apparently retained legends relating to the Sinagua. 

This brief discussion on the Yavepais is merely one example 

of whet might turn up in the course of reanalysing ethmological data 

in relation to the problems of the Haketaye, with the above outline y 

of prehistoric developments in mind. 

C River - Upland Arisons Yumens 

In considering the overall pattem on 2 lerrer scale than 

divisions within the Yavapais, it is noted thet Drucker has pointed 

out (Drucker, 19k, p. 222) that a taxonomic study of Yuman treits 

a8 @ whole indicates that there are no distinetive traits, aside 

from the langusge, common to the three Yumen divisions set up by 

Gifford (Gifford, 1936a, pp. 321 ff), and to them alone. Drucker 

noted that the southern Crliformie Yumans share a few complexes of 

distinctiveness with the River or Upland Yumans of Arisona; that the 

"River (lewer-Colerado River) Yumans appear highly distinctive, though 

many of the disgnestic complexes represent specialisations of practices 

common through nearby regions; ani that Upland Yumans (Walapais, 

Havasupsis, and Yevapais), while they exhibit many elements common 

to low-grade mnting-gathering cultures of North America, have links 

with the River Yumans and Athapsscans, being basically Southwestern 

with some Greet Sssin influence, ' j 

When we compere Drucker's statement with the archeological 

date of the lower Celeredo River area, it appesrs that mech of the 

veristion among these Yumen groups may be due to considerable and 
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varying amounts of culture) qubange in prehistoric times. Outside 
: contacts appear to have been the foremost stimli for these varied 

developments. The prehistoric Assceva below Hoover Dam (historic 

Mohsve area) were infiuenced by the prehistoric southern Nevada Pueblo- 

like culture and by Pacific Coast trade contacts across tie Mohsve~ 

Pacific trail, as indicated by a study of Willow Beach material 

(Sehroeder, 1952, pp. 207-203, 210-211). ‘The ares between Blythe 

and Perker on the Colorado River (whieh I previously suggested may 

heve been the originel locele of the Maricopss prior to their 

leeving the Colorsdo River about 1300 A.D.) was quite heavily influ- 

enced ceramically in early prehistoric times by the Hohokam (Schroeder, 

1952d, pp. 53, 57) Other treits might have been involved, such as 

Carter's suggestion that the River Yumens obtained agriculture from 

the Kohokam (Certer, 1945, section on Gile-Coloredo corn and p. 60). 

When we examine the-archeclogicel situetion ia the Upland 

Arisons region, one finds that the Cohominas (im the historic 

Havesupei eres) exhibit severs) traits that were borrowed from the 

Anasazi (fueblo), a situation reflected to some degree among the 

historic Havasupsis (Spier, 1926, table 1, pp. 213-215). The Gerbat 

Branch of northwestern Arizona (historic Walapai area), so far as is 

known, received little influence from outside patterns and apperently 

had little direct contact (with the anaeen of prehistoric and 

historic Paiute) with other than their immediate Hakataya neighbors. 

These latter apparently acted as buffers between the Cerbat Branch 

and other non-related patterns. 

The above noted prehistoric comtects (Pueblo and Greet Basin, 
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im addition to lete historic Athapascan influence on the southeastern 

Yavapais already discussed) may explain the extreme varietion among 

the Upland Ywsen groups to which Drucker refers. At the same time 

the factor of isoletion from foreign patterns mey explain why the 

Walapais and Dieguenos, two widely separated groups, appear to resemble 

one mother so closely. If such is trwe, the Welepei and Dieguene 

culture probably is cleser to thet of the prehistoric Haketaya than 

other surviving Yumans. 

Hggan has stated that the Havasupais, Welapeis and Yavapais 

form a related series with e common beckground but show variations 

in mode of existence and contacts with other groups (Eggan, 1950, 

P. 322). Kroeber has indicated that a close language similarity 

existed between the Walapais and the Akwaalas of southern C:lifornia 

(Kroeber, 1925, p. 797). The letter tribe also appears to have been 

another one of the groups isolated from neighboring patterns by 

their Yumen neighbors. Kroeber summed up his thoughts by stating 

that he considered the River Yuman culture as a specialised development 

out of am original Yuman culture, shared by them with the Seri and : 

Upland Arisona Yumans, which he referred to as the Seri-Walapai : 

substratum (Kroeber, 1931, pp. 51, SheSS), The above discussions 

suggest thet present archeological informetion relating to the 

Hakataye of Arizona, though admittedly sparse, has reached the stage 

where it menifests leeds thet foreshadow the answers to the historic 

Yuman situation. 

D Uplend Arizona Yumens - Greet Basin 

Spier expressed the belief that the Upland Arizona Yumans were 
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essentially Great Basin rather then Southwester in their mke-up 

(Spier, 1928, pp. 64-85; 1929, p. 21h). Drucker disagreed with 

Spier, stating thet many of the similerities Spier referred to are 

not Great B-sin determinants, but rather sre elements commonly found 

in mest low-grede hunting-gathering cultures of western North America. 

He pointed to the long list of differences, some of major rank, between 

"the Upland Arizona Yumans and Shivwits Paiutes and suggested that the 

‘ common elements they share may represent an overlay (Drucker, 19h], 

P- 233). Spier's treatment of the comparison of the culture of the 

Havasupeis with thet of the Great Basin is on a broad general basis, 

and net specific im the sense discussed by Drucker and Gifferd. 

The same holds true for his comments concerning the relationships 

between the Maricopa-Yuma and Pima-Papago groups. In order to be 

of any velue for purposes of archeological interpretation and 

possible developmental relationships with which we are concerned, 

discussion mst of necessity conus with the specific rather than the 

: general, 

Stratigraphic evidence at the prehistoric site of Willew 

Beach, below Hoover Dam on the Cuterete River, has show that this 

region,used for camp sites by the Amacava Branch (prehistoric Mohaves), 

was abendoned sometime after 1150 A.D. and replaced by a “Shoshonean* 

. pattern (Schroeder, 19520, pp. 17@+180, 207-208; 19524, pp. UB, 52). 
Archeological data on the north side of Lake Mead in Southern Nevada . 

| near Overton, in the Moaps Valley, in southwestern Utah and south- 

western Colorado (Schreeder, 195hb, p. 8; Rudy, 195k, pp h-5; 

Schroeder, 1955), all indicate a pest-1150 A.D. entry of the 
“Shoshonean" pattern. (Schroeder, 1953d, p. 66). It appears that 
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the same is evident in other parts of Utah, though Steward, in his 

‘discussions of the situation, felt that it was other than a "Sho- 

shonean® pattern that replsced the earlier cultures of Utah. 

However, he estimated that this replecement occurred after 1100 A.D. | 

(Steward, 1937, pp. 83-86). 

The new pettern (Shoshonean), introduced into the area to the 

north and west of the bend of the Colorado River in Arizona, southern 

Nevada, and eestern California, exhibited paddle-and-anvil pottery 

with conical bases, lateral and base-notched pointe end the use of 

caves and « circular brush hut for shelter. A portion of the area . 

covered by this new prehisteric pettern was on the west side of the 

Colerado River immedistely west of the Cerbet and Amecava Branches. 

These latter two branches appear to represent the ancestral develop- 

ment of the Walapais end Mohaves (Coues, 1900, p. 353). Sucha-lene 

association between the Shoshoneans and these two Yamen groupe would 

allow for e considerable emount of trait exchange. This, in turn, 

might well heve been the besis for the confusion which led Spier 

and Drucker to different interpretations regarding Great Basin 

influences on the Upiand Arizone Yumans, 

B Piman-River Yumans 

The archeology of southwestern Arizona indicates that there 

was a long period of contect between the two besic groups of this 

' wegion. Haury has pointed to the evidence of Ventana Cave where, in 

pre-ceramic times, the San Dieguite-La Playa culture of southern 

Californie was first dominant but later was overshadowed by the 

pre-ceramic Cochise pettern from southeastern Arizona (Haury, 1950 
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p. $325 Rogers, 1939, pp. 27-lh). The surface finds at Organ Pipe 

Cactus National Monument correlate with the data pertaining to 

the pre-ceramic levels et Ventana Cave (Schroeder, 1951¢; Esell, 195k). 

Kroeber, in 1929, hed set up's Qile-Yumen-Senoran ethnolegical 

province es opposed to thet of the Puebles, but he admitted the 

anomalous position of the Pimes (Kroeber, 1926, pp. 379-380; 1931, 

p. 50). His Gila-Sonoren concept may be valid for purposes of 

ethnological comparisons, but the fact that it might apply satis- 

fectorily to historic groupings need not insure that the same 

relationships held in prehistoric times. Haury has demonstrated, 

: with the above referred to archeological data, that the pre-ceramic 

stages of Ventana Cave in Papagueria exhibit first a dominance of 

a western (Pinto) culture, then an intrusion of an eastern (Cochise) 

: culture, which finally dominated, Esell hes indicated that a 

cultural boundary existed between the lower Colorado River and 

the Sonoran region in prehistoric ceramic times, roughly along a 

north-south line passing through the Ventana Cave region. He also 

presents an equelly strong ergument for this same line of cleavage 

in historic times (Ezsell, 195k). This particular line is one over 

which ethnologists have had considerable discussion. 

Spier commented on the many similarities between the River 

Yamans and the Pime-Papago group which tended to link the latter with 

the sphere of the Yumans on the lewer Colorado and Gila Rivers. He 

concluded that the Msricops culture was "a lewer Colorado culture 

resembling the Pime to no greater degree than the Pima thense ives 

resembled the lower Colorado peoples.” <A few years later he 

suggested thet the lewer Coleredo culture province should be 
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expanded to include the Qile River tribes, Yuman and Pian (Spier, 

1933, p. x3 1936, p. 13). However, Gifford indicated that Spier's 

alignment was not tenable, and that instead of a single lower Colorado- 

Pima-Papago culture area, there were two, Piman and Yuman, thet abutt. 

Drucker also pointed to the rany differenasp between these two groups 

on which besis he concluded the Pima-Papago alignment must be 

considered as separste from the River Yumans (Gifford, 1936b, p. 681; 

Drucker, 1941, p. 2hh). oa 

Eggan summed up the situation by stating the lower Colorado 

Yumans end Pima and Papago hed been subject to acculturstion over @ 

leng period of time and that it was difficult to interpret the 

variations in their social structure (Kggan, 1950, p. 322). 

Archeological data already referred to indicate contact 

petween the Colorado River groups and the Piman area on the Gila 

River began in pre-ceremic times and that these contacts have been 

continuous since about 600 A.D. In addition, recent evidence suggests 

thet the ancesters of the Maricopss left the lower Colorado River 

and settled ne-r Gile Bend sometime after 1300 A.D. (Schroeder and 

Esell, 1959). 

The fect thst the Piman language was spoken by individuals 

of Yuman-speaking tribes, below the Gila-Salt River junction in early 

historic times (Kino im Bolton, 1948, Vol. I, pp. 126, 2h6, b80; 

Fewkes, 191am,p. uli), indicates that « strong ouptemen from the 

east had been opersting on these Yuman-speekers, or that a long 

period of contact had existed between the two language groups. 

The similarity between Mericopa and Gile Pime ceramics and other 

treits, whieh slready hss been pointed out by several investigators 
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(Bandelier, 1890, p. 257; Curtis, 1908, Vol. 2, p. 1063 Rogers, 

1936, pp. 33-343 Spier, 1933, p. bl), as well as the comingling 

of these two groups near Gila Bend (Schroeder, 1952b, pp. 161-163), 

are further indications thet there was a potent factor in operation 

ut Bed te Ge enmmpeenen of Fame toutes ty eo Renee eet Om 

versa. 

: Evidently friction between groups on the lewer Colorado 

River was the prime fector which led to the mixture of Yuman and 

Piman traits on the lewer Gila River. The historic documents 

record several Yumen population shifts, In the 1820's, the Halehid- 

homas (and some Kohuanas) left the lewer Coloredo River, and by 

the 1630's, e number of them joined the Pimes, end im the 1640's, 

the Mericopas living near Gila Bend moved east among the Pimas. 

It probebly was at this time that the Pimas and the Yumans 

who joined them exchanged ceramic traits and other items, which led 

to the many similarities between the two groups. It appears that 

the major ceramic traits were contributed by the Halchidhomas, since 

the only red-on-buff and bleck-on-red pottery designs similar to 

that of the historic Maricopas and Pimas occurs on the lewer Colorado 

River im the lecale vacated by the Halchidhomas.. This type of material 

is not kmowm to exist im the Gila Bend or Pima regions prior to the 

mid-1600's (Schroeder 1952b, pp. 160-165; 19524, p. 32, Figures 3 & 5; 

Schroeder and ksell, 1959). 

The complex prehistoric and historic interchanges between the 

groups on the lower Colerado wend Gile Rivers probably is responsible 

for the above discussed differences of opinions among ethnologists. 

Archeological date definitely seperate the Yumans and Pimas. 
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Recent mixture has clouded the situation for the ethnologist. 

¥ Pime-Papage-Sobaipuri 
Withers originelly suggested that the archeological development 

of ceramic times in the southern part of the Papego Reservation area 

may heve been a wiffer between the Hohokam of the Gila Besin and the 

Trincheres group in Sonors, end thet it was at variance with the 

Hohoken in many respects, particularly im burial by inhumstion and 

in decorated pottery types (Withers, 19h, pp. 42, 46). Haury later 

Suggested that the ceramic culture of Papagueria represented another . 

aspeet of the Hohokeam which he called the Desert Hohokam as opposed 

to the River Hohokem in the Gile-Salt Valleys (Haury, 1950, pp. 68, 

5h7). ‘ 

In support of his theses of a Desert and River Hohokam, Haury 

presented « comperison of the traits of the two groups and sur gested 

® relationship did exist between them. Aside from the fact that 

severe] major traits were not in agreement, (some of which Haury 

himself pointed out) - cremstion among Hohokam as opposed to flexed 

burial in Papagueria, gabled roofed houses versus flat roofed dwellings, 

compound villages sgainst open sites, umpelished decorated ware as 

opposed to polished decorated ware with smudged interiors, troughed 

metates versus flat metetes, lack of redware and presence of redware, 

etc.- certain of the traits selected by Haury were not clearly 

considered in regard to the time element and culture patterns 

(Haury, 1950, pp. 15, 318-319, b68, S473 Withers, 19lh, pp. 38, h0, 

h6), As a result, his comparison fails to demonstrate the existence 
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of a besic pattern comon to his Desert and River Hohokam. The 

Same weakness applies to the use of similar trait lists by Di Peso 

and Wendorf (Di Peso, 1953, p. 2583 Wendorf, 1953, pp. 170~172). 

The accompanying figure (18) deals with the same regions and indicates, 

when the dement of time is considered, that two very different basic 

patterns are represented by the Hohokam and the prehistoric pecple of 

Papagueria. 

Moreover, the early practice of flexed inhumations in pre- 

pottery levels at Ventena Cave correlates with the flexed trials 

of the Cochise and later Mogollon to the east. This same method was 

employed in the ceramic levels at Ventana Cave. The earliest 

morphological type at Ver*ana Cave is described as a "Basket Maker*- 

like undeformed long head wnich is quite similar to —n of 

‘those in the ceramic levels. A similar skeletal type was found to 

be early at San Simon in southeastern Arizona (Haury, 1950, pp. k6l, 

463; Gabel in Haury, 1950, pp. 497, 507, 5193 Brues, 1946, pp. 2m?5; 

Sayles, 1945, p. 62). 

In late prehistoric times in Papagueria "pueblo” morphological 

types occur end they are buried in an extended position in the same 

horizons containing flexed burials, Interestingly enough, Gabel's 

skeletal studies indicate the dominant and continuous “non-pueblo® 

skeletal element of Ventana Cave is close to that of the modern 

Papago (Haury, 1950, pp. 356-357, S73 Gabel in Haury, 1950, p. S07). 

Thus, it appears that the late “pueblo” type skeletal remains were 

® late intrusion, the early type having survived into historic 

times. This correlates well with the cultural pattern throughout, 
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end suggests, slong with the traits of Figure 16, that the culture 

of Papagueria, which is basically Cochise derived with Mogollon 7 

additions, was distinct and separate from that of the Hohokem and 

: Sinagua at al) times. 

The trait list of the early ceramic phases of the Ventana 

Cave culture is much closer to that of the San Pedro area than to 

the Hohokam and for this reason it is suggested that the prehistoric 

culture of Fapageorie be referred to by @ name that has a connotation 

other than a desert Hohokam. Perhaps Di Peso's Getem may fit the bill. 

There is nothing to indicate that the Hohokam drifted into the desert 

where they culturally degenerated or stagnated due to enviromental 

conditions, such es Haury implies (Haury, 1950, pp. 356-357). One 

would expect 8 development ‘rather than 6 regression, Since all other 

neighboring areas were culturally progressing st this time, Withers' 

and Scantling's (Withers, 19k; Scantling, 1940) studies in Papagueria 

indicate advancement end expansion, not degeneration or stagnation. 

The interplay of culture patterns in southeastern Arizona, 

where the historic Sobaipuris lived, is ecmplex. Sayles' work on the 

prehistoric San Simon Branch of this regien has shown a Mogollon 

development in the early phases followed by the late introduction of 

Hohokam traits (S-yles, 1945, pp. 65-66, 68). Slightly west of here 

Fulton, Tuthill and Di Peso have shown a strong Rehotan influence 

came into play after 800 A.D. along the San Pedro and Sante Crus 

r Rivers. After this date Mogollon and Hohokam traits either occur 

side by side or form a blend in thie region (Fulton and Tuthill, 19h0, 

pp. 62-6; Tuthill, 1947, pp. 83-86; Di Peso, 1953, pp. 255-256; 1956). 
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Up to this time Papagueria epparently was only slightly affected by 

the cultures of the San Pedro V:iley or the Gila Basin, and its 

indigenous Cochise derived culture continued to develop. Shortly 

after 600 4.D., however, the first of Mogollon influences came into 

play. Redware appesred in Fapagueria (Withers, 194k, p. 40), indicating 

influence from the San Pedro Valley, the nearest source of redware at 

this date, Withers, Scantling, and isell also have suggested addi tional 
A later influences in Papagueria from the Trincheras region to the 

south, and from the lower Colorado River (Ibid., pp. bl=k2; Scantling, 

190, pp. 36-37, h8; Ezell, 195k). 

Hayden's work at the University Ruin, near Tucson, has 

demonstrated thet another set of traits were introduced into south- 
eastern Arizona about 1300 A.D. + house mound, post-reinforced 

dwellings snd compound walls (Hayden, 1957, pp. 191-196), These 

FP quudtaa cay nave boon traits derived fron the Sinsgus-lichoken blend 
that developed in the Florence-Phoenix area prior to end around 1300 

A.D. After this date compounds were adopted throughout this eastern 

/ area as shown by Tuthill at Tres Alamos and Di Peso at several cites, 

several of which survived into historic times (Tuthill, 19h7, pp. 18, 

65-86; Di Peso, 1953, p. 261, Figure 33). Blements of the Simagua 

pattern easily could have reached the San Pedro River either from the 

Florence-Phoenix region or the Safford Ve lley, where Classic Period 

traits occur (Fewkes, 190k, p. 175). 

This process of culture exchange also worked in the opposi te 

direction. The Gila-S-lt region between Florence and Phoenix began 

te exhibit eastern (Sen Pedre-Senta Cruz) traits about the same time 
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or possibly slightly earlier. Between 1200 and 1300 A.D. Tanque Verde 

Red-on-brown from the San Pedro-Santa Cruz area began to appear as 

trade ware in the Gile-Sslt area (Gladwin, 1926, p. 25, items 6 and 9; 

Sehroeder, 1952c, p. 330, Figure 1 and Table 9). Occasional flexed 

burials, enother eastern trait, also appeared for the first time. 

On the basis of eastern traits first appeering in post-1200 A.D. 

GilesSalt sites, their more common occurrence between i300 and ih00 A.D., 

and the dominance of eastern traits in historic times among the (ile 

Pima, I suggested en esstern Piman (Sobaipuri) move to the Gila some- 

time after 1400 4.D. (Schreeder, 1952b, p. 167). : 

Between 700 and 1800 4.D. we have three patterns im southern 

Arizona - in Papegueria (Cochise derived), on the Sen Pedro (Hohokan 

and Mogollon derived) and on the Gils (Hohokam-Mexicen derived), 

Bach differs from one another so much during any one of the time 

horisons considered that their basic traits cammot be fitted into 

one besic pattern at any ome period of time. However, around 1300 A.D., 

many @Gile-Salt traits diffused east to the San Pedro-Santa Cruz, and 

severe) of the eastern treits appeared in the Gila-Salt. The end 

result of this exchange of traits im late prehistoric times was to 

wild up e pattern ii\ the San Pedro-Santa Crus and Gila-Selt areas 

that more closely summatines one another than either ene resembled 

that in Papaguerie. ; 

In historic times, tre Gile Pimes shared much in common with 

the Sobsipuris of the east, so much so thet Kino in his reports of 

the eerly 1700's did not reailily recognize any differences between 

the Sobsipuris end (ile Pimes. Thie is suggested, for example, by 

his remark tha’ Ceptein Humeric (a northern Sobaipuri on the San 

‘ 17” 
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Pedre River) and others he referred to es Sobeipuri Pimes from the 
villeges of San Andreas and La Encarnacion (villages on the Gila near 

Casa Grande ) were undertaking a common enterprise. 

On another occasion Kino said "I trevelled...to Casa Grande 

eoeend to the Rio Grande, or Rio de Hila, which issues from the 

confines of New Mexice through Apacheria, and comes to these our 

Pima Sobsiporis, and afterwards flows more than 100 leagues to the 

west by the Cocomaricopa and Yumas..." Thus he again classed the 

Gila Pimes and Sobaipuris together. 

On his return from another trip down the San Pedro and Gila 

Rivers and up the Senta Cruz River, Kine said “Hearing that we had 

found more than 7000 Pima Sobsipuris so friendly,® ete., (Bolton, 19h6, 

P» 2023 1916, pp. lh3-khh, bh7-bh8 Itelics are mine) referring to the 

entire route along these streams. Thus, it seems the differences 

between the Gile Pimas and the Sebsipuris were of such little conse- 

quence thet they did not impress Kino, who often classed the two together. 

Admittedly not much of en ethnologist, Kino frequently failed to dis- 

tinguish between related tribes. 

There are several recent studies that indicate the Sobaipuris 

and Gila Pimes resemble one encther in many respects and that they 

form a group culture] ly distinct from the Pepagos. Mason,-in referring 

to Pima-Papago reletionships, stated that the distinction between the 

two is culturel, rether than linguistic (Mason, 1950, p. kh). Underhill 

has indicated, as has Parsons, that these two groups held much in 

Tae common, and yet differ in several respects (Underhs1, 19395 PP. 

27202733 1946, pp. 327-3363 Parsons, 1926, p. b58). Beals classed 

\ 
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the Pimas with the Sobsipuris and considered the Papagos as a limited 

Pime (Beals, 1934, pp. 1, h). : 

‘ The archeological data egain. appear to demonstrate that much 

of the treit similarity evident in the historic Piman tribes of 

southern Arizona resulted from heavy culture] exchange in late 

prehistoric times. In this case, the Hakatays played no part. However, 

the developments of the iiohokam and Sinagua, and their influences on 

their neighbors in Papegueria and along the San Pedro and Sante Crus : 

Rivers, contributed greatly to the historic situation wherein the 

culture of the Gila Pimas and Sobsipuris resembled each other so 

closely. : 

@ Concluding Remarks : 

The above discussions attempt to demonstrate that the verious 

archeological trait comparisons relied upon in the past have been 

strictly taxonomic, By the use of the herein suggested approach of 

@ scheme of patterns, which considers traits both in time and space, 

we have a historical! btesis on which to work, as well as a means for 

comparing prehistoric patterns with ethnological data. 

These discussions suggest that the patterns and traits that 

diffused through the Southwest in prehistoric times tended, by 

late prehistoric times, to eradicate many differences which existed 

during earlier ceramic phases among the various prehistoric cultures 

So far recognized, The historic cultures of Arisona, even after having 

undergone considereble mixture in prehistoric times, still retain 

sufficient diagnostics by which they can be separated into three main 

Nw divisions comparable to those of prehistoric times - the Yumaa (Hakataya), 
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Piman (Mogollon derived), and Pueblo (Anasazi) groups. In addition 

we hava more recent migrants, the Shoshoneans who appeared around 

1150 A.D. om the north end west and the historic Arizona Athapascens 

who came in from the east after 1600 A.D. The prehistory outlined 

herein suggests that the major prehistoric cultural deve lopments 

gained their impetus through extra-local contacts - the Amacava 

. ‘through coastel trade and contacts with the southern Nevada Pueblo- 

like groups; the Gile Basin area through the influx of the Hohokan 

’ pattern; the Sinague pattern through mixture of the Hohokam, Anasazi 

and Mogollon colonies that entered the San Frencisco Mounteir area, 

ete. 

Many may disagree with some or many of the implications 

brought out in the correleti ons considered, but it is evident that 

the archeologist end ethnologist in the Southwest no longer can dis- 

regard the work of one another, Since one of the goals of archeology 

is the reconstruction of histcry, one cannot everlook ethnological 

data. If the ethnologist is to explain certain incongruities in his 

data, he will have to examine the archeological background for pessible 

answers. The fecturs of time end space must continually be considered 

in relation to patterns, whether they be prehistoric or historic. : 

The paucity of date pertaining to the early histerie peried 

presents one of the main obstacles to developing a smooth transition 

between the cultures of prehistoric and historic times. Much material 

has been lest forever in the Gile Besin where agricultural expansion 

and real estete developments have teken their toll. Most opportune 

in this respect are the verious Indien Land Claims cases now in process, 
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They have presented the anthropologist with the opportunity to examine 

in deteil the historical documents pertaining to the areas now occupied 

by the tribes in question. The full story cen only be told through 

the combined efforts of the archeologist, histcrian and ethnologist. 

It seems to me thet the time hes come when the archeologist 

should refer to people instead of pigeon holes in his reports. In 

short, more meat should be pleced om our archeologice! bones, Very 

few Southwestern reports lesve one with the feeling that he has read 

about some people. The usual reaction is 8 recognition of a new 

taxonomic data. Patterns in time and spsce must be distinguished 

: i before folk and complex cultures can be separated. Only by sorting 

the details of severs] patterns and weighing them on the sceles of 

time und space will we be abie to reconstruct history. 

ADDENDUM 

: Since the manuscript, including the maps of Figure 17, was 

completed in 195k, it was circulated among & number of anthropologists 

end was discussed in seminars st the University of Arizons. Di Peso's 

o report, The Upper Pima Indiens, published by the Amerind Foundetion 

: in 1956, presents # concept similer to thet expressed herein. However, 

: ; @ compsrison of the two revesls considerable difference in factual 

date and interpretetion, Future investigetions will expose the weak 

spots and bolster the strong points of each. Only in this manner can 

we secure the frame on which we fit the facts. 

x 
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APPENDIX I sai 

Brief Site Descriptions 

NA_h605 (Figure 11) Sherd eres and rossting pit situated 1 mile 

below ridge occupied by Né 2806 and 1/h mile north of Clear Creek. 

s Probably was a camp site connected with bottomland ferns 

utilized by inhabitants of NA 2606. Ceramic patterns - 5, 6, and 6. 

Dates - ca. 1150-1300 A.D. plus. 

NA 606 Small cave contsining one room and smell storage area. 

Overlooks small area of bottomland on Beaver Creek. Walls of un- 

shaped limestone laid up with eonsidereble mortar. kxtended burial 

wes reported to heve been remcved from this site. 

Probebly . farm outlook connected with Montezuma Cestle 1/? 

mile distent. Ceramic pattern - 6. Dates - pre-1250 A.D. 

WA_4607 (Figure 11) Boulder room stop small knoll. Located 1/h mile 
northeast of WA h605 and almost 1 mile below NA 2606, Unshaped lime- 

stone rock walls, 1 to 2? feet high, dry laid. 

' Probably a farm outlook of NA 2806 connected with bottomland 

‘ - farms 1/h mile below. Ceramic pattern - 7, Mo sherds in vicinity. 

Dates = post-1130 A.D.? 

NA 4608 (Figure h) High flat hilltop with 60 foot well along west 

Side of ceprock, the only direction of access. Dry wall of unshaped 

limestone, 12 to 16 inches thick, with no evidence of having been 

built higher than 1 foot above the esproek on hill. One jog in wall 

meer center at which spot thor is an opening. 

: Probebly 8 farm outlook for bottomlends immediately below and 
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to the eest which were probably associated with NA h611, about 1 

mile to the north. Ceramic pattern - ? One sherd of Tusigoot Red. - 

Dates - post-1130 A.D. 

WA_h609 (Figure 6) A series of boulder rooms (Plate 2) and rock- 

shelters on the slopes of a small mesa projecting into the farmlands 

at Montezuma Well end Rimrock Ranch, all situated a few feet above 

the prehistoric irrigation diteh leading to the bottomlands. Boulder 

rooms are composed of unsheped limestone rock wells 1 to 2? feet high. 

One rockshelter in a ledge hes a wall hO feet long and about 3 feet 

high on its front edge. 

Probably a1] farm outiooks for the sites at Montezuma Well 

l/h to 1/2 mile to the east. Ceramic patterns - sherds not common. 

Those collected indicate a few sites closer to the head of the ditch . 

have pre-1130 A.D. beginning dates while the remainder began about 

1130 A.D. Three contained a few pattern & sherds (post-1300 A.D.) 

and two contained a single Rigrepk Plain sherd each (post 1750 A.D.). 

: NA 4610 Roek shelter above flats which could have been dry-farned ’ 

near Montezuma Well. No architecture. Slab metates, unshaped, and 

hammers tones. 

Probebly © cemp site. Cersmic pattern - ? Date - ? 

MA L611] (Figures 3 and 5) Double cave, one of which contains 

pueble rooms and storage niches, directly above Beaver Creek. Walls 

22 inches thick, of unshaped limestone in heevy morter laid up on 

each side with rubble fill in center. Plastering evident. Con- 

ventional doorways. Woven textile bag with black and white design, 

on exhibit at Montezuma Castle, ceme from this site. 
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Tan guage Sf take puate guutunty Wakes Ke land to the 

Cust, Guintoneted G2 UOED, ond feened pert of the competion tn 

the cave WA h6l2, Ceramic pettern - ? Dates - post~1150 A.D. though 

: no sherds of pattern 5 or 6 were recovered, One sherd of Apache Plein 

: Ware found, probably post-1750 A.D. occupation, (See Platesu, April, 

1956, for report on this site by Lieyd Pierson where it is designated 
as WA 0O7C), : 

WA 4612 Boulder covered knoll, containing a few rectangular boulder 

outlines, at bend in Beaver Creek and above bottomlands, 

Probably farm outlooks connected with Montezuma Well 1/h mile 

to the south, Ceremic pettern - 7? Dates - 7? Only Verde Brown was 

recovered here, 

WA 613 (Figure 6) Small smoke-blackened cave with no sign of archi- 

tecture. Floor psrtially covered with roof fel] and pertially cleaned 

out by dreinege running through cave from mesa above, 

Possibly ® comp site for a farm outlook for flats below which : 

; could tm tom Gaptecnes. This site is just north of the northmost 

ditch from Montezuma Weil, Ceramic pattern - 2, Sherds rare. Dates - : 

pre-1100 A.D.? 

WA _b61h Sherd area and nearby clearing 50 x 200 feet, in open juniper 

area. : 

Ceramic pattern - 7 Dates - post-1150 A.D.7 : 

NA L615 Lerge mescal pit 25 feet in diameter, No culture associated, 

Situated 100 yards northeast of WA k6lh with a view of that portion of 

the Verde Valley south of Camp Verde. 

WA_b616 (Figure 6) A-low treshmound, Besherd ores and roasting pit and 

C-sherd area above irrigstion ditch, at Montezuma Well. 
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Probably a Hohokem site. Ceramic patterns - 1, 2, 3, and 5. 

Dates - probably post-900 to 1150 A.D. plus. 

: WA _b617 (Figure 6) Boulder rooms of limestone slabs on end, roughly 

6 feet square, on edge of mesa overlooking prehistoric ditch and 

y farmlands, No culture assecisted. 

Probebly e ferm outlook. 

WA W618 Two mazes (7) 50 feet apart at moss edge overlooking farmland 

end prehistoric diteh, at Montesume Well. Considered es mases as 

these are the only two concentretione of river worn rocks (about 20 

stones each) on the entire mesa. Probably much disturbed by cattle. 

No definite design or pattern evident. No culture associated. 

WA 4619 Cavates west of Montezume Castle exhibiting plastered cave 

walls, storege niches, prepared caliche floors, rimmed and unrimmed 

cirevlar firepits, caliehe ridges dividing floor areas, T-shaped door, 

wood lintel, and double faced walls with rubble fill and mortar 

containing charcoe] and grasses. 

_ Ceremic pattern - 8. Date - post-1300 A.D. Verde Brown was 

the only. plainwere recovered. 

NA 620 Burial ground in flats west of Montezuma Well. All burials 

, Temoved by former owners were reported as extended with no apperent 

eoumetie pattern. One burial yielded 33 vessels, but more often 

they contained few or no offerings. Some burials were partially 

covered with a lerge rock sirb end usually the sisb had a hole cut 

in it which wes placed over the face. Some skulls as well as a few 

mandibles bore green stains in various spots. Occasionally an arm : 

bone was similerly stained. Bleck (gelena?) stains often were noted : 
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in the elbow region. : 

Graves consisted of a burial pit with an undereut to one side 

in which the body was placed. This undereut wes sealed with 3 or h 

large sisbs of rock on end, and the interstices were filled with 

esliehe, (mly the pit proper wes filled. 
: Ceramic patterns -.6, 7, and 6, The presence of only post-1150 

pottery types is significent. The following vessels were identified 

by Katharine Bartlett of the Museum of Northern Arizona in May 1939 

shortly after the resident owners had excavated in the burial grounds. 

Plagsteff Rlack-on-white 1 

Wupe tid or Kayenta Bleck-onewhite 7 a 

: Walnut Black-on-white 7 

Bidehochi Folychrome 3 

e Winslow Riychrome : ? 

2 Jeddito Biack-on-orange 2 

Citadel Polychrome 1 : 

Tussyen Black-on-red 1 

Jeddito Bleck-on-yellow : 10 

Elden Corrugated 1 Farens ere mine, 

Red with black interior h? (Tuzigoot Red?) 

Brown ware like Winons Brown 1l (Verde Brown? ) 

Saledo Red (7) 8 (Verde Red?) 

Salado White-on-re¢ : : 1 (Gila White-on-red? ) 

Ms 621 (Figure 6) Two small caves above prehistoric irrigation diteh 
and farmlands, 

Probebly farm outlook. Ceramic petterns - 2 and 3. Dates - ™ 

pre=1150 4.D. 
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Wa 622 (Figure 6) Two large caves above prehistoric ditch and farn- 

lends. Larger of two formerly wes completely walled up and exhibited 

one doorway. A disturbed extended burial (incomplete) was recovered 

: from the cave according to the former owners of the property. Two : 

low trashmounds occur in front of the larger cave. 

Probably e combination dwelling and farm onkem. Ceramic 

petterns - 2, 3, 5, and 6, Dates - post 900 to 1250 A.D. Five sherds 

of Apache Plain Were also recovered. 

WA_b623 (same as NA 609) error in field notes. : 

WA _h62h Rectanguler compound of 33 rooms pius, on top of mesa, enclosing 

a court. Well bese composed of » few courses of flat lying limestone slabs 

over which river boulders were laid in mud mortar with rubble fill in : 

center. ; 

Compact defensive (7?) compound ecntaining quantities of Verde 

Red, perhaps erected by @ group from the Salt River Valley. Ceramic 

pattern - 8. Dates - pest-1325 A.D. 

WA 4625 Small pueblo (A) on a butte with nearby one room structure (C), 

sherd area (B) and cleared area (D). 150 x 15 feet without pottery. 

Pueblo walls of rock and double faced, apparently rubble filled. 

Smell puedlo site with only dry farming possibilities. Ceramic 

patterns - 5 and 6, Dstes - probably 1150 to 1250 A.D. 

Wa_b626 (Figure 5) Three pueble units (A) on top of mesa totaling 

abet bl rooms, about @ dozen terraces (C) which ajperently were 

artificiel beses for perishable house structures on the slope of the is 

mese, Case Grande bell court (8), roesting pits (B), emtended burials 

on mess. slopes and sherd srees (D and F) under caprock. Bell court ‘ 
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tested in 19h6. (See Schroeder, 1919). 

Large village. Ceramic petterns - 5 through 8. Dates - 1150 

to 1h00 A.D. 

WA h627 (Figure 9) Few petroglyphs om two ierge rocks along a trail on 

the west side of Beaver Creek. No culture associated. 

WA 4626 (plates 6 and 9, and Figure 9) oA large number of petroglyphs 

(A) om @ small sendstone cliff, and boulder reas (B) some distance 

to the north on the east side of Beaver Croek, 

Boulder rooms, probably farm outlooks for NA 4626. Ceramic 

; pattern at B- 7? One Jeddito Black-on-yellow sherd recovered along 

with sherds of no pattern value. Dates - 7? Wo culture associated at 

 -petroglyph site. 

WA_4629 (Figure 7) ‘Two stone outlined areas. One rectangular area with 

rounded corners outlined with a single row of rocks, placed 6 to 2h 

inches apart, exhibits an opening on the west. It is similar in shape 

to those of tne Mayer, Arizona region. (See Figure 7 and Schroeder, 

195ha), The other is an outline composed of a low cluster of rocks 

which forms a rectangle with an opeming on the north end of the east 

Side. A recess is situated on the north end of the west side. One- 

tenth of a mile to the east is another cluster of rocks, circular in 

shape, about 1? feet in diameter, without any opening and without 

pet tery. 

Possibly a farm outlook for a dry farming aie dam the slope. 

eae Cermic patterns - 5 and 6, Dates - postel150 to 1250 A.D, 

NA 4630 (Figure 6) A cave containing several pueblo rooms and an 

opening that leads to the underground waters of Montezuma Well flowing” 

. 
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to the outlet. 

Perhaps a ceremonial cave as the former owners report painted 

; sticks (pahos?) from this cave, Ceramic pattern - 5. Dates - probably 

pos t-1150 A.D. 

WA 4631 (Plate 1) Boulder-lined fields with boulder rooms on low 

terrace alongside Beaver Creek. Walls of rooms 3 courses high. Rooms 

about 10 x 12 feet with openings on west side. Ditches 2 feet wide 

outlined with rocks. Field subdi vided by rocks into patches 5 to lk 

feet wide and 8 to 2h feet long. Terraces on southeast portion of field 

4 to 6 imches above one another. 

Ceramic pattern - ? Dates - probsbly post-1150 A.D. 

WA_h632 Gattine of s few rooms on ridge overlooking farmlands alongside . 

Beaver Creek near Montezuma Castle. 

Probably a farm outlook for Montezuma Castle. Ceramic patterns 

« 6, 7, and 8 Dates = pest=1250 to 1h00 A.D, 
WA h633 Site of Fort Lincoln, Sherds recovered from the general area 

indieate refuse of a Hohokam occupation in this area along the Verde River. 

Ceramic patterns - ? and 3. Dates - about 900 to about 1130 A.D. 

NA_h63h + NA 4637 (See Schroeder, 195ka, sites around Mayer, Arizona). 

NA 4636 (Figure 4) This site consists of four contiguous rooms in a 

line of which only a double row of flet lying sandstone slabs, one 

course high, remain. Apparently al) the walls of this smail pueblo have 

been robbed by historic settlers. A small cave shelter containing a 

: few petroglyphs (Figure 9) is situated in the east wall of Red Wash . 

immediately west and below the low mess on which the site is located. 

_ A vossting pit (Plete 3) is evident in the low swale to the south of 
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the site. The south side of the mesa below the site exhibits 

severa) outcroppings of sandstone, 

Aside from one sherd of Verde Brown, and 10 sherds of Tumco 

Buff (7) a piece of abalone shell was recovered. Ceramic patter - 7? ‘ 

Dates - probably post-1150 A.D. 

WA _h639 One boulder room (7?) and several roasting pits st the soutimest 

base of the hill containing Montezuma Weil. 

Ceramic pattern - ? Dates - probably post-1130 4.0. Many of : 

the sherds could have washed down the slope of the hill fram the pueblo 

above. 

WA 4640 (Figure 3) Small pueble of 6 rooms on top of a small butte 

with 3 dry-wall outlines around and agains: the caprock of the butte. 

No stream in vicinity. 

Ceramic petterm - 5. Dates - post-1150 A.D. 

WA_b6L1 Historic Apache site - about 1903. Aside from modern utensils 

the following were recovered: broken, shallow basin metate, plano- 

convex sereper and crude knife. Obscure depressions outlined with 

Scattered stones, wikiup outlines, sbout 8 feet across are evident, 

Four Sinagua sherds and « small section of low wall indicate prehistoric 

eccupstion here. Well of room apparently was robbed by Apache for use 

around the base of the wikiups. 

NA h6h2 (Figure 5) ‘Two small cave shelters probsbly used in connection 

with farmland adjoining Beaver Creek s short distance to the west. 

Ceremic patterns - 2 and 3. Date - about 900 to pre-1130 A.D, 

Ten sherds of Rimrock Plain were also recovered. 
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WA_h6h3 A Hohokam site, on the terrace above farmlands along Beaver 

Creek, containing a Casa Grande ball court, trashmounds, sherd areas 

(house areas) and rock piles. 

Ceramic patterns - 1, 2, 3, and 5. Dates - pre-900 to 1150 A.D. 

(See Schroeder, 1951). 

WA_b6hh Vague grevel outlines, on a lew sandy terrace alongside a dry 

creek, and isolated rock clusters. Chert and obsidian chips only. 

Wo histeriec articles. No sherds. Yavapai? 

WA_h6L5 (Fgure 11) Two large pueblos on top of a ridge overlooking 

farmlands alongside Oak Creek. Possibly eastmost pueblo was 3 stories 

high im spots. Gila Polychrome and San Carlos Red-on-brown, not recorded 

elsewhere on the survey, occurred here. 

Ceramic patterns - 5 and 8. Dates - post-1250 A.D. 

A little over 1/2 mile south of this site, near Spring Creek, 

boulder outlines and s# ro-sting pit are evident. 

Ceramic patterns - 2 (7), 5, and 8. Date - 7? Apparently 

occupa ti on was more or less eontinuous in this area from pre-1130 A.D. 

one 

; Sites previously recorded by the Museum of Northern Arizona 

from which additional sherd collections were made and included 

in Figure 1, . 

5 WA_1268 Large pueblo on mesa edge overlooking bottomlands of Oak 

Creek at Cornville. Appears to enclese a court. Ceramic pattern - 8, 

Dates = 1300 to 1K00 A.D. 

MA_1271 Small pueblos in two ledge cavities in west side of Montezuma 

Well, 2 rooms each. Ceramic patterns - 5 and 6, Dates - 1150 to 1250 AsD. 
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WA_1273 (Figure 6) Large pueblo on a bill, om the rim of Montezuma 

Well. Large detached open (7) structure is situated on south side, 

Beaver Creek flows below. Access from one side only. Ceramic patterns 

- 5 (25 7, and 6. Dates - probably 1250 to 100 A.D. 

; NA 127k (Figure 6) Small pueble on a hill, on the rim of Montezuma 

Well. Expesed on three sides, Beaver Creek fiows below. Ceramic 

patterns - 5 and 6. Dates - 1150 te 1250 A.D. 

mM 1275 Large pueblo on hill overlooking large expanse of bottomlands 

along Beaver Creek, Large detached open (7) structure (Plate 5) on 

South side, Ceremic patterns - 5 through 6. Dates - 1150 to 1400 A.D. 

WA 2806 (Figure 11) Large pueblo and series of cavate dwellings on 

top of ridge overlooking bottomlands of Clear Creek. Boulder outlines 

of rooms near farmlands. Ceramic patterns - § through 6. Dates - 1150 

to 1h00 A.D. : 

MA 3527 A large Hohokam site exhibiting a bell court, several trash- 

mounds, irrigation ditch, boulder-lined fields and boulder outline (?). 

Ceramic patterns - 1 through 3. Dates - pre-900 to 1150 A.D. 
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APPENDIX II : 

* Deseription of New Pottery Types 

HOHOKAM FLAIN WARE 

Beaver om Series : 

Distinguished from Gila Basin Series by its sbundant, coarse 

Sub-angular temper and sme ller quantities of mice evident am the surface, 

and fragments ere lacing. ~ 

"Verde Brown (revised) 
Similar to Gila Plain except as follows: 

Date: pre-750 to 1h00 ADs : 

Temper: Abundant sub-angular quartz sand and occasional 

feldspar varying in sive but mostly large, with occasional smail black 

ine lnsions, occasions! copper colored mica flake, and other rare 

miscellaneous inclusions. Mice fairly common to rare to absent, : 

seemingly more common in pre-1125 4.D. associations. Surface finish: 

usually roughly smoothed though often rough, ona temper usuaily evident. 

Evidence of coarse smoothing sround jar necks on occasion. Not polished. 

Forms: jare only (7) Surface color: tends to range between warm gray 

and brown. Interiors occasionally blackened. 

Verde Red (new type) 3 

Similer to Verde Brown except for the addition of a red slip 

and a polished surface. folishing occasionally occurs im patterns as on 

GHile Red. Slip not always definite, perhaps impacted. Bowls only fora : 

recorded. Dates pre-1300 to 100 A.D. Resembles Salt Red in most respects 

except temper, 
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ALAMEDA BROWN WARE 

Verde Series : 

Type: Tusigoot Plain (new type) 

. Symonya: Has been confused with Verde Brown. 

Named by: 4. H. Schroeder for Tuzigoot Pueblo. 

Type Specimen: Examples at Museum of Northern Arizona, 478665, 6866. 

Type Site: Tusigoot Pueblo, N.A. 2733. 

Stage: Pueble ITI-IV 

Timer 1150-1400. : : 

Descriptions Constructed: paddle and anvil. Core color: gray, red, 

brown, often carbon impregnated. Fired: oxidizing stmosphere 

at s low tempersture, probably below 700° Cc. Cartes not wurand 

out. Outside surface of jars usually oxidized. Temper shape: 

irregular. Temper: Very fine (.1 mm) quarts sand, sometimes — 

Sieg like. In this bese are lerger angular fragments, usually ; 

: sparse or medium-abundant, of many different materials, which 

: appear white, gray, tan, red, brown or black. Texture: usually 

@ fine bese with medium or coarse temper. Temper can only be : : 

seen clearly if the carbon is burned out at a temperature of 

800° C, When this is done, root holes are evident in many 

of the sherds, showing that the cley sowitce was probably a 

Soil. Vessel walls: crumbling, 6 me to 1h ma. Surface color: 

buff, reddish brown, brown, bleck. Surface finish: smooth, 

often polished. Surface texture: sometimes scraping marks, 

Slightly bumpy. Forms: jars and bowls. Rims: 183 jars, bowls, 

jers out flering, 1B 9. 
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Comparison: Verde Brow has quarts and feldspar temper. 

Ranges Middle Verde Valley, Arizona, : 

Remarks: Oxidizes buff to orange - many verieties could be selected 

based om temper, but of little apparent significance. 

Galturel Association: Honanki and Tuzigoet Foci, Sinagua Branch. 

 Tusigoot Red (revised) 
Aw Tuzigoot Plain except for addition af red slip and polished 

surfaces. Smudging fairly Common. 

Tuszigoot Plain (variety) : 

As Tuzigoot Plain except for temper. Temper: fine angular 

quartz and occasional varying amounts of soft appearing dark fragments 

or feldspar, Rare black cinder sometimes evident. 

Tuzigoot Red (variety) 

‘As Tuzigoot Red exce;t for temper. Temper: medium to fine 

quartz with small amounts of either feldspar or dark fragments. Rare 

piece of hornblende, bleck cinder or volcanic glass. Limestone fragment 

extremely rare. Sometimes bits of mics seen on sarfece. 

Remarks: The fragment variety temper of Tusigoot Red and }lain 

might well have been derived from breccia conglomerate which occurs in 

the valley. It consists of porous dark red, light red, brow, orange, 

. yellow and gray volcanic fragments (tuff), gray rock (limestone: ), and 

angular white quartzite cemented together with minute rounded quarts 

sand both clear and colored. Occasional numbers of large waterworn 

transparent quarts end bits of grey roek containing red fragments are 

also evident. These verious materials do occur as senper im varying 

proportions and eombinations in Tuzigoot Plain and Red. In some . 
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vessels medium sized dark porous fragments predominate accompanied 

(by Small te mo amounts of mguler white rock and little to no medium to 

large quarts. Fragments are usually red though often are gray. 

Angular clear quartz is sometimes evident, possibly representing 

crushed fragnents of large waterworn quarts broken in the process 

: of grinding the temper. 

The quartz variety temper has proportions in reverse to the 

above, quarts sand, anguler or subanguler, and occasional irregular 

fragments of other rock, fragments, and sometimes mica. Various 

integrades occur between these two extreme types. 

s Rim forms noted on jars of Tuzigoot Plain and Red include 

TB3, TBb, IC3, TBLO, and TAO (comon) and on bowls include 143 

(common), IAh, IA10, IB1, end IB3. 

Rie de Flag Series 

Beaver Creek Red (variety of Sunset Red) 

Temper: abundant medium-sized red cinders with occasional 

quantities of white fragments, volcanic glass or black cinders. 

Quarts rere. Otherwise similar to Sunset Red. 

APACHE PLAIN WARE 

Verde Series 

Rimrock Plein (new type ) : 

Constructed: coilescrape. Fired: oxidising atmosphere. Temper: 

abundant small to fine clear angular quarts, visible on surface as 

pin points of light. Core: black to gray. Carbon streak: none. 

Texture core: gritty. Fracture: semi-shettering. Surface 
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finish: exterior very gritty. dar neck indented with vertical 

finger nail or sharp tool impressions encircling neck as a band. 

Interior and exterior sereped or coarsely smoothed. Surface coler: 

Black to gray. Fire clouds: mone. Forms: jare only (7?) Rims: 

(7) Decoration: band or bands of fingernail or tooled indentions 

around neck, Range: only know from a few sherds in the Verde Valley. 

Remarks: considered to be Apache on the basis of decorative treatment 

around the neck end sugrestion of « comical base on two sherds. Date - 

probably post-1750 A.D. 
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APPENDIX III 

BURTAL PRACTICES OF CENTRAL ART ZOWA 

Quite often it becomes necessary to reanalyze certain traits 

of the prehistoric Indian groups of the Soutimest. This is especially 

true, when new dats become available which suggest that the distri- 

: bution of the trait is different from that previously proposed er 

the time range is similerly affected. The purpose of this section 

is to reconsider the information we now have on one type of burial 

prectice that occurs in central Arizona, 

At present we recognize two broad types of burial customs 

among prehistoric groups within present Arizona - cremation and 

| inhumation (burial without burning). Between 700 and 1100 A.D. 

cremation generelly was restricted to the area enclosed by the Gila 

River on the south, the Mogollon Rim on the north and east and the 

mountains west of the California Desert om the west. Elsewhere 

inhumation was practiced (see map a). There are several variations 

in unburned burials, but here we are primarily concerned with burials 

wherein the body wes laid out fully extended, rather than with the 

knees flexed up to the chest. Extended turials seem to appear 

rather suddenly in the eastern portion of the region outlined above 

: (see map b), wherein cremation was common pricr to 1070 A.D, 

Burying the dead in an extended position first appeared as 

@ general culture trait among the Sinagua of the Flagstaff area, 

. arand 1070 A.D., or possibly earlier. This method of disposing 

of the dead later spread soutiward into the Verde Valley, Bloody 
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Captions for maps 

Distrittion of Burial types in Arizona : 

: Key: blank - cremtion, _ © flexed burial 

4 © extended burial 

Fig. @ © prior to 1050 A.D. 

Fig. b - between 1070 and 1150 A.D. 

The western limits of flexed burials in southern 

Arizona are not definitely knam. The eastern limits of 

extended burials may have been closer to the Little Colorado 

River in the northern portion of the area shown, by 1150 A.D. 

Since no inhumations have been recovered in western Arizona 

prior to 1070 4.D., cremtion has been assumed.
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Basin, Roosevelt Besin, Salt River Valley end Gila Basin (Colton, 

19h6, pe 30h; Schroeder, 1952c, pp. 320-321, 33h). 

In the past, it hes been maintained by some that the extended 

buriale of the Roosevelt Basin, which was considered to be the hone 

ares of the *Selado", were interred within the plasas or patios and 

; rooms of the dwellings rather than in trash dumps and that the head 

was usually oriented to the east (Gladwin, 1935, p. 216; Haury, 1945, 

p- 64). This practice, if it holds true to ferm, would set the "Salade" 

burials apart from all other extended burials of the Sinagua, who 

usuelly interred their adult dead in trash, sometimes in patios, plasas 

or cemeteries and rerely in rooms, with the head pointed toward any 

cerdine] point. Omly children of the Sinague were buried in the rooms. 

A review of the litereture pertaining to the Roosevelt Basin indicates 

that the "Salado* method, as described above, is not as common as has 

been thought and, moreover, “Saledo” burials do not occur in any 

reguler pettern. 

It is mecesssry to go into some detail to prove this point, 

but such discussion is essential if one is to establish whether or 

not extended "“Saledo" burials can be distinguished from any other. 

This review is especially needed since I have already cast doubts on 

the identificetion of the “Saledo" in the Roosevelt Basin as described 

by Gledwin, as well as the postuleted Selado move into the Gila Basin 

(Schroeder, 1952c, 19532), also proposed by Gledwin (Gladwin, 1935, 

P. 212). Let us first consider the occurrence of this type of burial 

in southern Arizona, where cremation elso wes practised at the sane 

time, 
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Extended inhumetions, along with other new treits, first appesr : 

in the eréasting lichoken eres of the Phoenix region sbout 1150 A.D. 

Three extended burials with heads to the east, without ony offerings 

associsted, were uncovered in trashmounds in the course of a survey 

im 1938 im the Salt River Velley. All were intrusive in trashmounds 

capped with Secaton phase materiel (900-1150 A.D.), These burials 

: undoubtedly belong to the Classic Period (1150 to 1400 A.D.) wut 

cannot be assigned to either one of the two phases of this period 

beceuse of the leck of eny associated pottery (Schroeder, 19534, 

P+ 17h). 

The situation at Pueblo Grande, near Phoenix, is summarized 

by Hayden ss follows (Mgien, J., 1949, personel communication): = 

Away from the village compound, inhumetions ley with heads to the 

east, north, northeast and west, accompanied by non-"Salado” redwares 

and/or degenerate Secaton Red-on-buff Hohckam vessels (late Sacaton 

to early Soho phase, sbout 1150 A.D.). On the house mound within the 

compound, orientation was controlled by the direction of the wall 

@long which the bedy was placed, ‘hus, some were north and south, 

some east and weet, Heeds were in either direction, These burials 

were sccompanied by Spelt Red vessele.(not « “Salado” pottery type) 

of the late Classic Period, In a patio four burials with heads to 

the east were sccompanied by Salt Red offerings, Burials were common 

around the shoulder of the mound, Turney also recorded one on top 

of the mound in the northwest corner with the heed to the south and 

the body partly covered with a large stone sleb (Turney, 1929, pp. 

106-107). 
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Houry stated thet inhumetions at Los Muertos in the Salt 

River Valley were “customerily" laid with the heeds to tie east 

and thet they were often under floors and plesas (Haury, 1945, pp. bk 

and 503 Matthews, 1699-1900, pp. 216=217). Red-emiff, polychrome, 

red and plain vessels accompanied these burials. Thomes J. Goodwin, 

who worked with Cushing at this site, said thet burials were laid 

"with the heads to the south (Turney, 1929, p. 67). Judging from the 

ruin plens of Los Muertos, the orientation of turials often was 

diecteted by wall alignment, and that sequential interment of leter 

burisls, especislly in courts, apparently depended om the alignment 

of the first burials (See Haury, 1945, for various ruin plens), 

: Bendelier end Matthews stated thet neerly 211 children were buried 

about the heerths of the floors (Bandelier, 1892, p. 450; Matthews, 

et al, 1893, pp. 146-150). Wo burials were yeperted in trashmounds 

at Los Muertos, yet at Cosa Grande end in the Salt River Valley they 

dc occur in such pleces. Though Haury mentions no cemetery, the owner 

of Los Muertos stated thet the Indians must have buried their dead . 

in rows es they were so thick thet, in plowing, the skulls fell to the 

right and left (Turney, 1929, pp. 85-86). The picture of burial 

practices at Los Muertos is s varied one. 

Others have reported varying practices in the Salt River Valley, 

Moorehead uncovered 3 out of 7 burials at Les Colinas (Kalfus Ruin) 

with bodies oriented east-west (Moorehead, 1906, p. 96). Turney reported 

2 from Pueble Viejo with heads oriented tc the west. At Casa de Loma 

&@ cemetery was found north of the main building, and of nearly 200 

pieces of pottery removed, 3 were Gile Polychrome and one was red- 

, on-buff, the remsinder apperently being plein or redware. Bodies at 
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the burial ground cf La Ciudad were oriented tc the west, east, and 

- pecasionally north. Pottery secompanied the majority of interments 

(Turney, 1929, pp. 77, 61-82,100). 

Along the Chile River, Fewkes uncovered a few buriels in the 

compound at Cass Grande National Momument. One, with the heed to the 

east and accompanied by offerings, wes in a room and one, without any 

offerings, wes in a pleze. Orientetion was not noted on the latter. 

In trenches put down in a treshmound east of Compound B, the remains 

of several skeletons were uncovered in an extended position, but 

informetion concerning orientation and offerings is lacking. Fevkes 

stated thet, in general, skeletons were found in houses, plazas, and 

mounds and that those im pleases ot Gupens } et te wan we Oe 

southwest angle were not accompanied by mortuary offerings. Almost 

all burials were extended, He remarked that no cemeteries were found 

: (Fewkes, 19120, pp. 93, 108, 111, 117, 118). 

At Adamsville Gledwin noted extended buriels lacking offerings 

: with heads oriented to the east and one to the south. The letter was 

one found on charred timbers (ceiling?) which rested on a floor, 

perhaps not a true buria)l (Gledwin, 1926, p. 1). 

" Thus no definite pattern can be assigned to the burials of 

the Giles Besin other than that interment was extended, either in 

trash or within the dwelling ares, offerings were often lacking, 

% adults were oriented in various directions, and children were found 

buried under floors. 

Reference is now made tc the Sinegue burials im the Verde 

Valley where “Salado” pottery types are leckine. At Tuzigoot National 

Mcpument adult buriels eccurred mainly on the east and west slopes of 
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the hill and were extended in refuse, with north-south erientation, 

perhaps dictated by the slopes in which interment took place. Of 

é 171 sub-floor buriels, also mostly north-south, since they were usually : 

placed along the east 1211, all but three were of children. Of 9 

burials found in a wide area of refuse, / had heads to the east and. 

2 te the west. Only 28 percent of the burials contained offerings, 

all of which were redware (Caywood and Spicer, 1935, pp. 95-98). 

At Montezume Well, a detached portion of Montesume Castle 

Netionel Monument, s buries] ground in the flats below the hill containing 

the well wes used for adults, end the majority of the burisls were 

accompenied by redwere offerings and tredeware from the Anasazi. 

Orientation was mainly north-south, with some lying east-west. 

Children, however, were buried adjacent tc the smell pueblo along 

the exterior wail. Im this case it would have been impossible to 

inter them under the floors as the pueblo rested on bed-rock. 

Orientation here is northwest-southeast, dictated by the alignment 

of the pueblo wall”, 

At Montesume Castle the adults were buried in the fill of 

nearby caves end under ledges. Heads were either to the east or 

west, alignment being dictated by the ledge in which the bodies were 

Pleced. Child buriels occurred under floors in the lower ruin, while 

in the Cestle one floor hed apparently been purposely raised te f 

accommodate e child cane, and enother child wes plsced outside the 

* Permisaion hes been granted by the National Park Service for use ' 

of the file dets referred to in this paper. 
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dwelling on e ledge. The former had its heed to the west and the 

| latter to the esst.” Because of the fact that this wes e multi-storied 

: dwelling, and the floor either rested on a natural rock ledge or formed 

the ceiling for ® room below, it was practically impossible to bury 

children under « floor. Thus agein, local circumstances seem to have 

d@ ectated the plece and method of burial. 

" At Cleer Creek Ruin, a8 well as at others in the Verde Valley 

where potehunters have tekeu their tell, adult wurials occur in the 

rubbish, on the slopes of the hills on which the pusbles stand or 
in the flets below. Orientation varies according to the side of 

the hill in which the body ws placed. Svidence left behind indicates 

that these were adult burials. Children apperently were usually buried 

under the floors of the dwellings as at Tuzigoot and the lower ruin 

at Montezuma Castle. The majority of pot-hunters usually avoid : 

digging in the collapsed rooms, where much stone must be removed, 

and this may account for their finding few child burials. 

The Verde V;lley burials reveal no pattern of crientetion 

other than thet dictated by the slopes or ledges im which interment 

tock place or the wells aleng which children were buried. Bodies 

were laid dewn in extended position, efferings were often lacking, 

adult burials occurred in e variety of locetions either in burial 

grounds, patios, er trash on the slopes of hills, and children were 

buried under the floor or adjacent to the pueble. 

Attention is now directed to the Roosevelt Basin, the 

ee cinta 

" Jackson and Ven Velkenburgh, 195h and National Park Service files 

at Montesuma Castle. 
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Salado” aree. Schmidt pointed out that burials around the shores 

of Roosevelt Lake occurred in trashmounds ard were oriented east-west 

(Schmidt, 1926, p. 641). These contained “oniomware" (Gile Red) and 

\wlack-on-white pottery offerings (Roosevelt phase, 1150 to 1300 A.D.)." 

Gladwin, however, stated that Roosevelt phase burials were not in 

rubbish, but in cemeteries in compound enclosures (Gladwin, 1935, p. 

216). Farther south between Miami end Superior (at Togetsoge, o 

Gile Polychrome site of the Middle Gils phase, about 1300 A.D. plus), 

Schmidt reported child burials under floors and edult burials in e 

common burial ground. A few women were found buried under the floors. 

Bodies were extended and oriented north-south, never east-west (Schmidt, 

1926, pp. 636-639). Haury remarked that at Besh-ba-gewah, near Glebe, 

dead were interred below floors or in small court enclosures (Haury, : 

1945S, p. 6h). Viekrey reported that the dead of Besh-ba-gowah were 

2 not oriented in any particular direction, though the majority did 

have the heads to the southeast and east. She further noted that 

the most common plece of burial was under patio floors or open courts 

and thet burials in earlier patios were found beneath rooms built later 

(Vickrey, 1939, p. 21). Pierson reported three extended burials, each 

oriented in e different direction, in tao tee ruin at Tente National 

Monument (Pierson, 1952, p. 127). 

Summarizing the Roosevelt Basin region secording te Schmidt, 

we find extended burial with east-west orientation in a pre-polychrome 

© Schmidt, 1926, pp. 300-302; Gladwin, 1935, p. 213, estimated that 

the Roosevelt phase renged from 1100 to 1250 A.D. 
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site end north-south in a leter polychrome site. Im the former phase, 

buriels were in tresh, and in the latter, adults were buried in 

cemeteries and children under house floors. Agsinst this we have 

Gladwin's statement that throughout the entire time interment was 

made under floors, in court enclesures, and in cemeteries, mt 

mot in treshmounds. Wo consistent orientation to the east is evident. 

An additional trait should be noted to complete the survey 

of extended burials in centre] and sathern Arisona. Occasionally, 

at Montesume Well, Tuzigoot, and the lower ruin at Montezuma Castle 

graves have been found which had been dug down and then undercut 

to one side. Slakp had been pleced on the face of the undercut, in 

: which the body had been placed, to see] it (Netional Park Service 

: files et Montezums Well; Caywood and Spicer, 1935, pp. 95-973 

Jackson and Ven V: lkenburgh, 195k). Hayden reported a few burials 

: at Pueble Grande where the burial pit was dug alongside a massive — 

wall and then « partial undereut was made into the well, im which 

cavity the body was pleced. He noted s similar find at the University 

Ruin in Tucson. Matthews reported a similar practice at. Los Muertos 

(Hayden, 19h1, pp. 13-135; Turney, 1929, p. 16, quoting Matthews). 

Russell observed that the Pimas in historic times dug an undercut 

greve, sealing the undercut with timbers instead of « slab or stone 

(Russell, 1908, p. 193). Wo underevt burials have been reported as : 

yet from the Roosevelt Basin. Since such burials are not too common 

in the above areas, perhaps they may yet turn up in the Roosevelt 

Basin. 
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Though there is much to be desired regarding our knowledge 

of the burial practices of the Verde, lewer Salt, Roosevelt, and 

middle Gile Valleys, there is nothing to indicate that the burial 

practices of the "Selado” area (Roosevelt Basin) differed from the 

Sinague method (Verde Valley). A clese agreement between the middle 

Verde Valley and Salt River Valley customs is noted in burials. 

Perhaps this is due to recent detailed work in these two areas. 

Future work may reves] that al] three of the above mentioned regions 

may contain more clesely related erratic burial practices than present 

evidence would indicate. It appears that the burial prectices of the 

"Salado® in the Roosevelt Basin were actually as haphesard as those 

of the Verde Vel ley and middle Gila River, The disagreement between 

Schmidt's and Gledwin's nbeervations seems to indicate such a possi- 

bility. 

It is known that social ami religious practices as well as 

available burial sreas often have a bearing on the method of internment, 

and this may account for some of the variations noted. For example, 

the Pima in historic times cremated warriors in the field rether then 

interring then unburned at home (Idem., p. 19h). Further, the Pima . 
medicine men were seid to have been buried in a sitting position er 

extended on the stomach (Fewkes, 19128, footnote, p. 118; Woodward, 

19k9, p. 1h73 Brown, J. R., 1669, p. 113). Fewkes reported an 

extended burial on a floor im a room at Awatovi, quite different 

from the common Hopi prectice of interring in a sested position in a 

buriel ground (Fewkes, 1696, pp. 572-573; Thompson in Putnam, 1879, 

P. 3233 Beaglehole, 1935, pp. 11-12). Probably a host of such 
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varying practices could be cited to demonstrate the effects of social 

or religious customs on burials. 

Undoubtedly certein religiows beliefs prompted the prehistoric 

people of centre] and southern Arizons to inter their children in or 

clese to their hone since this wes the general prectice. However, 

it appears thst adults were buried either in trash, caves where avail- 

able, cemeteries or in courtyards, their orientation varying according 

to lecal cireumstences. Present evidence suggests thet the people 

of the Roosevelt Basin had the seme extended burial pattern as other 

: groups in central Arizona, though there is some indication of an 

east-west alignment pettern in the pre-polychrome phase. 
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Occurence of artifacts recovered
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i i i $ 8 1 . 

ert Hn: | 
White Mound B/W (pre-750) , . . 
Kanaee B/W (700-900) 2 5 2 9 

Deadmens B/R (800-1060) 1 b 2 7 

Desdmans B/G (700-1100) 1 5 7 13 

Medicine B/R (800-1050) s 2 

Black Mese B/W (900-1100) lene 2 7 10 

+ Tuseyan B/R (1050-1150) lew 1 6 8 

Roosevelt B/W (1200=1300)#+ 1 b 5 10 : 

San Carlos R/Br (1300-1100) 1 1 

Salado Red (1150-1350) 1 1 

Gila W/R (1200-1100) s 4 

Pinedele B/W (1250-1325) 2 2 

St. Johns Poly. (1100-1200) 1 1 

Pinedale B/R (1200-1300) 5 5 

Pimedale Poly. (1250-1325) le 1 2 

Fourmile Poly. (1350-1100) lee 2 3 

Jeddite B/Y (1325-1600) ls 1 

Mimbres Boldface B/W (900-1000) 1 1 

Tanque Verde R/Br (1200-1400) 1 23 hs 

*probebly strey sherds : 

*eprobably dates about 1125 to 1250 

steprobably due to plane of contact between two phases 

Figure 13 - Acoestateen of latewstree ia Oy Phoenix Area
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Figure 1h : 

TRAIT LIST OF HOHOKAM AND STNAGUA BY 

PERTODS i 

Key 

' Basie - Traits basic to the Hohokam and Sinagua 

A Anasazi Trait — 

VT Hohokam Trait : 
s Sinagua Trait 
M Mogollon Trait 

North Trait from north (south, etc.) 
x Present 
r Rare 
- Absent or Unknown 

Blank Unknown 
oreo Treits introduced to the Sinagua by the 

Hohokam 
eeece Traits introduced to the Hohokam by the : 

Sinagua 

: Sourees on Hohokam 

Gladwin, et al, 1937 
Schroeder, 1940 
Haury, i9ks 

Sources on Sinagua ‘ 

Colton, 1939 
Colton, 1946
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2 Culture PIONBER SINAGUA HOKOKAM STNAGUA SINAcva VERDE GILA-SALT VALLLYS 

PBRIOD VaLLBY sues 

Time Pre-700 A.D. Pre=1070 ADs 900-1150 A.D. 1070- Post= Post= Pestel150 A-De 
112¢ A.?. 1220 wDe 1125 A.D. , 

I aii tite Wii aise eninge chins ian Sinhala anime conn eaei atte 

@kCHI TECTURE 

Tinkered dwelling x basic x x x - - x 

Jacal, square x basic x - - 

rectangular - - south H g-o----<------99n x 

Post holes u Basic 4 south H Q---------------2 2 

Firepit, central - x north - ~ 

near entry ® south - § Biteweosenso cong x 

Floor depth 1-2" Basic 1-3" els" 1-3" $e 

Floor size 15" Basic u* 10x22 12x25 

Remp, inclined x Basic x * ” 

level x - x - 

step - - Bt 86--38--20~+----98 

Entry to east - - - - : 

aloecve - - . xA 

koof, flat x Basic x 
fl 

gablec - - south H mew--------- ses x 

Wall posts -. - B Genes ~-- seo cwong 

Stone-lined pit-awe! lirg - : - xA 

_Pitelouse, rectangular 
x 

Post holes 0-? 

Firepit, off center to east 

eireular x 

slet-lined : x 

Floor, ¢cepth 
4 

Roof, flat » 

Entry, hatet. 
xA 

Ventilator, on east xA 

. Deflector | za j 

Posts in masonry walle xAork 

Floor cist x 

MasonFy walled surface house « - . A KecesccceeeceFeerssceecessseeeek : 

Smal) unit 
BR KecccccescceeKesecscccssecceseek 

Large unit 
BR RecccccccccveKecsccvscccvcceseed 

Contiguous rooms 
A KorccecccceeeKoeceeeeesesseseeek 

Wall, mud and rock 
AB He ceccccccceecccvcccccessccoe® 

mud and post 
r north 2 

mud 
south = 

Wall niche 
Nocccccccecesesecek 

Entry, side 
A KoeccccscacseKevesseesscsscsevek 

_ Tedoor 
A ReeccecescceeKecsavecsecevesseek 

hatch . 3 BR Recsccccevecveeveek 

Roof supports 
0 Ome ° 

Firepit, cireular, cley : x x x 

rectangular, slat 
x 

Plocr cits, pit 
r 

jer : r 

Two level floor 
x :
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Culture PIONEER SINA} UA HOHC KAM SINAZUA STNAGUA VERDE GILA-SALT VALLEYS 

PERI@ 
VALLEY 

Tim Pre-700 4.D. Pre-1070 A.D. 900-1150 A.D. 107- Post- Poste Post-1150 A.D. 

1120 A.D. 1120 A.D. 1125 A.D. 

TRAITS 

Roasting pit x ~ z - - z 

Ballcourt, Snaketewn ~ - south H «x - - « « 

: Case Grende - - south H x--------------% - - -? 

Trashmowd - - south Eo x--------------z - - x 

Irrigation, terrace - - south H x - - x x 

dott omland - - - - - x « 

Cavate dwelling - - ~ - A Recccenessceekd - 

Ceremonial cave - ~ - ~ Aicvscccccedecesscccecesccsso 

Housemound - o . - - - x south 

Courtyard dwelling - - - « x? x x 

Compound wall, house - - z - x? x x 

village - - - - ~ south x rare, lete x late 

Compact dwelling - - - - - = lete =x late 

Multistoried ~ ~ = ” x x r (big house) 

DISPOSAL OF DEAD 

Cremation, seettered ashes 9 Basic ? - - - « - 

ure - - south H x--------------z - - x 

in tresh - - ee | * x 

in cemetery - ~ ‘ BH ken--2-- enn - nok - - x 

Burial, extended - - - x8 KeccsccccccceXecccccscovscessseek : 

in trash xs KecccccccceseKececccssccessceseek 

in cemetery - x x 

sub-fleor, child 
B Ke cccccccccccRecccccvessccessceek 

aduit 
r 

slab covered 
x 

pole covered S Kecccccccccesd 

plein pit x§ ; Rese rccccccceKovesscsccccccsscsekd 

in cist 
x 

recessed chasber 
Rescccccccccssccceek 

face painted 
x 

Buriel, flexed, intrusive zA x east 

PHYSICAL TRAITS - 

Skull, deformed, cocipiteal x8 Re vTeecccevecHececccesscsocecccek 

undeformed x? x x x x 

brechyoepha lic 
x x x ae 

dolieoeephelic x x x x 

mosoccephalic : 

ANIMALS, DOMESTIC 

Dog ? Basic x x —* x : 

Parrot - - x x? 

Turkey - - z x z .
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; Culture PIOMBER SINAGUA HOHO KaM SIMAG UA sImacUa VERDE GILA-SALT VALLEYS 

: PERIOD f VALLEY 

Tim Pre-700 A.D. Pre-10™ A.D. 900-1150 A.D. 1070- Pest- Post- Post-1150 A.D. 
1120 A.D. 1120 AD. 1126 A.D. 

TRAITS 
: 

eens AAA MANNA 
ALAAA LLL LLL AL AA 

wooD 
ye 

Arrow, foreshaft - - x x = 

sheft 
x x x 

point 
x 

Bow . - z = 

Cane cigarette - - z x 

with sash 
: x 

Carved hend - - x 

Ceremonial stick, hoof - - x 

hand 
x 

Ceremonies] wand - - 8 x 

Cormeod on stick : - - x 

Cradleboerd - - ax 

Digging stick - - x x 
Fire heerth’ - - z 

: ‘ érill 
x 

Kachina - ° Ax 

=e handle - - = 

I e - - x 

Morter - - x. : 

Paddle - = x x x 

Paho, effigy - - 4 x 

peeled stick 
x x 

bew, notched 
x 

no notches 
z 

painted stick 
x x 

roundel 
x 

twig 
z 

orook 
5 x 

Spetule - * x 

Spindle whorl - - a 

Spindle stick = - x x 

Weaving beton - - x : 

Weaving stick - - = 

BOWE ORNAMENTS 

Bead, disc - - zx 

oylinder - - x 

Painted bone - - x 

Ring * * s 

Tube, incised - - x 

oerved x
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Culture PIONEER SImaGua HOBO KAM SIWacUA sImaota VERDE GILA-SALT VALLEYS 
PERIOD VALLEY z 

Tame Pre-700 A.D. Pre-107 A.D. 900-1250 A.D. 1070- Pest- Post- Pest-119 AD. 
* ; , 1120 A.D. 1120 A.D. 1128 A.D. 

TRAITS 

sss 
BORE IMPLEMENTS 

Awl, splinter ? Basic? x x x x z z 
vamedified joint x x x x 
modified x x 

. long _ z 
short x x x zx 

Chisel x z 
Dagger x x 
Dice z 
Dise, perforated ~ 
Pleker = 
Needle : z z 
Netohed bone (rasp) x 
Spatula i x x x 
Tube, plein x x z 
Thistle x x x 

SHELL 

Bead, dise = south = Keown no --- oe eee kX x zx z 

cylinder B me.......... g 
bi-lobed B g--.-~....-. 2003 x 
whole z Basio x 

Bracelet, plain x Basis x Ee nnewe- 202 e ok x x = 

carved south H x 
Needle Ex 
Pendant, plein x south , ee x x x 

effigy x south Gee meccennenlt x x x 
Ring, glycymeris x south Ee weee -nnene- 0-8 x x x 

conus z 
Soraper x 

Tinkler ; za? x x 
Trumpet Hx x 
Technique, carved " x seuth Beoncce cee eeee=k x x x 

etohed south HE x 
inlayed - x 

; ineiesed south H x----.-.-....-..z x 

overlay south H x-------.-------x x s ‘i 
painted south H x------<..------x x ‘ 
paint-filled xk 

MISCELLANEOUS ; 

Copper bell south H x------.-.--.---x x 
Dressed leather x
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Culture PIONEER STWAGUA HOHO KAM SIWA3UA SIMAGUA VERDE GILA-SALF VALLEYS 
PERI VALLEY 

Time Pre-700 4.D. Pre-1070 A.D. 900-1150 A.D. 1070- Post- Post- Post-1150 A.D. 
; 1120 AD. 1120 A.D. 1126 A.D. 

TT A 1 ssincatleleniileinteleniiatiapeasnania iasiadeallRiphintageantinieaabtiiiiiaeitimeniinn 
PIBER r 

Cordage, cotton, yarn - ~ south H x x 
S twist, 2 ply x 
Z twist, 2 ply ee 

3 ply x 
yellew : x 
brom x 
blue x 
black , x 

white x 
red x 

Weave, plain - - | x x zx 

twillea, 2/2 . x x 
weft-warp, open south BE x z . 

Cordage, fiber - = z x t 
2 twist, 2 ply -. x x 

3 ply x z 
S twist, 2 ply z x 

3 ply x 
braided, 3 ply m 

4 ply x 
Cordage, feather = = =x 
Cerdage, human hair - - z x 
Knot, fiber, square - - x z 

slip x 
overhand : x = : 
hiteh ca 

Matting, twill, 2/2 ~ - x x x x 
3/3 ° - x x x 

Netting = - z 
Pot rest (ring) - - x 
Sandal, twilled - - x z z x 

& wickerwork - - z 
Basketry, coiled - = z z z x zx" 

1 rod & bundle z 
2 red z 
2 rod & bundle x : x x 
2 rod & split red x 
3 rod i x x <a 

~ large bundle x 
Basketry, twined ~ - z 
Basketry, twilled = - x 
Basketry, painted - - x x x
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. Culture PIONEER SINAGUA EOhCKA STRAGUA SINAGUA VEKDB GILA-SALT VALIEYS | 

PERIOD VALLEY : 

Time Pre-700 AeDe Pre-1070 A-De 900-1150 A.D. 197 0= Post= Post- _ Post=1150 a-be 
1190 A-De 1120 AeLe 1125 AeDe 

TRAITS , , csciiiiniiiaemiauaiinel 

STONE, GROUND AND PLCKED 

Adze 
x 

anvil 
x ? 

nushroom (pottery) x i. x x x 

Arrow smoother, single groove _ x north : z north NaeeccccesseeRevesssccesevssseer 

multiple 
3 

axe, single bit, 3/4 groove x Basic © x x x x x - 

full groove Ax x x z 

double bit, af, groove south H x x x 

full groove z north? 

double groove 
x 

ridges beside groove He 

Ball zk Reeves cere were ek + x x 

Bowl x south : ren mone en nn a Pen nn rn enn kr 

Carved stone ? south Ex x x 

Crusher ? 

Cylinder, basalt, plain : Becccvecsecockd 

: carved : south H xewneen------- 2-2 x x x? 

smoothed 
Sx 

Dipper ‘ x 

Dise, unperforated H Been + en sennnsen Joonn omen nernz x 

barre leshaped x ; 

Effigy (vessel or other) x south south H xerewe+---------x Y x 

Flesher x x 

' Hammerstone x sasic x Y x x x x 

Hoe ? basic? x x x x x x 

Incised, stone x x 2 

slate x 

Jar cover 
x bd x 

Mano, rectanguler x Basic x x a x z x 

lesurface x Basic x x x x x x 

finger groove x north KeseveceveeeeX 

2-surfece 
x 

Circuler, plain x : 7 x x x x 

grooved x . ae x 

"l-nand” x Besic | x x x x 

"2-hand™ x north x x x 

Maul, 3/4 groove x x x 

full groove 
x 

Metate, full trough x basic x x x x x x 

one end closed x north x 

scoop-shaped trough = x west? 

basin j e x x 

slab r x x x x 

Miniature axe Hx x 

metate 
x 

‘Mirro, noseic south H x



Culture PIONEKR - sINaGUA HOHOKAM " SINAGUA SINAGUA VERDE GILA@SALT VALLBYS 
PERIOD j VALLEY 

Time - Pre-700 A.D. Pre-1U70 A.D» GOU-1150 AcDe 1070- Pest= Post-_ Post-1150 ADs 
i 1120 A.D. 1120 AcDe 1125 A.D. 

a ieee neesesinstiiieeistiniarnstitasiiciecsmnesiinenncetarnensnvestilnicieseineimmiinesctnimieieilitiaa stasis tail 
STONE, GROUND AND PECKED (cont 'd) ; 

Mortar, bed rock x west 
portable =z Besic x x x 
paint ha x z x 
in metate zx 

Palette South H xe--e--ene---- ox x x x 
Pecking stone : x 5 x 
Pestle, large x Basic x x x x 

miniature H xr eee nnn enn nee Pon wn nn ne nana x x x 
Pipe, tubular x north? 
Polishing pebble x x : za ee ee ee ee 

Reamer x x 
Ring, large south Hh xenn--------nex x x 

Rod x : 
Saw f ? x 
Steatite vessel x West 
Two legged stone with knob south H x-------------9z 

Whetstone x x x 

STONE, FLAKED 

Chopper ? x . x 
Club x west? 
Crescent x : 
Drill, flange base x x x x x 

no base x x x x x 
Knife x pasic r x x x x x 
Pick x x x 
Poirt, lacking or rare x Basic zx 
Point, side notch x x x s x . 

base concave ‘ x x x x x 
: straigit x x x x “* 

edges serrated s : x ‘x 
base notched x 

Point, no notch x x x x x 
long x x x x x 
short x x x x x 
serrated ; x x x 

Point, high side notch x x 
Point, barbed south H x x 
Point, stemmed, ciagonal notch x 

Point, tanged x 5 
Point, large stemmed, notched r x i 
Seraper x x x x
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Culture PIONEER STWAGUA HOBO RAM - STlacta SINAGUA VERDE GILA-SALT VALLEYS 
PERIOD VALLEY 

Time Pre-700 AD. Pre-1070 AD. 900-1150 A.D. 1070- Post- Post- Pest-1150 A.D. 
1120 aD. 1120 AD. 1125 AD. 

TRAITS 

enn 
STONE, ORNAMENTS : : 

Bead, oylinder ‘ x x x 
dise x : x x z x x 
lignite Ax 
steatite x west i 
mud rock R 
turquoise x 

Bracelet x : x 
Button, lignite xA x 

Ber plug x 
Lip plug x z 
Nose plug x x x 
Overlay, turquoise x Kewennernn---2- ook x x i 
Painted pebble i x 
Pendant, plein x x x x x 

effigy Ke nwewn----- ene x 
inoised x 
carved south H x 
turquoise x x x 
mud rock x x x x 

Ring x x 
Toggle : x 

MINERALS 

Argillitic sandstone (mud rock) x x x 
Asbestos x ; 
Azurite x x 

Ca_cite : zx fe 
Salina x x . 
Hematite x ce x x x : 
Lac : ; z 
Lignite xzA x 
Limenite x x x x z 
Magnet ite ; x 
Malachite x 4 x x 
Mice x ; ‘ 
Obsidian nodules x : x z 
Piteh x 
Quartz crystal x x x x x 
Salt x x 
Schist € x : 
Steatite ss x west 
Turquoise : z x x x



Culture P1ONEER SINAGUA HOROKAM SINAGUA SINAGUA VERDE © GILA*SALT VALLEYS 

PBRIOD VALLEY 

Time Pre-700 A.D. Pre-10970 A.D. 900-1150 AeD. 1070- Post- Post- Post-115C AD. 
1120 A.D. 1120 AeD. 1125 A.D. 

TRAITS : 

cela inca iiiatla atin eng Sesame oa eine a atte ch in net BN Ae A A tO A 

CLAY , POTTERY : Plain Decorated Plain Decorated Plain Decorated Plain Plain Plain or Plain Red ~ 
red or red 

bowl, hemispherical x r Basic «x * x x x x x r 

outflare r x - * x 

shallow x r Basio x x x x 

| gtraight-siced He 

ineurved r x x 

shouldered xi ‘ 

rectangular ; xi 

recurved x x 

cup - 2 

Dipper e - r ' 

Effigy x r - r x 

Heavy walled Fr south | - Bewwn reco e-oor : 

Jat, globular, wide mouth x r sesio «x x x x 2 ‘ x x 

low neck x r Basic «x x x x x x x 

no neck x Basic r r 

small mouth e 

shouldered Bort ece se senex x x x 

straizrt neck x 

Miniature vessel - x x x x 

Piteher | x « x r r x r 

Plate x - x x r : 

Se00p ~ = x % os: r SX r 

Seod- jar r « x x r r x 

Tripod vessel - Hex x south ; 

Vase r south - Hex x 

Handled, not piteher - Hx 

TBCHN IQ ES : : 

Firing, uncontrolled x y Basic x - - 7 - - 

Paddle ard anvil thinning x x Basic x x x x x x 

Surface, smoothed x =x Basic «x x x * x x 

polished light Basic light - x KeoececcceseeKoccvesorssccesesek 

slipped - xk KeeevesvccseKecsesseccccssresek 

Decoration, painted red/gray - red/ouff - Mo sces cccccetecccescecccsseeR BO = 

incised x ° x to - - - - - 

smudged - xe KeosscvveveseKecesssscerssssseek 

: applique x south Pteeeeesonne-seene ; 

Smudged interiors - « - - - x KeevececeeeeKaseccessscssecseed —
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Culture PIONGER SImAGUA hee HOHOKAM Stwasva s™astu VERDE GILA-SALT VALLEYS 
PS RIOD VALLEY 

Time Pre-700 A.D. Pre-1070 A.D. 900-1160 A.D. 1070- Post- Pest- j= Post-1150 A.D. 
Z 1120 A.D. 1120 A.D. 1126 A.D. | 

CLAY “BECTS 

Anvil, pottery 
Ball, emall x Basic x 

Bead x x 
Comale (griddle) south x H 
Dise, rough edges x x z = x 

unperforated x x a7 x 
part perforated x x 

perforated x z x x 
ground edges x fs x 
unpe rforated 2 : x x : 
part perforated . x x 
perforated x xz x 

Figurine, human, entire zx H &---------<-----F r x r 
head only ! south? H x 

animal BB Reecen nse. cn co ep : r r 
dar cover x r r 
Pendent (sherd) . x 
Pipe, tubuler, short x r x 
Pot support, (erivet) z 
Reel-shaped object x 
Spindle whorl, pulley south H x---------------x z z x 

spheroid south H x--------.------z z x Kw 

Werked sherd x 

FOOD, VEGETAL 

Bean * = Basic? z x z z z 
corm x Basic x x z 2 x x 
Fish ? ? 
3 rass-seed : z 
Jourd (Lagenaria ) x x z 
Meseal chew : x x 
Squash x x : x
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PATTERN LLAKATAY & HOHOKAM SINAGUA 
Pre-700 to historic times 700-1150 Post-1070-11,00 

TRAIT i 

Dwelling ae 
(Riverine ) Square jacal Kectanular jacal Solid wall structure 

& roof supports 2 roof supports No roof supports (?) 
Flat roof on supports Gabled roof Flat roof on walle 

(Upland) Roundisn stone-outlined 
brush shelters “= -- 

Disposal of dead Cremation Cremation Inhwmation 

Ungathered ashes or Interred ashes Extended Lurial 

platform crematior (vessels) 

Ceremonial Trail shrines and ball court ? 

gravel alignments 

Ceramics Paddle em! envil Paddle and aavil Paddle an? a.vil 

Light polishing No polishing High polishing 

: Uneontrolled firing Controlled firing Controlled firing 

; Unslipped Slipped decoratec Slipped red 

Plain gray brown wre Plain buff ware Plain brown ware 

Redeon=gray (rare) Red-on-buff Ne decorated? 

Designs poorly done pesigns well cone Designs rare 

Little or no decorated Mush decorated Rare decorated 

Red ware rare No redware Srudged redware 

Figurine Rod-like shape . Bffigy shape None 

Village douses scattered Rancherie style Pueblo style 

: Site on flats Site on river Site on prominence 

terrace 

Sheet rubbish Trashmounds Talus trash 

Agriculture inundation farming irrigetion farming . Dry farming 

Mortar and pestle Present sent? Absent? 

Roasting pit Present iwodified Hakataye? Absent 

Food storage : Sealed vessels Perishable cranaries? Storage bins 

Stone techniques Percussion and abrading Variety and orrate Chipping 

Points, store Few, not common Many, long Many, short 

Shell Whole shell, mainly Worked shell anc Mainly obtained 

unaltered variety of by trade and 

techniques seldom worked 

Figure 15 - Comparison of the three archeological patterns occuring in central Arizona
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| see t au 
2 = e = § Ge ge 2: 3 

TRAITS a E . @ é > © = as s 

= _s s 8 * &@ s «= 2s 3 

A = > Square jacal x x x x x - ° x : 

roof x x x x x x x x x 

Flat roof . hip) Sd x? x - x - - x 

House, circular x x 7 x - x - x x 

Domed or conical roof x x x - x x x x x x 

House, oval Sd x x x x 

Cremation “se x x x x x x x z x x x x 

Surface or platform 
cremation . x x x x x x x x x x 

«Paddle and anvil pottery x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

€ Light polishing = - - 

< Uncontrolled firing - - E - - 

5 Red-on-gray brown - * 8 - - ° . - r - - 

Little decorated te x x x - x x x x x x 

Houses scattered te x x x x % x. x x x x x - 

Site on flats x x x x x x x x x - - - x 

Sheet rubbish x x z x x x x x x x x x 

—— > farming =z x x x x x x 8 x x x x x 

Chipped abraded stone x x x x x x x x x x 

Whole shell x x x z x 

Few points x x x x z x x x 

Mortar and pestle : x x x x x x x x x 

siiiesasasssiiiciiiilinaiciiaiiiianinmmpiaimann acini 

~——Yottery highly polished == 
a ie ~~, 

Contrelied firing x x x x 

: Redwa re x x x x x x? 

Red-on-tuff z x 9 x x x - - - — «* 

Rancheria village = x x x x x x - - - - x 

Site on mesa or in : 

mountains - = - ee - = - - x x = - 

rr iii ta Se, Ho) eet, x preeemt, Dak -wtinon = O—~—~—“—S 

° major differences between Pims and Yumans 

Figure 16 - Traits of the Historic desert tribes
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Explanation of Figure 17 

‘The following maps portray in sequence the m jor events — 

that affected the Hakataya Root and neighboring areas in 

prehistoric times. - 

The hatched portions of the maps represent areas of 

blending or unknown data between roots, and no real degree 

: of sccuracy 1s intended. It serves to separets tne roots 

for general purposes only. 

Root names are shown on the first map. Branch names 

4 are underlined. The Hohokam are represented by dots and the 

Sinagua by dashes. 
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i Contraction of the Anasazi and new Pre- Pima pattern 

which developed out of the Sinagua~Hohokam blend.
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Papagueria @ile Basia 

PAPAGUERIAN PATTERN BOMDKAN PATTERN 

| Flezed varie) Interred ercumation 

Chipping industry we wee ce 
4 tales (?) farming Terrace irrigatien 

We ball courts Ball courte 
$ Red-on=brom pottery Red-on-taff pottery 

Limited peint types Variety of point types. 
3 and peorly made and woll acde 

° Figurines rere Figurines common 
Rectanguler, flet Rectangular, gabled roof 
aoe” house with two central 
roof supperts Poof supports 

 carrrmarion oF asovs STNAQUA PATTERN TRAITS 
PATTERE INTRODUCED 

No house mounds House mounds (from Mexico) 

Redware ~_s i 9 BO Cmedging LT 

Pre-1150 A.D. traits Less of many pre-1150 A.D. 
. earry through traits 

TRAITS ADDED BY SINAGUA ROHOKAM = SINAQUA BLEND 3 TPL TNC 
3 Extended burial Extended burial 

Red=en-tmff _ fl 
. cules ab gullieas “alan elie —_— 

PAPAGO GUA Pm 

g Continuation of most Most of above traits largely 
of above treite, but replaced by those fra 

i house type chenges east (Sobaipuri?) 

Pigere 18 

Comparisons of treite in and Gila Besin 
quae 10 bce ote lee ee
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